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11 Introductio n into hyperthermia 
Inn the last two decades hyperthermia has developed to an anticancer treatment modality 
whichh for a number o\~ tumour sites is added to the standard treatment modalities like 
surgery,, radiation and anticancer drugs. Hyperthermia refers to the therapeutic use of heat 
andd equates to the controlled elevation of the tumour temperature in the range of40~C to 
4(VJC.. This 'moderate1 heating is not sufficiently effective as a single treatment modality 
andd therefore is applied only in combination with radiotherapy and chemotherapy. The 
effectivenesss of these latter, standard, treatment modalities is enhanced by the hyperthermia 
treatment.. Both the biological mechanisms and the clinical impact of hyperthermia have 
beenn the subject of a large number of studies. Furthermore, ways of improving the 
administrationn or application of the heat treatment, at new treatment sites or in combination 
withh novel drug administration techniques e.g. utilising thermosensitive liposomes, are still 
investigated. . 

1.11 History 

Thee history of hyperthermia has been addressed by several authors. In this paragraph the 
developmentt of RF techniques applied for hyperthermia purposes is indicated briefly. For a 
comprehensivee historical introduction the reader is referred lo Guy and Seegenschmiedt 
(Guyy 1984. Seegenschmiedt etal. 1995). 
Thee effectiveness of heat as a therapy against cancer is believed to be known since 3000 
BCC (Breasted 1930). At the end of the nineteenth century it was discovered that a fever 
couldd serve as the heat-elevating agent. Coley (1893) injected patients with bacteria's in 
orderr to induce a fever that was intended to cure the patient from their tumour and 
accomplishedd a remission in a number of cases. In the same period d'Arsonval (Guy 1984) 
wass able lo induce high frequency current without the need of direct contact with the 
tissues.. This was soon followed by the introduction of eapaeitive coupling to transfer RF 
energyy to the patient. In 1907 Nagelschmidt showed that heating at depth could be induced 
byy high frequency currents and referred to the process as "diathermy" (Nagelschmidt 1913). 
Inn the 1920 - 1930s techniques emerged by which both duration and location of heating 
wass considered controllable. These techniques mainly applied electromagnetism as a way 
too induce the heating. In 1926 Schliephake (Schliephake 1935, Schliephake 1958) stalled 
investigatingg the biological effects of short wave condenser (electric) fields and later 
appliedd the technique to treat local regions in patients. Schereschewsky (Schereschewsky 
1928)) applied RF short-waves of 3 m wavelength to treat carcinomas transplanted in mice 
andd was often able to inhibit growth. In the late 1920s and early 1930s there was much 
interestt in the possibility of using shorter wavelengths to induce deeper healing. However. 
duee lo lack of hardware diathermy continued to be applied below 100 MH/. A high 
frequencyy microwave diathermy apparatus with a power output up to 125 W only came 
availablee in 1946. The research on the use of microwave diathermy expanded in the period 
19500 - 1965. The research predominantly was of a clinical or technical nature. The 
importancee of careful dosimetry was not always recognised although this was done earlier 
byy Mittlemann et a! (1941) who related measured changes in temperature to absorbed 
enertiv. . 

II I 
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Inn the 1970s and 1980s different applicator types ha\e been developed capable of heating 
superficiall  tumours as wel! as applicators capable of depositing energy deep in ihe body. 
Besidess the development of heating hardware also numerical models addressing the 
interactionn of RF-electromagnetie fields and biological tissue have been constructed. These 
numericall  models calculate the power deposited in the patient by the applied microwaves. 
Inn the last decade these numerical models have evolved from 2-dimensional to 3-
dimensionall  models. The development and improvement of applicators are ongoing 
subjectss mostly steered by numerical models. The efficacy of the applicators is usually 
evaluatedd using dosimetric techniques (Lamaitre et al. 1996. Schneider et al. 1995. De 
Leeuww et al. 1990. Wusl et al. 1995a). In the last 5-7 years the application of these 3-
dimensionall  models as a means of treatment planning and treatment optimisation is subject 
off  investigation. 

1.22 Biological rationale. 
Directt cell kill can be induced dependent on both temperature and heating lime. 'Hie 
mechanismss of cell kill by heat are complex and are related to denaturing proteins, damage 
too cell membranes and cell nuclei and other cytoplasmic components. Although there are 
largee differences in cellular sensitivity to elevated temperatures, no consistent differences in 
thermall  sensitivity have been shown between malignant and normal cells (Hall 1994, 
Vaupell  1979). Hyperthermia and radiotherapy are considered to have a complementary 
effect.. 1) The thermal sensitivity is dependent on proliferative status and cells can be much 
moree sensitive in the S-phase as compared to the Gl-phase, while radiotherapy is more 
resistantt in S phase (Ilenlc et al. 1988. Westra et al. 1971). 2). Radiotherapy is most 
effectivee in an oxygenated environment, but the vascularisation of tumours often is very 
heterogeneouss leading to a decreased supply of oxygen and nutrients and a limited removal 
off  wastes (Jain I98& Reinhold et al. 1986. Reinhold et al. 1990. Haveman et al. 1988). 
Consequently,, solid tumours often exhibit hypoxic and necrotic areas, which lead to a 
decreasedd capability to dissipate induced heat effectively, resulting in a higher temperature 
inn the tumour tissue than in the well vascularised and perfused normal tissue. The tumour 
areass which suffer from the reduced perfusion are characterised by hypoxia, a poor 
nutritionall  state and low pH which increase temperature sensitivity of the tumour eel! 
(Halmm 1974. Gerweck 1977). 
Nextt to its complementary action, heat exposure leads to both radiosensitisation (Overgaard 
19X0.. Raaphorst el al. 1990) and chemosensitisation (Overgaard et a!. 1991a. Schopman et 
al.. 1996. Hettinga et al. 1997. Rietbroek et al. 1997). Heat doses above 43T for 60 min are 
necessary'' to sensitise cells with an inhibition of base excision repair as the currently 
postulatedd mechanism (Kampinga el al. 2004). Clinically more achievable heat doses are 
thoughtt to increase blood flow and improve tumour oxygenation enhancing radiosensitivity 
(Vujaskovicc et al. 2004). The increased blood flow also is considered to explain the 
enhancedd chemotherapy sensitivity: besides the sustained supply of oxygen and nutrients 
alsoo the supply of the cytotoxins is sustained resulting in an increased uptake compared to 
chemotherapyy without hyperthermia. Resuming, hyperthermia is expected to enhance both 
radiotherapyy and chemotherapy. 
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1.33 Clinical rationale. 

Harlyy phase I II trials were mostly il l performed lacking adequate heating and thermometi-y. 
detailedd reporting and analyses etc. I f the well performed studies are selected several of 
thesee phase I II studies showed an advantage o f the combination o f radiotherapy and 
hyperthermiaa versus radiotherapy alone as well as an advantage of the combination of 
chemotherapyy and hyperthermia versus chemotherapy alone (reviews o f several studies are 
givenn in the handbook 'Thermoradiotherapy and Thermochemotherapy: clinical 
applications'' edited by Seegensehmiedt et al. 1996). These studies were published in the 
eightiess and in majority concerned superficial tumours treated with external heating 
devices.. Vernon et al (1996) in a more recent publication presented the analyses o f the 
combinedd results o f five randomised phase I I I trials. In these trials both advanced primary 
andd recurrent breast cancer patients were treated wi th standard treatment radiotherapy or 
withh a treatment to which hyperthermia was added. Local complete response (CR) rales 
weree determined and compared for both treatment arms. The CR rate increased from 4 1 % 
forr radiotherapy alone arm increased to 59% for the radiotherapy and hyperthermia arm. In 
totall 306 patients were included. Both treatments were wel l tolerated and only a feu 
patientss had their hyperthermia treatment terminated early because o f pain. Hyperthermia 
slightlyy increases acute effects like blistering, ulceration and necrosis but with only little 
impactt on patient well-being. O vergaard et al reported that for recurrent or metastatic 
malignantt melanoma local control could be significant improved (from 28% to 46%) by-
addingg hyperthermia to the standard radiotherapy (Overgaard et al. 1995). In this phase I I I 
studyy for which the end points were complete response rate at 3 months, persistence o f 
completee response and the amount of tissue damage 134 lesions were included. The overall 
55 year survival rate was 19%. The 5 year survival rate was, however, higher for patients in 
whomm all known disease was controlled (38%) than for patients with persistent active 
diseasee (10%). The objective o f heating 30 minutes at a minimum tumour temperature o f 
433 C could only be established in 14% of the treatments due to diff icult ies with equipment. 
Inn another phase I I I trial radiotherapy alone was compared to hyperthermia combined with 
radiotherapyy in locally advanced pelvic tumours (Van der Zee et al. 2000). For the tumours 
inn the pelvic region, i.e. bladder, cervix and rectum tumours, local control rates obtained 
wi thh standard radiotherapy treatment are disappointing. In the study 358 patients were 
enrolledd and randomised into groups either treated with or without hyperthermia. Complete 
responsee rate and duration o f control were selected as endpoints. Complete response rates 
increasedd from 39% for radiotherapy alone to  for the combined treatment of 
radiotherapyy and hyperthermia. Local control lasted significantly longer with radiotherapy 
andd hyperthermia than wi th radiotherapy alone. For bladder cancer this difference in local 
controll disappeared during fol low -up. The most important increase in complete response 
ratess could be established for cervical cancer: 57% for radiotherapy alone versus 83% for 
radiotherapyy plus hyperthermia. For this group o f patients also the 3 year overall survival 
increasedd from 27% in the radiotherapy group to 5 1 % in the radiotherapy and hyperthermia 
group.. The treatment was again well tolerated. In a number o f publications the correlation 
betweenn thermal factors and outcome was investigated based on the patient data of the trials 
presentedd above. Thermal dose appears to correlate to complete response rates in the trials 
onn advanced breast cancer and malignant melanoma. Van der Zee et al. (1999) showed that 
thee local control rate was dependent on the heating device that was used. The volume that is 
heatedd is larger wi th a 433 MHz applicator than for a 2540 MHz applicator. With the 433 
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MHzz applicator it is mure likely that the entire tumour is adequately heated and thus better 
locall  control is achieved 
Thee above mentioned published clinical studies by tar present a complete o\ervie\v. They 
have,, however, had an impact on the acceptation of hyperthermia in the last decade. 

1.44 Hyperthermia application techniques. 

Thee administration of a hyperthermia treatment requires technology to heat the tissues as 
welll  as technology to monitor, control and e\aluate the thermal or other parameters 
involvedd in the heat treatment. In a number of studies these thermal parameters were related 
too treatment response. Devvhirst et al (19K4) showed that the coolest part of the tumour 
determiness the biological response to combined hyperthermia and radiotherapy. Statistical 
significantt correlation could be shown between the mean minimum temperature and the 
durationn of local control (Cox el al. 1992). Also for brain tumours treated with interstitial 
thermoradiotherapyy the minimum tumour temperature appeared to be correlated with 
treatmentt outcome, i.e. freedom from local progression (Sneed et al. 1092). The last decade 
muchh effort has been put in the development and improvement of heating equipment and 
heatingg control techniques. These developments and improvements are increasingly aided 
byy computational techniques initially developed for treatment planning. A brief summary of 
thee known techniques for the application of a hyperthermia treatment is given below. More 
comprehensivee information on most of the items that will be mentioned can be found in a 
numberr o\" handbooks on hyperthermia (Field et al. 1990, Gautherie 1990a. Gauthene 
1990b.. Gautherie 1990c. Gautherie 1990d. Seegenschmiedi el al. 1996) 

1.4.11 Interstitial hyperthermia 

Interstitiall  hyperthermia refers to the techniques applying heating sources which are placed 
invasivelyy at the tumour site. Without causing additional discomfort this technique can be 
appliedd combined with interstitial radiotherapy by using the catheters or needles of the 
brachvtherapvv implant to insert the hyperthermia sources. Due to the location of these 
sourcess the energy deposition is localised to the tumour site and normal tissue heating is 
keptt to a minimum (Ansti/abal et al. 19X4). This is the principle advantage o\~ this 
technique.. Unfortunately, the invasive character also determines the main disadvantages: 
i.e.. limited site accessibility, bleeding and infection and the probability of insufficient 
treatmentt of the margin of the tumour volume. The geometry of the healing sources will 
resultt in a heterogeneous heating distribution i.e. the temperature close to the heating source 
willl  be higher than the temperature midway two healing sources. This effect can he 
minimisedd by placing the heating sources close to each other. The local blood flow 
characteristicss have an even larger effect on the temperature distribution. In a homogeneous 
healedd volume the temperature close to a blood vessel will be lower than at some distance 
fromm this vessel (Crezee el al. 1992. Van Leeuwen et al. 2000). This implies that the 
heatingg power close to this blood vessel should be increased. Thus this effect can be 
anticipatedd by adapting the heating power to the local temperature. Some interstitial 
hyperthermiaa techniques mentioned below have adaptive or steering capabilities. 
Basedd on their design the interstitial hyperthermia techniques can be categorized in four 
groups;; radiofrcquenev. microwave, hot source and ultrasound techniques. The hot source 
techniquess distinguish themselves from the other techniques because the tissue is healed by 
thermall  conduction while the oilier techniques deposit energy directlv in the tissue al some 
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distancee from the heating source. Besides the previously mentioned blood How and implant 
geometryy the sources temperature is the main determinant o f the induced temperature 
distribution.. Devices applied for hot source techniques are hot water tubes (Handl-Zeller et 
al.. 1992). electrically heated resistance elements (Patel et al. 1991) and self-regulating 
ferromagneticc seeds (Stauffer et al. 1984. Kobuvashi et al. 19K6. Curtis et al. 1993. Van 
Dijkk ei al. 1993). The hitter technique employs wires made o f a ferromagnetic material 
havingg a Curie temperature in the clinical range, e.g. 50-60"C\ The ferromagnetic seeds are-
healedd by a magnetic Held in the 100 kHz range. I f a seed reaches its Curie temperature it 
w i l ll cease to absorb power from the magnetic Held due to the loss of the ferromagnetic 
properties.. This "thermo switch" character of the ferromagnetic seed allows for adaptation 
too the heterogeneous heat transfer in the tumour. The radio frequency heating techniques 
(Kaateee et al. 1993. Visser et al. 1993) operate at a frequency between 0.5 and 30 MHz. 
Localizedd current f ield applicators operate in the frequency range from 500 kHz to 1MHz 
andd the electrodes are in galvanic contact wi th the tissue tCorry et al. 19N2. Frazier et al. 
19^4).. The magnitude and spatial variation of the power deposition are influenced by the 
voltagee applied to the electrodes, the electrical conductivity of the implanted tissues, the 
shapee and size of the electrodes and the geometry of the electrode implant. Voltage control 
capabilityy o f the electrodes is desirable and can be realised bv connecting pairs of 
electrodess to several independent circuits (Cosset et al. 1985) or by introducing a "duty 
cycle"" concept (Astrahan et al. 1982. Kaatee el al. 1997a). Longitudinal control of the 
powerr deposition becomes possible by placing multiple electrodes in the same catheter 
(Vann der Koijk 1997. Kaatee el al. 1997b). The electrodes operate at a frequency of 27 
MHzz and capacitive couple to the surrounding tissue, thus acting like a current source. The 
importancee of longitudinal control has been evaluated in relation to the influence of 
vasculaturee on the temperature distribution (Van der Koijk et al. 1997). The microwave 
interstitiall heating techniques utilize a radiative antenna working in the range o f 300 to 
24500 MHz. The electromagnetic waves propagate away from the antenna and energy is 
transferredd to the tissue by dielectric losses. The length of the treated area is not adjustable. 
Thee frequency o f operation strongly determines the length o f the antenna which in its turn 
determiness the size o f the effectively heated area. 

Anotherr often occurring problem is the irregular shape of the power deposition and non-
uniformm power deposition along the antenna. Different approaches to solve this problem 
havee been proposed (Le Bourgeois et ai. 1978). I f multiple antennas are applied in an array 
thee choice o f coherent and incoherent operation has to be made. In incoherent operation 
eachh antenna acts individually and control is more straightforward. In coherent operation 
thee fields o f each applicator interfere and the power deposited at a specific location can be 
minimisedd or maximised, but in practice precise control of the power deposition is 
problematic.. More recently the application o f small cylindrical ultrasound sources has been 
introducedd (Hynynen et al. 1993. Diederich 1996). Compared to the other interstitial 
techniques,, spacing between the ultrasound sources is large because of the larger 
penetrationn depth. As with the previous mentioned techniques, control over the temperature 
distributionn along the length o f the applicator can be achieved by using a mult i element 
applicator.. Developments are directed towards improved power levels to be applied in 
directt coupled ultrasound applicators for hyperthermia applications (Deardorff et al. 1998) 
andd for thermal coagulation (thermotherapy) techniques (Deardorff el al. 2000) in highlv 
perfusedd tissues (liver, kidney, brain). 

15 5 



Chh I.Introduction into hyperthermia 

1.4.22 Externa! hyperthermic healing. 
AA number o( different applicator types have been developed, each with specific 
characteristicss needed to externally heat tumours of a specific size, shape and location. 
Basedd on the tumour location these applicators can be subdivided into three categories: 
superficiall  or local hyperthermia, regional hyperthermia and whole body hyperthermia. 

1.4.2.11 Superficial hyperthermia 

Superficiall  tumours are accessed relatively easy by heating - and treatment control 
equipmentt and most clinical experience have been obtained for superficial hyperthermia 
equipment.. Both inductive applicators and radiating applicators, like the micros trip antenna 
andd the waveguide applicator, are applied for superficial hyperthermia. 
Thee inductive applicators induce an electric field arising from the time varying magnetic 
fieldfield associated to the current running through the applicator. Current carrying coils or 
inductionn coils have been used for many years in short-wave diathermy at frequencies 
aroundd 13.56 MHz and 27.12 MHz. Analysis of such "pancake" coil shows a strong 
dependencee on applicator - skin distance (Hand et al. 1986); small distances {<  3cm) lead 
too high absorbed power in the fat while at larger distance the absorbed power density in the 
musclee shows an effective penetration depth of 3-4 cm depending on coil size. A 
disadvantagee of the pancake coil is thai the heating power on the central axis of the coil is 
zero.. This is due to the parallel orientation of the coil to the skin and the size of the coil in 
combinationn with the applied frequency. The pancake coil behaves like a magnetic dipole 
orientedd perpendicular to the skin surface resulting in zero heating power on the central axis 
off  the coil (Morita et al. 19X2). To solve the axial zero heating power designs have been 
suggestedd in which the plane of the current loop is perpendicular to the tissue surface 
(Andersenn 19X4. Tiberio et al. 1984. Johnson et al. 1987). 
Radiatingg applicators operate at frequencies above 200 MHz. Most of these applicators are 
designedd to be used in combination with a bolus to improve the coupling of the E-field to 
thee tissues, not to expose the tissue to the fields close to the aperture and to prevent large 
leakagee fields. The applicators that have been developed are based on hollow cylindrical 
waveguidess or micro strips. The waveguide applicators are generally exited by a choke 
positionedd in the waveguide. The dimensions of aperture of the waveguide and its dielectric 
loadd (e.g. water) determine the lowest transmitted frequency or cut-off frequency although 
thiss frequency can be lowered by using waveguides with a ridged cross section. However. 
thee effective aperture is approximately the area beneath the ridges which can be smaller 
thann the aperture of a rectangular applicator of the same dimensions. The impedance of the 
applicatorr depends on the dimensions of the choke and its position lo the closed end of the 
waveguide.. In some cases the size and weight of the waveguide applicators hamper clinical 
application.. Applicators based on micro strips or similar structures do not suffer from this 
problem.. The general form of a micro strip applicator is a thin substrate of dielectric 
materiall  with a metallic ground plate on one side and a metallic line or patch on the other 
side.. The characteristics of the applicator depend on the dielectric properties of the media 
closee to the micro strip. The penetration depth, i.e. the distance at which the absorbed 
powerr per kilogram has decreased by a factor o\\: . depends on applicator type, dimensions 
andd operating frequency and for the applicators described above lies between 3 cm and 6 
cmm for homogeneous muscle tissue (Hand 1990). The penetration depth in practice is less 
thann the penetration depth for a plane wave in the same situation. Other important 
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parameterss that influence the penetration depth are the thickness and dielectric properties of 
thee skin and the tissue underneath the skin (Andersen 1987) and the curvature of the skin. 
Iff  only a single applicator is applied, optimisation of the hyperthermia treatment can only 
bee arranged by proper selection of the size and position ot' the applicator. This can be 
improvedd by using an array of individually controlled applicators. Besides 2D spatial 
controll  of the distribution of the absorbed power such an array is also directed towards 
improvedd effective field size to treat larger areas (Van Rhoon el al. 1992a. Hand et al. 
1992).. The applicators of the array can be applied in either incoherent or coherent modes. 
Thee applicator setting, i.e. phase and amplitude of the feeding HF-signal. can be optimised 
byy measuring the produced field by a small invasive dipole antenna. 

1.4.2.22 Regional hyperthermia 

Thee classes of applicators applied for regional applicators are similar to those used for 
superficiall  hyperthermia with the addition of capacitive applicators. The objective is to heal 
aa relative large target area located at a depth of-10 cm or further. 
Thee capacitive applicators are mostly applied and developed in Japan and mostly are 
operatedd at a frequency of 13 MHz or 8 MHz. These applicators employ capacitor plates 
separatedd from the skin by a water bolus to guarantee stable performance and to provide 
coolingg capability. The capacitor plate size, including bolus, is critical and should cover the 
entiree treatment area. The electric field is predominantly directed perpendicular to skin 
surface.. Therefore excessive heating of superficial fat layers will occur which can only be 
reducedd by the cooling capacity of the bolus in cases where the subcutaneous fat layer is 
nott too thick (Hand et al. 1986). Reasonable clinical results have been reported (Hiraoka et 
al.. 19X7. Nishimura et al. 1992) although excessive SAR can be produced in the superficial 
fatt layers despite skin cooling. The technique is therefore restricted to patients having a fat 
layerr of less than 1.5-2 em (Hiraoka et al. 1987). Besides the excessive SAR in the fat 
layerss also hoi spots may occur related to the inhomogeneity of the tissues in the target 
area.. SAR steering is obtained by applying three electrodes (Nussbautn et al. 1986). An 
approachh solving the excessive fat layer heating is increasing the cooling capacity of the 
waterr bolus (Ohguri et al. 2004). Another approach to solve the problem of excessive 
heatingg of superficial fat layers is the application of ring electrodes (27.12 MHz or 13,56 
MHz)) which produces a circumferential axially directed electric field (Van Rhoon et al. 
1992b.. Van Rhoon et al. 1994). Although the field direction is advantageous local hot spots 
mayy still occur below the rings if there is no substantia] gap between the rings and the 
tissue. . 

Thee inductive applicators are all based on a current carrying coil. The concentric coil is 
placedd concentrically around the patient and is made of a copper sheet forming a cylindrical 
electrode.. A 13.56 MHz current is driven through this electrode. Theoretical analysis of the 
temperaturee distributions generated by these applicators suggests that penetration is limited 
too about 6 cm of the skin (Strohbehn et al. 1986) which is supported by clinical experience 
(Samulskii  1989). The coaxial coil consists out of two coils placed about the patient with the 
axiss of the coils perpendicular to the patient's axis. As in the concentric coil the SAR on the 
applicator'ss axis is zero. This is solved by using a helical coil which produces an axially 
inducedd electric field. Main advantage of this type of applicator is that they do not require a 
waterr bolus. A heavy water bolus often results in patient discomfort. 
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Thee radiative applicators used tbr regional hyperthermia are all operated as a phased array. 
Thee radiating elements of the applicator are positioned around the patient and produce a 
convergentt E-field polarized along the patient's axis. The space between the apertures of 
thee radiating elements is filled with water to provide improved electric coupling, reduction 
off  stray fields and controllable cooling of the patient's skin. Turner (1984) as one of the 
firstt developed an annular phased array consisting of 16 parallel plate waveguide apertures 
(200 em \ 23 cm) arranged in eight pairs within an octagonal array. This system was shown 
too be more efficient in heating of deep-seated locations than eapaeitive (Tsukiyama el al. 
1990)) or inductive devices (Oieson et al. 1986). Clinical experience with this type of 
phasedd array indicate difficulties in reaching therapeutic temperatures in deep sealed 
tumourss due to treatment limiting problems including pain, systemic heating and general 
patientt discomfort e.g. caused by heavy water boluses (Pilepieh et al. 1988. Pilcpich et al. 
1987).. The design of an improved cylindrical array applicator (Turner et al. 1 989) based on 
thee previous annular phased array focussed on easier patient handling. The applicator and 
accompanyingg treatment software are sold by the BSD medical corporation as the BSD̂  
20000 system. This improved system consists of eight dipoles of 46 cm contained within a 
transparentt plastic cylinder. A single water bolus provides contact with the patient for up to 
approximatelyy 38 cm. The applicator operates in a frequency range of 60 120 MHz and 
thee power is delivered to four pairs of adjacent dipoles at the lop. bottom, left and right side 
off  the array. Both the power and phase of each pair of dipoles can be adjusted individually. 
Selectionn of the phase setting of each dipole pair is made primarily by the "line-of sight" 
distancee from each dipole pair to the target site, as determined by the treatment software of 
thee BSD-2000. Both frequency and amplitude were chosen by rule of thumb guidelines and 
intuitionn of the operator (Sullivan 1991), This system does not include on line control of 
measuredd phase and amplitude at the feeding of each dipole pair which is experienced as a 
disadvantagee (Homsleth et al. 1997). In 1997 the BSD medical corporation presented an 
improvedd version of the BSD 2000 sigma 60 applicator, the BSD 2000 3D Sigma Eye Deep 
Hyperthermiaa applicator. The circumferential array of eight dipoles present in the sigma 60 
applicatorr is slit in three circumferential rings of eight dipoles. This configuration is 
capablee of focussing the energy in the longitudinal direction. Properties capabilities of the 
Sigmaa Eye like e.g. the control of the electric field distribution have been studied by Wust 
ell  al (2000). 
AA four element phased array system operating over a frequency range of 20 200 MHz was 
developedd by Raskmark and Bach Andersen (1984). Each element consists of an inner plate 
withh an aperture and an outer plate acting as a reflector. Both plates are circumferential to 
conformm to the patients body contour. Each element has an integrated water bolus with 
controlledd water flow. The distribution of the deposited power depends on the frequency, 
thee width of the aperture and the thickness of the water bolus between the segments and the 
patient.. Both the power and phase of each element can be adjusted individually. This 
adjustmentt must be performed including corrections for ihe cross coupling of the elements 
(Raskmarkk et al. 1994). Another phased array system was designed and constructed based 
onn a 433 MHz prototype (Van Dijk el al. 1989). The large scale 70 MHz equivalent applies 
fourr water tilled waveguides and was introduced in the clinic in 1987. After a period in 
whichh the top and bottom applicator where acti\ely powered while the lateral applicators 
weree used in an echo mode (Schneider et al. 1994) the powering of the elements was 
upgraded.. This upgrade was performed in cooperation with SSB Company (Iserlohn. 
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Germany)) and features four phase lock loops (PLL) and four amplitude lock loops (ALL) . 
Thee PLL sensors are mounted on the feeding plugs of the waveguides while the ALL are 
positionedd at the output of the power amplifiers. The PLL and ALL stabilise the phase and 
powerr output at the feeding plug on the waveguide. Both phase and amplitude of the 
forwardd signal to the waveguide are continuously monitored by a vector volt meter. After 
thiss upgrade all four waveguides were applied in an active mode and the phase and 
amplitudee of all four of the feeding signals could be adjusted and locked individually. Also 
inn this case adjusting the feeding signals must be corrected for cross coupling effects 
(Schneiderr el al. 1995). Each of the waveguides can be moved towards the patient 
individuallyy to control the thickness of the water bolus and. except for the bottom 
applicator,, to remove the applicator from the array if necessary. RF reflection towards the 
amplifierss is avoided by a set of tuners. In contrast to the multiple element in the phased 
arrayy system the coaxial TEV1 applicator (Lagendijk 19X3, De Leeuw el al. 1987) is fed 
throughh a single connector. The applicator consists of an open ended air filled coaxial line 
inn which the inner conductor is hollow. At the open end the conductors are bent to form an 
aperturee through which an H-field parallel to the axis of the applicator can be emanated. 
Thee patient is positioned along this axis in an open water bolus contained within the central 
conductorr and thus is exposed to a circumferential E-field parallel to the body's axis. The 
openn water bolus configuration avoids the patient discomfort due to the pressure of heavy 
boluss bags, as experienced with the earlier versions of the annular array applicators. The 
widthh of the aperture formed between the inner and outer conductor can be varied between 
88 and 45 cm. 

1.4.2.33 Whole body hyperthermia 

Thee major application of whole body hyperthermia (WBII) is to treat metastatic disease by 
increasingg the body temperature to 41.8 l'C. In general WBH is combined with 
chemotherapy.. In the past WBH has been induced by injection of bacterial toxins. Later 
controlledd techniques have been developed like extracorporeal heating of the blood and 
epidermall  healing i.e. transferring heat to the body core using the patient's skin surface 
area.. Of these three methods the latter is currently the most commonly used modality. 
Extracorporeall  heating of blood suffers from a number of complications related to the 
inductionn of alterations in the coagulation system. A relatively new technique developed by 
Robinss el al (1994) employs radiant heat in a humidified closed environment thus 
preventingg cooling by perspiration. The therapeutic index of the combined treatment 
modalityy is dependent on timing and scheduling of the applied chemotherapy drug and the 
WBHH treatment; e.g. application of cisplatin (Overgaard et al. 1991b) and WBH requires 
differentt timing and scheduling to obtain a good therapeutic index than application of 
carboplatinn and WBH (Robins et al, 1993). Toxicity of WBH is acceptable if patients are 
carefullyy selected and if the treatment is accompanied by suitable anesthesiologies! 
managementt and monitoring (Kemer et al. 1999. Robins et al. 1997). In general the body 
temperaturee is increased and maintained for 1 hour to the maximal tolerable temperature of 
41.88 "C (Robins el al. 1993. Kemer et al. 1999. Westermann et al. 2001. Westermann et al. 
2003).. Animal studies suggest that long-duration (6-12h) WBH at a temperature of 39" -
40""  C leads to an increased therapeutic index (Kraybtll et al. 2002). 
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1.4.33 Heating control. 

Bothh the measurement of the electric field strength and the temperature are applied for 
healingg control purposes. In clinical practice these measurements invoke invashe and 
intra-luminall  placement of both E-field probes and thermometry sensors to control the 
powerr deposition and temperature respectively. Both measurement modalities arc also used 
inn phantom experiments directed towards quality assurance and heating efficacy 
determination.. E-field probes are applied in essence to determine the heating power which 
iss proportional to the square of the field strength. In hyperthermia systems utilising 
capacitivee or radiative applicators E-field probes are applied to characterise the heating 
efficacyy by scanning the probe through a phantom patient. In clinical practice the E-field 
probee is usually positioned intra-luminal like in the vagina or the rectum and exceptionally 
inn the tumour. At the position of the probe the E-field can be monitored or the field strength 
cann be maximised. The mandatory character of the application of thermometry sensors 
duringg clinical treatments is well recognised (Lagendijk et ai. 1998). The temperature is 
measuredd by thermocouple strings, motor-scanned single thermistors or fibre optic sensors. 
Thee sensors are positioned within catheters which have previously been inserted in natural 
cavitiess or in the tumour or they are an integral part of the (interstitial) applicator. Non-
invasivee thermometry strongly evolved during the last decade. The most promising non-
invasivee thermometry techniques are based on MR I {Samulski et al. 1992, Wlodarczyk el 
al.. 1998) and have already been introduced in the clinic at some institutes (Carter et al. 
1998,, Craciunescu et al. 2001, Wust et al. 2004). However, problems with MRI are high 
costs,, heating technique compatibility and the application of an imaging sequence or 
techniquee which measures a signal uniquely determined by the temperature. Other 
techniquess are based on impedance tomography, microwave imaging (Meaney et al. 2003b. 
Mcancyy et al. 2003a). Some kind of heating control and mainly temperature registration are 
requiredd during a hyperthermia treatment. 

1.4.44 Hyperthermia Treatment planning 

Thee simulation of a hyperthermia treatment is a two step procedure: 1) compute the heating 
powerr induced in the body by the heating source or hyperthermia applicator and 2) compute 
thee redistribution of energy due to thermal conduction and blood flow and the resultant 
temperature.. Decoupling of both steps is based on the relative insensitivity of the properties 
off  the heated tissue and the difference in transient behaviour of the power absorption 
relativee to the much slower thermal response time. The second step is a generic step which 
iss identical for each hyperthermia system and is dependent on the first step. The first step is 
dependentt on the applied healing source. The importance of hyperthermia treatment 
simulationn has been best summarized by the four areas where treatment modelling could 
playy a role in improving power delivery and evaluating resulting dosimetry (Gautherie 
1990d):: 1) Comparative dosimetry to evaluate different devices under identical 
circumstancess in order to establish guidelines for the use of one system over the other; 2) 
Prospectivee dosimetry intended to determine the best possible treatment for the specific 
patientt given the available heating modalities; 3) Concurrent dosimetry during treatment 
aimss for improvement of the therapeutic temperature rise in the tumour by changing the 
powerr deposition distribution based on a limited number of temperature measurements; 4) 
Retrospectivee dosimetry of measured temperature data to evaluate the ability of the 
treatmentt apparatus to heal the tumour to a certain predefined therapeutic threshold. These 
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areass arc clearly formulated from the thermal point of view and certainly the latter three 
areass strongly rely on the temperature calculation. However, the area of comparative 
dosimetryy applies in the field of power deposition problems as well and in fact this Held has 
beenn studied more extensively than the other fields. 
Inn the last decade the computational techniques for heating power calculation have evolved 
fromm 2-dimensional to 3-dimensional techniques. The results of these 3-dimensional 
techniquess have shown that in the 2-dimensional simulations the influence of tissue 
interfacess has been underestimated (Wust et al. 1995b). Even more, the 3-dimensional 
simulationss have revealed the critical role of localized areas a{ high power deposition 
outsidee the immediate treatment field which can occur as a result of the electromagnetic 
propertyy discontinuities that are prevalent within the body. As a result, electromagnetic 
modellingg is utilized to find ways to diminish these areas, called hot spots, outside the 
treatmentt area as well as to identify methods of maximising the power deposited in the 
targett volume. The solution of the problem of diminishing hot spots while maximising 
heatingg rate in the target volume is in general sought in optimisation techniques and several 
optimizationn studies have been published (Wust et al. 1991, Wust et al. 1996, Paulsen et al. 
1999.. Das et al. 1999).Studies comparing the power deposition patterns produced by 
variouss devices have rendered valuable information for improvement of treatment quality 
andd applicator development (Paulsen et al. 1999, Seebass et al. 2001). The reduction of hot 
spotss plays an important role in the development of improved heating systems (Wust et al. 
1996). . 

Temperaturee dosimetry on the basis of simulations strongly relies on the accuracy of the 
powerr deposition calculation and the accurate specification of the biophysical parameters 
involved,, i.e. dielectric definition of the tissues, the structure of the vasculature and the 
dynamicss of the perfusion. Techniques for numerical determination of the temperature are 
mentionedd in the next paragraph. 

1.4.55 Prediction of the temperature increase induced by hyperthermia. 

Thermall  modelling concerns the calculation of the temperature distribution after the power 
depositionn has been calculated. The temperature distribution calculation can be performed 
byy a continuum model or a discrete vessel model. 
Inn the continuum model described by Pennes (1984) the thermal impact of blood is 
describedd collectively by a heat-sink or energy drain proportional with the volumetric 
perfusionn and the local temperature elevation. The spatial variation in blood flow is taken 
intoo account by spatial variation of the volumetric perfusion rate. The vasculature is not 
includedd in this model and the assumption is that the blood temperature instantly 
equilibratess with the tissue temperature when it reaches the capillaries. This assumption 
holdss for capillaries (Crezee et al. 1992) but not for larger vessels which take part in the 
thermall  equilibrium of arterial blood and are thermally significant (Van Leeuwen et al. 
2000).. Additionally the direction of blood flow is not accounted for. Several improvements 
off  the Pennes heat-sink model have been proposed mainly to cope with the blood flow-
directionn (Wulff 1974. Chen et al. 1980. Weinbaum et al. 1985). in the model proposed by 
Weinbaumm and Jiji the thermal effect of blood flow is solely described by an effective 
conductivity.. In cases where no vasculature information is available a mix of this model 
withh the Pennes heat-sink model is recommended (ESHO Task Group Report 4 1992). A 
discretee vessel model is preferred to predict the thermal influence of large individual 
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vesselss (Crczee et al. 1992. Lagendijk 1984. Rawnsley et al. !994. Kolios et al. 1995. Van 
Leeuwenn et al. 2000. Raaymakers et al. 2000b). 
Severall  analytical solvable discrete vessel models have been presented in the literature 
describingg the thermal interaction of'tissue and basic vessel geometries (Chen et al. 1980. 
Crezeee et al. 1992. Huang et al. 1994. Weinbaum et al. 1985. Baish et al. 1986. Wissler 
1988.. Zhu et al. 1995. Zhu et al. 1990. Zhu el al. 1988). These analytical models are a 
necessityy to lest numerical computer models developed for the calculation of the thermal 
impactt of realistic vasculature. Initially these numerical models were limited to straight 
vesselss (Lagendijk et al. 1984. Chen'et al. 1992. Rawnsley et al. 1994, Chan 1992). 
Mooibroekk and Lagendijk (Mooibroek et al. 1991) developed a numerical model that could 
copee with branched- and curved vessel networks. A drawback of this model is that a 
realisticc representation of a vessel requires very small voxel sizes. A new model solved this 
problemm by separating the vasculature space from the tissue space. The interaction between 
thee tissue and the vasculature is implemented at junctions of tissue voxels and the 
vasculaturee and is calculated based on an analytical result for a vessel embedded in a 
coaxiall  tissue cylinder (Kotte et al. 1996. Kotte 1998. Kotte et al. 1999). This model has 
beenn validated both theoretically {Van Leeuwen et al. 1997a, Van Leeuwen el al. 1997b) 
andd experimentally (Raaymakers el al. 1998. Raaymakers et al. 2000a). Imaging the small 
thermallyy relevant vessels is still problematic. The effect of small undetected vessels can be 
handledd by expanding the obtained vessel network artificially (Van Leeuwen et al. 1998) or 
byy using the quantitative perfusion maps obtained from MRI (Vonken et al. 1999). 
Alternativelyy the missing vessels can be modelled collectively using a heat sink approach 
(Raaymakerss et al. 2000b). 
Thee numerical/computer models developed for the calculation of the thernial impact of 
realisticc vasculature are complex and still require substantial computing power. Therefore 
thermall  simulations for regional hyperthermia applied in the treatment optimization process 
aill  use the bio-heat model. In general, in contrast to interstitial hyperthermia, in regional 
hyperthermiaa the target area will be supplied by pre-heated blood. In this case the smallest 
vesselss will be insignificant. If however blood is supplied by a large vessel also these small 
vesselss should be taken into account. In practice, either vessels are not considered (W'ust et 
al.. 1996) or the largest vessels are incorporated by adapting the perfusion value at these 
largee vessel locations (Seebass el al. 2001). 
Korr a review of heat transfer in hyperthermia see for instance Lagendijk (1990). Chato 
(1990)) or more recently Lagendijk (2000). 

1.4.66 Prediction of the hyperthermia heating power. 

Thee heating power is determined by the generated electromagnetic (F:M) field. Analytical 
solutionss for the F.M field distribution are only available for simple geometrical structures 
andd simple sources, i.e. layered spheres or cylinders radiated by a plane wave (Zwainborn 
ett al. 1992a). To model the EM field in a highly heterogeneous and geometrical complex 
structuree like the human body numerical techniques are essential. Analytical solutions are 
usedd to validate the implementation of these numerical techniques. The following 
techniquess are applied in the field of hyperthermia: 

 Finite Difference Time Domain. FDTD (Sullivan 1990. Sullivan 1992) 
 Finite Element Method. FEM (Jia et al. 1994) 
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 Volume Surface Integral Equation, VSIE (VVust et al. 1943) 
 Weak Form of the Conjugate Gradient FFT method. \VF - CGFFT. (Zwamborn et a!. 

i991.Zwambornett al. 1992b) 

Thesee techniques can be divided into integral equation methods and differential techniques; 
thee FDTD and FEM being differential techniques and the WF - CGFFT and the VSIE being 
integrall  equation techniques. With all methods, except the FDTD method, a set of algebraic 
equationss is formulated which results in a matrix statement. This matrix is full for the 
integrall  equation methods due to the global nature of the equation, i.e. the solution at one 
pointt in the lattice is influenced by all other points in the domain. For the differentia! 
method.. FEM. the matrix is sparse due to the local nature of the equations. The obtained 
matrixx statement is generally solved by an iterative matrix solver like the conjugate gradient 
methodd in the WF - CGFFT method. Compared to the other numerical techniques the 
FDTDD method is an efficient method superior in speed and memory requirements. Some 
pointss of consideration for the techniques mentioned above are the numerical efficiency in 
relationn to resolution, the handling of interfaces and the prediction of the normal 
componentss at these interfaces in particular, the truncation of the computational domain and 
thee description of smooth interfaces by a rectangular grid. 
Eachh of the numerical techniques utilizes a lattice or grid on which both the EM source and 
thee irradiated patient arc discretised. The EM field is determined at node points related to 
thiss grid on the basis of the properties of the patient defined on the grid. The definition of 
thee patients' dielectric and thermal properties in general is performed on the basis of CT or 
MRR data. The translation of this "high" resolution diagnostic data towards the calculation 
gridd can be divided into two steps; 1) linking dielectric properties to the tissues present in 
thee diagnostic dataset and 2) performing the conversion of the obtained "dielectric" data set 
too the grid used in the numerical model. Linking dielectric properties to the different tissues 
iss done either by contouring or by a direct translation of the diagnostic data to dielectric 
propertiess (Wust et al. 1998. Piket-May et al. 1992. Sullivan 1990). Also techniques to 
translatee MR data to dielectric properties data have been reported (Farace et al. 1997). The 
sett o( contours of a certain tissue type or organ defines a volume to which dielectric 
propertiess are linked. These dielectric properties have been measured and paramelerised for 
aa number of organs and tissue types (Gabriel et al. 1996c. Gabriel et al. 1996b. Gabriel et 
al.. 1996a). The conversion of the obtained "dielectric" data set to the calculation grid 
dependss on the applied numerical method. The FDTD - and WF - CGFFT method utilize a 
rectangularr calculation grid. The resolution of the "dielectric" data set must be downscalcd 
becausee of available computing power. A popular downscaling principle is the "winner 
takess it all" principle. According to this principle the dielectric properties of a low-
resolutionn voxel is determined from the dielectric properties of the majority of the high 
resolutionn voxels encompassed by the low resolution voxel. Another method is called 
"anisotropicc volumetric averaging" (James et al. 1992). The orientation of the structure can 
bee accounted for by determining the effective dielectric properties of the low resolution 
voxell  along the principle axes. As a result of downscaling to a rectangular grid small 
anatomicall  structures will disappear and curved interfaces between tissues will be 
convertedd to staircase interfaces. Comparisons between the different downscaling methods 
havee been presented in the literature (van de Kamer el al. 2001. Wust et al. 1998). 
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Thee FE method and the VS1E method apply tetrahedral building blocks to define the "high" 
resolutionn data on a grid.lattice mesh. The building blocks allow for the definition of 
"smooth""  interfaces conform the contours defined earlier. Furthermore, the building blocks 
cann be placed more densely at locations where this is necessary. The formation of the 
gridd lattice mesh is more complicated but has been automated to a high extent in the last 5 
years. . 

1.4.77 Model validation by phantom measurements. 

Theree are at least two reasons to perform phantom measurements: I) to specify evaluate the 
heatingg properties quality of a hyperthermia system and to assure this quality (Lagendijk et 
al.. 199X) and 2) to test a numerical method. Several communications have been published 
presentingg measurements concerning either hyperthermia system evaluation or testing of a 
numericall  model. 
Measurementss in a cylindrical phantom positioned in the coaxial TEM applicator revealed 
thatt the power deposition peaks at the central axis and that for a 40 cm aperture the power 
depositionn at the superficial regions decreases relative to the power deposition on the 
centrall  axis compared to the 20 cm aperture (De Leeuw et al. 1990). The findings of a 
theoreticall  study by van Putten and van den Berg (Van Putten et al. 1986) are in agreement 
withh these measurements. 
Schneiderr et al applied light emitting diodes (LED) to visualize interference effects in a 
fourr radiative four-applicator hyperthermia system (Schneider et al. 1991b). The LFDs are 
positionedd in a regular pattern, a I I x 15 matrix with a mutual distance of 2 cm. The leads 
off  the LEDs are bended to form a dipole. The electric Held strength sensed by the LED 
dipolcc is related to the light intensity emitted by the LED. The electric field distribution in a 
completee transversal cross-section of a saline phantom can be made visible in real time 
usingg the LED-matrix. The measured signal is converted immediately to a light signal thus 
preventingg RF disturbance of the measured signal. This LED matrix is a simple, low cost, 
versatilee tool both for qualitative and quantitative determination of SAR profiles and was 
appliedd for quality assurance in various radiative hyperthermia systems (Schneider et al. 
1994).. For more precise measurements Schneider et al developed a LED with a fibre-optic 
linkk to serve as a E-field probe {Schneider et al. 1991a). By conversion of the electric signal 
intoo light, transmission can be realised to an RF disturbance free area where data 
acquisitionn and interpretation takes place. In a combined project between the AMC and the 
Physicss and Electronics Laboratory of TNO. The Hague. NL. an E-fteld vector probe has 
beenn developed al the TNO laboratory. This probe is capable of measuring both amplitude 
andd phase of the 70 MHz RF-field in the annular phased arrays. Utilizing the probe 
Schneiderr et al shows thai the measurement of the phase and amplitude pattern of each 
applicatorr of an annular phased array is sufficient to determine the phase and amplitude 
patternn for any interference set-up (Schneider ct al. 1995). Also possible differences in the 
incidentt fields of particular applicators can be revealed by measurement with this probe. A 
proceduree to determine the matching of each waveguide antenna, the transmitted net power 
andd therewith the amplitude of the incident fields has been presented in the same 
publication.. From the set of measurements and with the application of this procedure it can 
bee concluded that the E-fields emanated by the waveguide antennas are well controlled in 
bothh phase and amplitude. 
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Ann extension of the application of the LED matrix was presented by Wust el al (1999). The 
lampp matrix is embedded in a tray containing a medium electrically equivalent to the 
appliedd saline phantom content. The matrix can be shitted accurately along the central axis 
direction.. Together with an image acquisition system and an image processing system a 
3D-dataa set describing the E-field distribution for a fixed setting of the hyperthermia 
systemm can be obtained in minutes. However, eqtiat to the LED matrix, only the strength of 
thee component of the electric field aligned to the dipole is visualized. In general this is the 
fieldfield component aligned with the phantoms central axis. The components in the direction 
perpendicularr to this direction are not visualized and do not contribute to the light intensity 
emittedd by either lamp or LED. 
Wustt et al (2000) performed measurements in a phantom positioned in the SIGMA-eye 
hyperthermiaa applicator. The measurements are performed with an electro-optical sensor, 
likee the E-ficld probe used at the AMC. capable of measuring both electric field amplitudes 
andd phases. Correspondence between amplifier setting and irradiated field of each channel 
att the sensor position only 2 cm away from the feed points of the antennas is good. 
Subsequentlyy the probe is used to measure the electric field in the phantom and surrounding 
waterr bolus for various settings of the control parameters. The measured amplitude and 
phasee are compared with numerical results obtained with the KDTD method and FE 
method.. Reasonable agreement between measured and calculated electric fields is obtained 
onlyy after modification of the control parameters by fitting calculated and measured data. 
Thee origin of this necessary modification is attributed to cross-talk phenomena and other 
characteristicss of the system. Similar phenomena were observed in the preceding sigma-60 
applicator. . 
Bothh Sullivan et al (1992) and Jia et al (1994) presented a comparison of measured and 
simulatedd data of sigma 60 heating of the so called "Utah phantom"1. This phantom is a 
relativelyy complex, but still generalized model of the pelvis area and has been described in 
detaill  (Allen et al. 1988. Gibbs et al. 1990. Sullivan et al. 1992). The Utah phantom consists 
offall  and muscle equivalent material shaped as a 'torso', two legs and a 'central canal'. 
Measurementss can be performed by moving sensors in eleven strategically positioned 
trackss including tracks passing a fat muscle interface. Unfortunately the phantom is not 
stablee over time (Jia et al. 1994). Sullivan reported comparison of the measured SAR with 
thee SAR obtained from FDTD modelling. Jia complemented the SAR data set with direct 
E-fieldd measurements and performs a comparison with data obtained from FEM modelling. 
Thee FE computed data showed a good overall agreement with the measured data. In 
particularr the E-field data perfectly captures the electromagnetic jump present at fat -
musclee interfaces where the dominant field component is polarized perpendicular to this 
interface.. The agreement of the measured SAR with the computed SAR is less good. This 
cann be attributed to the SAR measurement procedure which demands large power levels to 
bee applied for several minutes thus allowing thermal conduction to smear the inferred SAR 
profiles.. This leads to less pronounced peaks and valleys relative to the computed profiles. 
Duee to the instability at certain locations a significant deviation between the actual and 
simulatedd phantom may occur leading to discrepancies between measured and simulated 
data.. Sullivan obtained similar results for the SAR comparison. However, high SAR \ allies 
att tissue interfaces appear to be simulated somewhat less accurately. 
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1.55 Layout of this thesis. 

Thee simulation and optimisation of the SAR in patients treated in a hyperthermia system 
aree generally referred to as hyperthermia treatment planning. Hyperthermia treatment 
planningg has not yet reached the stage of regular application for clinical treatments. Still 
treatmentt planning systems have proven their value and arc applied for 1) 
developmentt optimisation of hyperthermia treatment systems apparatus. 2) optimisation of 
treatmentss for systems that have become loo complicated to operate on intuition. In this 
thesiss these aspects are treated for our hyperthermia treatment planning system. 
Too be able to use a planning system for development or optimisation o\' treatment 
techniquess one has to be certain the planning system is accurate. In chapter 2 measurements 
aree presented to validate the Weak Form of the Conjugate Gradient Fast Fourier Transform 
(WF-CGFFT)) method developed by Zwambom et al. The bolus size is varied as a way to 
reducee the treatment limiting effects correlated to a too small bolus. In chapter 3 the results 
off  the measurements presented in chapter 2 are compared with simulation with the WF-
CGFFTT method. The AMC 4 waveguide phase array system is described within the 
frameworkk of this method. The validity-accuracy oï this description is determined for a 
singlee waveguide and for the 4 waveguide array. The waterbolus size is again taken as 
parameter. . 
Thee current applied hyperthermia systems have a large number of parameters that can be 
varied.. Finding the optimal setting for these parameters by operator intuition is difficult . In 
chapterr 4 a tool is presented that can assist in finding the optimal setting. The tool is applied 
too optimise the SAR distribution while constraining the SAR at several anatomical sites to 
preventt hot spots to occur at these locations. Pin pointing anatomical sites where hot spots 
mayy occur is by no means a generic procedure and hot spot sites may be missed. A generic 
approachh to pin point possible hot spot candidate sites is presented in chapter 5. 
Optimisationn of the SAR in the target while constraining the SAR in the pin pointed 
(delineated)) potential hot spots is investigated applying the tool presented in chapter 4. 
Inn chapter 6 the hyperthermia treatment planning system is applied as a lool to 
developp optimise the hyperthermia system. For a phased array consisting o\" two parallel 
AM CC 4 waveguide phased arrays the effect of the distance between the two arrays and the 
sizee of the applicator is investigated. 
Inn chapter 7 the work presented in this thesis is discussed and summarised. 
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22 The measurement of fringin g fields in a radiofrequency hyperthermia array with 
emphasiss on bolus size 

Thiss chapter has been published as: 
Thee measurement of fringing fields in a radio-frequency hyperthermia array with emphasis 
onn bolus size 
1998.. J. Wiersma. J.D.P. van Dijk. J. Sijbrands and CJ. Schneider 
Internationall  Journal of Hyperthermia, 14:535-551 

Abstract t 
Thee limited aperture size through which the EM-field of the applicator is emanated and the 
constrainingg of this EM-field near the bolus' edge is related to the appearance of superficial 
'hott spot*  phenomena in radiative hyperthermia. Regarding systems based on the concept 
off  the annular phased array two questions arise: 1) what is the relative strength of the radial 
componentt present in the incident field of the radiators and 2) in what way are fringing 
fieldss related to the bolus size. 
Too address both of the above questions, the spatial distribution of the EM-field emanated 
throughh the aperture of an applicator of the Amsterdam four waveguide-array system has 
beenn investigated for a long bolus and a short bolus. The EM vector field emanated by the 
applicatorr has been characterised in two perpendicular planes, i.e. the aperture midplane 
andd the sagittal midplane. It should be noted that this distribution depends on the 
propagationn conditions throughout the coupling bolus, the phantom and other volumes 
attached,, such as other applicators. Therefore two sets of propagation conditions have been 
measured:: 1) the minimum number of parameters determining the propagation of the EM-
fieldd namely one single waveguide, one bolus and a homogeneous phantom and. 2) the 
propagationn conditions as for the clinical setting. It is stressed that the study concerns one 
specificc radiative hyperthermia system, namely the AMC four-waveguide array, but that 
basedd on the similarities discussed above results may be extrapolated towards other 
radiativee hyperthermia systems. 
Accordingg to the current study, bolus prolongation might lead to a clear clinical 
improvement,, which is due to a decrease of the fringing field amplitude compared to the 
fieldfield amplitude in the centre of the aperture midplane. Bolus prolongation will lead to an 
extendedd heating area, the field lines being more aligned to the patient's main axis. 

KevKev words: RV deep heating, fringing fields, amplitude and phase measurement, bolus 
length. . 
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2.11 lntroduclioii. 

Thee current eünieal radiative hyperthermia systems for the treatment of deep-seated 
tumourss emerged from the development and improvement o\" the BSD 'annular phased 
array'' (APA) system (BSD Medical Corporation. Utah). Main property of the APA system 
iss its capacity to realise a significant SAR level in the central part of a hodv by interference 
off  the radiative, electromagnetic (EM) field (Turner ]984b. Turner 1984a). The APA 
utilisess a waterboius for the l£M coupling between applicator array and patient and a patient 
supportt system. 
Clinicall  experience with the APA system started in 1980 and revealed several severe 
treatmentt limiting problems such as (1) pain. (2) general discomfort of the patient and (3) 
systemicc healing (Gibbs et al. 1984. Sapozink el al. 1984. Gibbs et al. 1985. Sapozink et al. 
1985.. Sapo/ink et al. 19K6b. Sapozink et al. 1986a). The reasons for the clinical problems 
weree identified as (1) experience of pressure by the waterbolus. (2) limited control on the 
interferencee pattern, i.e. a distribution of the heat production different from intended and (3) 
hott spots at the patient's surface due to fringing fields at the edge of the coupling waterboli. 
Takingg into account this experience, new systems were designed of which the Utrecht 
Coaxiall  TFM applicator (Lagendijk 1983). BSD2000 Sigma-60 (Turner et al. 1989. Turner 
ett al. 1988) and the AMC four-waveguide array (Van Dijk et al. 1989. Van Dijk et al. 1990) 
weree brought into clinical application. The Utrecht system applies a large open vvaterbolus 
too avoid the feeling of pressure and fringing fields. The BSD2000. Sigma-60 was designed 
too feature a compact looking system with four applicators of which the amplitude, phase 
andd frequency can continuously be manipulated. This improved the general steering 
capability.. On the other hand, applying four waveguide applicators with an individual 
bolus,, together vvith amplitude and phase adjustment, the Amsterdam system is meant to 
combinee steering capability with the freedom of attaching any number of applicators 
betweenn one and four to the patient. The experience gathered with the new systems 
describedd above can be summarised as follows: (1) Because of the open bolus design the 
Utrechtt system heats a 'long" volume. This may result in high systemic temperatures, and 
thereforee systemic stress is an important limiting factor. Uocal pain, however, is less 
frequentlyy noticed during hyperthermia sessions compared to sessions administered by the 
APAA or BSD2000 open vvaterbolus systems (Van Es et al. 1995). (2) The BSD2000 Sigma-
600 adjusts the amplitude and phase setting of the amplifiers by means of treatment 
software.. This has been shown to be not sufficient (Hornsleth et al. 1997. Wust et al. 1995) 
andd therefore additional quality assurance procedures as presented by Hornsleih et al. 1997 
havee been recommended. (3) The Amsterdam system was equipped with both a phase and 
amplitudee locked loop. This feature stabilises the RF voltage fed to each individual 
applicatorr and realises a predictive interference pattern (Schneider et al. 1995). Although 
(hee clinical relevance of the above mentioned radiative systems have been proven in a 
recentlyy closed randomised phase III trial (Dutch Trial: Van der Zee et al. 1996) further 
improvementss can be realised. In this paper data is presented on limitations due to fringing 
fieldsfields in a radio frequency hyperthermia array in relation to the bolus si/e. 
Thee mentioned radiative systems appear to have similar field distributions in the aperture 
midplanee (Schneider et al. 1994b). although applicator and bolus design is different. It can 
bee argued that outside this midplane. they also behave similar in the sense that as a result o\~ 
aa fringing field due to a limited aperture si/e they all exhibit radial field components, i.e. 
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componentss thai are perpendicular to the patient's body axis. The orientation of the radial 
fieldd components and the boundary conditions for the Maxwell equations at a tissue 
interfacee explains how excessive heating of the fai layer may occur (Heinzl et al. 1990. 
Lagendijkk 19K3). Kor both the waveguide array and the L'lreeht system iliese radial field 
componentss are expected to be located close to the aperture edges" (Andersen 19X7). This 
hass been con tinned by a numerical analysis of the Coaxial TF.M by Van Putten et al. 19X6. 
showw ing a radial Held component near the aperture's edge. Also for the BSD-2O00 Sigma-
()00 applicator the existence of such a radial Held component litis been encountered. Bused 
onn FFM simulation of Sigma-60 heating in the Utah phantom. Jia et al. 1994 states that 
"highh electric Held magnitudes result from circulation o\~ the Held lines around the EM 
antennas""  and. that "as a result o\' field lines exiting the phantom, the Held polarisation is 
normall  to the phantom surface al the locations corresponding to 'hot spots' ". Additionally, 
especiallyy the closed-bolus systems, they suffer from fringing Helds induced by the limited 
extensionn and shape of the waterboius. Again Jia el al. 1994 state: " the bolus contributes to 
thesee high field strengths by constraining the Held lines near the bolus ends ". Thus, the 
systemss mentioned above all may have a disadvantageous LM-fiel d in relation to 
subcutaneouss fat-muscle interfaces (Guy 1971) and superficial "hot spot' phenomena may 
occur.. An approach in suppressing these phenomena, is attachment of an extra bolus at 
pointss where they diverge on a routine basis (Mella et al. 1996. Myerson et al. 1991). The 
latterr bolus prolongation is inherently present in the Coaxial TF.M because of its open bolus 
system. . 

Besidess the clinical evidence already mentioned, systematic studies on the influence of the 
boluss (Chen et al. 1992. De Leeuw 1993. Flornsleth 1997) clearly demonstrate a 
relationshipp between bolus size and SAR pattern. De Leeuw 1993 shows that the size of the 
boluss in the coaxial TFM has a significant effect on the SAR distribution by measuring the 
\E/~\E/~ profile quantitatively over the central axis and qualitatively in a number of planes. 
Variationss of the bolus size induce a small secondary maximum and shift the local SAR 
maximumm out of the aperture midplane along the central axis. In model simulations a more 
prolongedd central axial Held for a fiat bolus than for a tapered bolus (Chen el al. 1992) and 
reducedd bolus edge effects as a result of a prolonged bolus could be shown (Hornsleth 
1997).. From the above it is clear that the limited aperture size through which the FM-field 
iss emanated and the constraining of this FM-field near the bolus" edge is related to the 
appearancee of superficial "hot spot' phenomena in radiative hyperthermia. 
Regardingg systems based on the concept of the annular phased array two questions arise: 1) 
Whatt is the relative strength of the radial component present in the incident field of the 
radiatorss and 2) in what way are fringing fields related to the bolus size. To address both of 
thee above questions, the spatial distribution of the LM-fiel d emanated through the 
applicatorr aperture must be investigated. It should be noted that this distribution depends on 
thee propagation conditions throughout the coupling bolus, the phantom and other volumes 
attached,, like other applicators. Scanning both amplitude and phase in a single plane, i.e. 
thee aperture midplane, is the minimal effort in the investigation oï the interference 
propertiess of annular phased arrays (Schneider et al. 1995). The characterisation of the 
spatiall  distribution of the F.M-fieid however, at least requires additional scanning in a plane 
perpendicularr to this single plane. Furthermore, these two planes represent the minimal 
requirementt in characterising the three dimensional propagation of the LM-field . The field 
directionn and also the field strencth are clearly defined re card ing the LM-fiel d as a three-
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dimensionall  vector field. In this representation the field direction is represented by the 
directionn of a vector in three dimensions whilst its absolute value represents the field 
strength. . 
Adoptingg the above, the EM vector field o\' an applicator o( the four-waveguide array 
systemm has been characterised in two perpendicular planes, i.e. the aperture midplane and 
thee sagittal midplane. Two sets of propagation conditions have been selected: I) the 
minimumm number of parameters determining the propagation of the EM-field namely one 
singlee waveguide, one bolus and a homogeneous phantom and 2) the propagation 
conditionss as for the clinical setting, i.e. tour applicators attached by four boli. It is stressed 
thatt the study concerns one specific radiative hyperthermia system, namely the AMC four-
waveguidee array, but that, based on the similarities discussed above, results may be 
extrapolatedd towards other radiative hyperthermia systems. 

2.22 Materials and Methods. 

2.2.11 The Phantom. 

AA rectangular phantom with a length of 78.5 cm and a square cross section, of 30 x 30 cm. 
iss applied. The phantom is made of a 2-mm outer wall of PVC and is tilled with a salted 
solutionn of 3 g N ad I. During experiments the temperature of the solution is kept at 22  2 
°C.. This results in a conductivity a of 0.51 S/m and a relative dielectric permittivity er 

equall  to 77 (Schneider et al. 1994a). 

Transversall  (XY-) plane Centrall  sagittal (YZ-) plane 

:: v.' 

Transversall  IXY- I plane Overvieww (short bolus) 

: : 

Waveeuide e 
>agjtla|| [Man, 

Waveeuide e 

figurefigure I Schematic overview of the measurement set-up. Top row: the 'Simplified set-up' XY-plane and YZ-
planee with a short and a long bolus. Bottom row: the 'Arra\ set-up' XY-plane and the geometn of the set-up for 
thee short bolus. 
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Materialss and Methods. 

2.2.22 Experimental Setup. 

Inn the phantom, the radio frequent electromagnetic field of one single waveguide oï the 
hyperthermiaa system is determined. The influence of bolus lengthening in the Z-direetion is 
investigatedd in two waveguide sel-ups: 1) a simplified set-up having only a single radiating 
waveguidee applicator attached to the phantom and 2) the complete four waveguide array 
set-up.. A schematic view of the two set-ups is given in figure t. 
Inn both sel-ups dielectric coupling has been arranged by a 4-cm thick bolus with a length of 
300 cm or 50 em. respectively denoted as 'short' and 'long'. In the simplified set-up only the 
phantom,, one bolus and one waveguide determine the propagation conditions. In the array 
set-upp one single waveguide is powered while the other three waveguides are connected to 
aa 50 Q dummy load in order to avoid reflection from the. otherwise open-ended, antennae 
off  these applicators. The waterbolus now encloses the phantom and metallic structures, i.e. 
non-poweredd waveguides, become dielectric coupled by this waterbolus. 

2.2.33 The RF-dipole antenna. 

Alongg a number of tracks in the aperture midplane, i.e. the *XY* plane at Z=0, and the 'YZ' 
planee at X^O (figure 1) the Ri'-fteld has been scanned by the dipole antenna developed at 
TNO-FELL laboratory1. In the 'XY ' plane the E-field probe has been aligned with the long 
axiss of the phantom, which is the direction oï the Z- or main component of the E-field as 
foundd in earlier experiments and reported by Paulsen et at. 1990. In the 'YZ' plane the EM-
fieldd has been determined by an orthogonal decomposition in an axial or Z- and a radial or 
Y-component.. These two components have been obtained by successively aligning the 
dipolee in the Z- and Y-direetion. Experiments to determine the relative contribution of the 
X-.. Y- and Z-eomponents of the emanated electric field in the 'YZ' plane revealed that the 
X-componentt is less than 10% of the local Z- component. A home built scanner and a 
frequencyy of data acquisition high enough to realise at least one sample point per millimetre 
havee been utilised to perform scanning. The mutual scan track spacing is 5 em and 3 cm. 
respectivelyy for the Z-component and Y-component. 
Thee dipole antenna (0 5 mm. length 5 mm) is capable of measuring the amplitude and 
phasee oi' the EM-field simultaneously. After appropriate signal processing, a pair of DC 
voltagess is available which represent amplitude and phase of the electric field at the current 
spatiall  position of the dipole (Schneider et al. 1995). There is some anisotropy behaviour of 
thee probe, i.e. the probe amplitude reading varies if the probe is rotated around its axis. This 
effectt is determined to be less than 5% in amplitude. A variation oï the phase readout in 
relationn to this behaviour has not been detected. 
Forr both the simplified and the array set-up and for both bolus lengths, the reading in the 
centree of the aperture midplane was chosen as a normalisation value. Hence for both Z- and 
Y-componentt the amplitude will be given as a fraction of the amplitude of the Z-component 
att the centre of the aperture midplane. The phase is given as a difference to the phase of the 
Z-componentt at this location. 

11 Netherlands Organisauon tor Applied Scientific Research: Physics and Lkvircnics Laboratory (TNO-i-'hl.i. 
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2.33 Results. 

Thee EM-field has been measured in the aperture''transversal midplane or 'XY' plane and 
thee lateral midplane or 'YZ' plane. The amplitude and phase of each component in both 
planesplanes are presented as an iso-value pattern derived from the scanned data by a minimal 
curvaturee algorithm. Note that the active waveguide radiator is always chosen to be on the 
negativee Y-axis, i.e. the bottom applicator (figure 2). The waveguides attached to the 
phantomm are symbolically depicted by a grey bar designating the coupling bolus. The space 
betweenn the two black markers indicates the aperture size. According to this, figure 2a and 
figuree 2b represent the "Simplified set-up', whereas figure 2c and figure 2d represent the 
'Arrayy set-up'. 
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figurefigure 2: Iso-amplitude patterns in the XY-plane as measured for the Z-component in the two setups: a) short 
bolus.. Simplified set-up', b) long bolus, "Simplified set-up', c) shon bolus, 'Arraj set-up', d) long bolus. 'Array 
set-up' ' 

2.3.11 EM-field in the Transversal- or Aperture Midplane. 

Thee iso-amplitude pattern in the aperture midplane for both set-ups is shown for both the 
shortt bolus and for the long bolus in figure 2. It can be seen that for each set-up an 
enlargementt of the bolus in the Z-direction does not significantly change the amplitude 
distributionn in the aperture midplane (figure 2a compared to figure 2b. figure 2c compared 
too figure 2d). However, a variation of the propagation conditions from the 'Simplified set
up'' to the 'Array set-up' does induce differences in the amplitude pattern (figure 2a 
comparedd to figure 2c. figure 2b compared to figure 2d). These differences are pronounced 
closee to the opposite non-powered waveguide radiator and thus where propagation 
conditionss are altered. In figure 3 the iso-phase distribution in the aperture midplane is 
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plotted.. With the exception of the strong curvature of the zero-degrees iso-line in figure 3a, 
alll phase distributions appear to be qualitatively similar. Independent of bolus size, the 
phasee profile along the y-axis for the 'simplified set-up' is less steep than for the 'Array set
up'.. For both amplitude and phase the described results are summarised in figure 4. In the 
'Arrayy set-up' the amplitude profile flattens along the y-axis in contrast to the "Simplified 
set-up'' where this profile monotonically decreases (figure 4a). The phase pattern lor the 
'Arrayy set-up' clearly flattens close to the non-powered applicator whereas this flattening is 
notnot observed for the 'Simplified set-up" (figure 4b). 
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figuree 3: Iso-phase patterns in the XY-plane as measured for the Z-component in the two setups: a) short bolus. 
Simplifiedd set-up', b) long bolus. 'Simplified set-up', c) short bolus. 'Arras set-up', d) long bolus. 'Array set-up' 

2.3.22 EM-field in the Sagittal Midplane. 

Inn figure 5 and figure 7 the amplitude patterns of the Z-component and the Y-component 
aree displayed as measured in the "YZ' plane. An effect of the bolus enlargement can be 
observed.. The 100% iso-amplitude line of the Z-component widens in the Z-direction and 
thee region in which the amplitude is larger than 100% increases (figure 5). From the 60% 
amplitudee level for both Y-component and Z-component it can be seen that in the 
"Simplifiedd set-up' the region for which the Y-component amplitude is higher than the Z-
componentt amplitude decreases as a result of the bolus prolongation. This implies that the 
fieldfield direction is clearly affected by a bolus prolongation. By plotting the amplitude ratio 
(A-ratio)) of the radial versus the axial component along a scan line in axial direction at Y=-
133 cm which is close to the radiating applicator (figure 6) this effect can be further 
analysed.. In the "Simplified set-up' the field lines show less bending when the bolus is 
prolongedd as being expressed by a decreased radial- versus axial amplitude ratio. In all the 
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otherr cases it may be concluded that the field direction does not exceed an angle of 61 
degreess (A-ralio < 1.8) with the phantom's main axis and generally slays below 45 degrees 
(A-ratio<< 1.0). 
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figuree 4: Radial amplitude and radial phase profile along the y-axis in the XY-plane. i.e. along (he central axis' 
direction.. No distinction between short- and long bolus has been made. 
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figuree 5: Z-component iso-amplitude patterns in the YZ-plane as measured in the different setups: a) short bolus. 
"Simplifiedd set-up', b) long bolus. 'Simplified set-up', c) short bolus. -Array set-up", dl long bolus. -.Array set-up'. 
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Amplitudee Ratio of Radial versus Axial Component 
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figuree 6: Amplitude ratio (A-ratio) of the Radial versus the Axial Component along the Z-axis at 2 cm penetration 
depth,, i.e. at y—I 3 cm. 
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figuree 1: Y-component iso-amplitude patterns In the YZ-plane as measured in the different setups: a) short bolus, 
'Simplifiedd set-up", b.i long bolus. 'Simplified set-up", c) short bolus. 'Array set-up', d) long bolus. 'Arraj set-up'. 

Inn the "Simplified set-up" the 100% iso-amplitude line of the Y-component is found closer 
too the waveguide when the bolus is enlarged (figure 7a and figure 7b) while the 60% iso-
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amplitudee line widens. This is more clearly illustrated in figure 8a: the amplitude along a 
scanningg track in the 'YZ' plane at X=0 cm and Y=-13 em is smaller and less peaked with a 
longg bolus than it is with a short bolus. From this it is concluded that, relative to the Z-
componentt amplitude in the centre of the aperture midplane, i.e. the normalisation point, 
thee Y-component amplitude, is clearly weakened in this set-up. 
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figurefigure 8: Radial amplitude along the Z-axis at 2 cm penetration depth, i.e. at y=-l3 cm. in a) the 'Simplified set
up'' and b) the "Array set-up' supported by either the clinical - or a wooden construction. 
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figuree 9: No-phase patterns in the YZ-plane as measured for the Z-component in the two setups: a) short bolus. 
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Forr the "Array set-up', this widening of the relative amplitude pattern has also been found 
(figuree 7c and figure 7d). However, this is not accompanied by a shift of the 100% iso-
amplitudee contour towards the active applicator. Furthermore, the amplitude pattern is not 
distributedd symmetrically around the Z=() axis, whereas this is the case in the "Simplified 
set-up'.. The explanation for this phenomenon is sought in the patient phantom supporting 
structuree of the set-up. In case of the "Simplified set-up' this is a wooden construction, 
hencee no scattering by this object is expected. In the ease of the "Array set-up', a metal 
constructionn supporting the tabletop is suspected to induce the asymmetry phenomenon. 
Thiss has been verified by performing an additional scan in the "Array set-up' in the 'YZ' 
planee at X=() cm and Y=-13 cm replacing the metal construction by a wooden construction. 
Inn figure 8b the distribution of the Y-component along this scanning track for both clinical 
andd wooden 'Array set-up" is given. The distribution of the Y-component for the wooden 
'Arrayy set-up' is now symmetric and the amplitude along this track is slightly more peaked 
forr a set-up with a short bolus than it is with a long bolus. Furthermore, the distribution at 
negativee Z-Axis values correspond to the distribution measured in the Clinical 'Array set
up'. . 

Shortt Bolus Long Bolus 

figuree 10: Iso-phase patterns in the YZ-plane as measured for the Y-component in the two setups: ai short bolus. 
"Simplifiedd set-up', h) long bolus. "Simplified set-up', c) short bolus. \\rra> set-up', d) long bolus. "Array set-up'. 

Inn figure 9 and figure 10 the corresponding phase patterns are presented of the axial and 

radiall component. In the setups with a short bolus a more concave phase pattern around the 
activee waveguide is shown than in the setups with the long bolus (figure 9). In the short 
boluss set-up. particularly in the "Simplified set-up' (figure 9a). there is a steep phase 
gradient.. In the long bolus set-up (figure 9b.d) this effect is not noticed. Also the 
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differencess in the phase pattern between the 'Array set-up" and the 'Simplified set-up' 
reappear:: ihe phase profile in front of the powered waveguide (or proximal) in the 
'Simplifiedd set-up' is less steep and the phase pattern close to the opposite non-powered 
waveguidee in the 'Array set-up' flattens. 
Thee phase of the Y-componenl has been found to shift roughly ISO degrees in the 'XY' 
planee at Z~0 (figure 10). This shift means a steep step in phase from the positive Z-axis to 
thee negative Z-axis. 

2.44 Discussion 

Thee amplitude of the Y-eomponent in the 'YZ* plane is asymmetric along the Z-0 axis in 
thee clinical 'Array set-up\ whereas this distribution is symmetrically in the 'Simplified set
up'.. The explanation for this phenomenon is sought in the patient'phantom supporting 
structuree of the set-up. The results presented in figure 8 are in favour of this hypothesis and 
suggestt that a large metallic structure might influence the propagation of the emanated EM-
field.. A possible similar effect has also been detected in the BSD-2000. Sigma-60 system 
(Wustt el al. 1995). Il was noticed that interaction between antennae of the Sigma-60 and 
metallicc constructions could cause asymmetries in symmetrically intended transversal SAR 
patterns. . 
Thee BSD-2000. Sigma-60 system only operates in an array set-up and the characteristics of 
aa single system element cannot be studied. By design, the AMC four-waveguide array 
includess the possibility of selecting any number of waveguides, from one up to four. By 
thiss the number of parameters determining an array set-up could be reduced in a simplified 
set-up.. As a consequence of altered propagation conditions the EM-field is reshaped in 
proximityy of the non-powered applicators, and mainly the opposing one. Close to the 
poweredd applicator the influence of the bolus changes due to the altered propagation 
conditions. . 
Inn both set-ups the extension of the bolus from 'short* to 'long' clearly increases the axial 
extensionn of the main EM-field component (figure 5). which corresponds with the results 
fromm earlier reports (Chen et al. 1992. De Leeuw 1993). The decrease of the radial 
componentt (figure Ha) as a result of the bolus prolongation means that the relative 
magnitudee of the fringing fields and their related clinical problem of superficial 'hot spots', 
iss clearly reduced while heating capability in depth is maintained. This result corresponds 
withh the clinical experience of utilising extra prolongation boh (Myerson et al. 1991. 
llornslethh 1997. Mclla et al. 1996) on a routine basis in order to reduce pain related to a 
limitedd bolus size. However, at different propagation conditions, i.e. the 'Array set-up', 
onlyy a small, decrease of fringing field can be realised. 
Inn areas where the radial field amplitude is larger than the axial field amplitude the resultant 
fieldfield direction consequently has an angle of more than 45 degrees with the phantom's main 
axis.. This effect is only observed in the 'Simplified set-up" with a short bolus as being 
expressedd bv a decreased radial- versus axial amplitude quotient (figure 6). In all the other 
casess it may be concluded that the field direction generally stays below 45 degrees (A-ratio 
<< 1.0). Erom figure 8 it is shown that the distribution in the wooden 'Array set-up' at 
negativee Z-Axis values correspond to the distribution measured in the clinical 'Array set
up'.. Extrapolating this result to the data presented in figure 6 and neglecting the data at 
positivee Z-Axis values, it may be argued that also for the 'Array set-up' bolus prolongation 
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resultss in a decreased radial- versus axial amplitude quotient. Hence the field lines become 
moree aligned to the patient's axis, when the bolus is prolonged. 
Inn the "YZ" plane a significant contribution of a radial component to the total FVJ-field is 
measured.. The locations with these high radial components are related to the location of the 
waveguidee edges (figure 7). and are independent of the selected set-up or bolus size. In 
figurefigure S the location of the maximal radial amplitude is found along the Z-a\is at 0 cm 
whichh coincides with the location of the aperture edge. This result agrees with the 
numericall analyses of the Utrecht system by Van Putten and Van den Berg < 19S6) 
simulatingg a singular behaviour of the radial component of the electric field near the 
system'ss aperture rim. 
Closee to the bolus edge a rapid variation of the phase distribution is observed (figure °-a.c ) 
suggestingg a change in field propagation direction. This points to a fringing field effect, due 
too confinement ot the field to the bolus size as a result of the propagation conditions 
enforcedd by this bolus. These rapid variations disappear for the long bolus set-ups (figure 
9b.d). . 
Thee 180 degrees phase step found in figure 10 can be easily interpreted by considering the 
fieldfield lines to be a curve running from one aperture rim to the other. At a certain point in 
time,, the tangent to this curve close to one edge is directed in the positive Y-direetion 
while,, following the field line, it is directed in the negative Y-directton at the opposite edge. 
Althoughh conclusions have been drawn from the obtained data the interpretation oi' the 
propagationn of the EM-field by a representation in cartesian coordinates is troublesome. 

2.55 Conclusion. 

Twoo clear questions have been discussed which are of importance in the field of radiative 
hyperthermiaa systems based on the concept of the annular phased array, namely 1) what is 
thee relative strength of the radial component present in the incident field of radiators and 2) 
inn what way are fringing fields related to the bolus size. In answering these two questions a 
generall applicable approach based on direct EM-field measurements has been presented. 
Thee em vector field, in both amplitude and phase, emanated by the applicator of a radiative 
hyperthermiaa system has been measured in two perpendicular planes i.e. the aperture 
midplanee and the sagittal midplane. This approach is regarded to be the minimal effort 
necessaryy in determining the true three dimensional propagation characteristics oi' the 
radiativee hyperthermia system. 
Onn the basis of our results the application of a bolus significantly larger than the aperture 
dimensionn is recommended. According to this study a bolus prolongation from 30. cm to 
50.. cm might lead to a clinical improvement as the fringing field amplitude compared to the 
fieldfield amplitude in the centre of the aperture midplane decreases. Our results indicate that 
thiss strongly depends on the propagation conditions, 'simplified set-up' or "Array set-up". 
Thee presented data provides insight towards the applicator description in hyperthermia 
treatmentt planning computation. Analogue to most hyperthermia treatment planning 
systems,, which compute the em vector field on a cartesian coordinate system, our data is 
alsoo based on this coordinate system. It culminates in a large number of amplitude and 
phasee distributions, which are however crucial for an evaluation regarding the numerical 
determinationn of the em vector field. This evaluation is a subject of further investigation. 
Boluss prolongation will lead to a prolonged heating area with field lines being more aligned 
too the patient's main axis. The pressure induced on the patient by a large bolus restricts 
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clinicall implementation of a large bolus in the closed waterbolus systems. A bolus si/e oï 
400 cm has been shown to be clinically feasible tor our AMC-4 waveguide phased array. In 
thiss case the bolus is twice the aperture size of 20 cm. Actual application of this prolonged 
boluss indicates a decrease of complains and an increase of the applicable total power level. 
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33 RF Hyperthermia array modeling applying the CGFFT method 
validationn by means of measured EM-field distribution s 

Thiss chapter has been published as: 
Rh'' hyperthermia array modelling: validation by means of measured EM-field distributions 
2001.. J. Wiersma and J.D.P. van"Dijk 
Internationall Journal of Hyperthermia, 17:63-81 

Abstract t 

Thee accuracy of a hyperthermia treatment simulation determines its role in prospective 
treatmentt planning and dosimetry for the individual patient. Of importance are 1) the 
accuracyy of the numerical simulation method and 2) the numerical description oï the 
hyperthermiaa treatment system. The accuracy of the numerical method generally is 
determinedd by analysis of a problem that is analytically solvable. The validity of the 
descriptionn of the hyperthermia system is to be investigated by comparison of the simulated 
andd measured EM-field amplitude and phase of the clinical operational hyperthermia 
system. . 
Inn this paper the numerical description of the AMC-4 waveguide phased array for which 
treatmentt planning is performed by the Weak Form of the Conjugate Gradient FFT method 
iss investigated. The accuracy of the description is analysed for four set-ups. varying the 
boluss size and the number of waveguides attached to a phantom. 
Thee comparison of experimental and numerical data has demonstrated the ability of the 
Weakk Formulation of the Conjugate Gradient FFT method to predict the EM-field of the 
AMC-44 waveguide array hyperthermia system including effects due to bolus size 
variations.. However, based on the comparison of the measured EM-field distributions and 
thosee obtained from simulations, we find the accuracy of the planning system insufficient 
forr quantitative SAR dosimetry for individual patients. Qualitative SAR dosimetry can be 
appliedd in cases where the accuracy is of minor importance e.g. for the retrospective 
analysiss of problematic hyperthermia treatments. Prospective applications of the treatment 
planningg system include the (qualitative) determination simulation of a set of starting points 
givingg a "close to optimal'" amplitude and phase setting, the prediction of possible problem 
areass and the analysis of the performance of new'improved hyperthermia devices. 

KeyKey words: RF deep healing, experimental verification, treatment planning. 
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3.11 Introduction. 
Variouss numerical methods have been presented for the simulation of the EM-fields 
inducedd during hyperthermia treatments: e.g. the Finite Difference Time Domain method 
(FDTD.. Sullivan 1990. Sullivan 1991. Flornsleth 1997 and Hornsleth 1992). the Finite 
Elementt <FE) method (Paulsen et al. 1990, Jia et al. 1994). the Volume Surface Integral 
liquationn method (VSIF) (Nadobny et al. 1992, Wusi et al. 1993) and the Weak 
Formulationn of the Conjugate Gradient FFT method (C'GFFT) (Zvvamborn et al. 1991. 
Zvvambornn et al. 1992b). The accuracy of the hyperthermia treatment simulation is of 
importancee in treatment planning thermal dosimetry for the individual patient and 
equipmentt development. In relation to the accuracy of these hyperthermia treatment 
simulationn codes two questions must be addressed: 1) "How accurate is the description of 
thee EM-field at (issue interfaces, e.g. fat and muscle, and hence for heterogeneous cases'" 
andd 2) "How accurate is the numerical description of the radiating elements of the 
hyperthermiaa system in relation to the actually generated EM-field distribution within the 
patient?" " 
Forr eacli oi' the above mentioned numerical methods the applicability for solving the 
problemm of EM scattering by a three-dimensional dielectric object, like a patient, has been 
evaluatedd through analysis of a heterogeneous, layered sphere irradiated by a plane wave. 
Forr this problem an analytical solution is available and therefore the reference to the 
numericallyy computed EM-field is indisputable. Depending on numerical parameters like 
resolutionn and iteration steps it appears that all the numerical algorithms have the ability to 
copee with dielectric interfaces and that sufficient accuracy can be established (Wust et al. 
1993.. Zwamhorn el al. 1991. Zwambom et al. 1992b, Sullivan et al. 1987. Sullivan 1992). 
thuss answering the first question. The answer to the second question, i.e. determining the 
accuracyy of the numerical description of the hyperthermia treatment system in the clinical 
practice,, strongly relies on the availability of experimental data from a clinical setting. 
Here,, in contrast to the first question, the reference data for the numerical result is 
originatingg from an experiment of some kind and therefore subject to certain measurement 
accuracy. . 
AA well-known example of experimental data from a clinical setting is presented by Gibbs et 
al.. (Gibbs et al. 1990). They determined the specific absorption rate (SAR) in a 
heterogeneouss phantom heated by the BSD-2000 Sigma 60 system {Turner et al. 1989b, 
Turnerr et al. 1989a) at a number of points along several carefully selected tracks. The 
muscle-likee and fat-like constituents of the phantom roughly shape the pekic area and legs. 
Unfortunatelyy the phantom cannot be conserved for a long period and looses shape after a 
shortt period (Jia et al. 1994). This is disadvantageous because (he shape of the phantom 
mayy become substantia!ly different from the one used in simulations. Additionally, 
consecutivee experiments (for parameter studies or testing reproducibility) cannot be 
comparedd properly. In contrast to the more commonplace SAR measurements in 
heterogeneouss phantoms Schneider et al. (1995) presented simultaneous amplitude and 
phasee measurements in the aperture midplane of" homogeneous phantoms with a rectangular 
andd elliptical cross section. Wiersma et al. (1998) analysed the role of the waterbolus in 
relationn to fringing field effects and in order to do so amplitude and phase data of the EM-
fieldfield components in both the aperture midplane and the sagittal midplane of a rectangular 
phantomm (length: 78.5 cm. square cross section of 30x30 cm") was collected. 
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Thee data sets mentioned above may be selected tbr the evaluation of numerical methods in 
theirr ability to simulate a clinical hyperthermia treatment. SAR data may originate from a 
heterogeneouss phantom enabling the analysis of handling media interfaces. On the other 
handd the amplitude and phase are the primary entities that are numerically determined. 
Knowledgee on these separate parameters enables the analysis of the simulation of separate 
tieldd components, which is important in relation to the clinical relevant fringing field 
effects.. A comparison of simulation data and experimental data from Gibbs el al. (Gibbs et 
al.. 1990) has been presented by Sullivan et al. (1992) and Jia et al. (1994) for the FDTD 
methodd and the FE method respectively. Both studies mainly concentrate on the qualitative 
correspondencee of numerical and experimental data. 
Proceedingg on this line the current study presents both a qualitative- and quantitative 
comparisonn of simulation data and the data measured by Wiersma et al. (199N), The 
simulationn data is obtained by the Weak Formulation of the CGFFT-melhod. The 
comparisonn addresses the accuracy of the numerical description of the radiating elements of 
aa clinical hyperthermia system i.e. the second question posed earlier. Both amplitude 
distributionn and phase distribution in the aperture midpiane and the sagittal midplane of a 
homogeneouss phantom with a rectangular cross section are considered in the comparison. 

3.22 The weak formulation of the CGFFT-method for 1£M-Field calculation. 
Althoughh other EM field calculation methods are increasingly utilised, historically the most 
extensivelyy utilised and most versatile technique for handling scattering and diffraction of 
electromagneticc waves by an object is the domain-integral technique. It takes into account 
thatt the scattering object is present in free space and that it manifests itself through the 
presencee o]' secondary sources or contrast currents. The relevant integral equations for a 
problemm of realistic size and complexity are usually solved by the method of moments 
rapidlyy culminating in a large number of equations of which a solution can only be obtained 
numericallyy by a suitable iterative technique. One of these techniques is the conjugate 
gradientt FFT (CGFFT) method. Utilising and adopting this method Zwamborn {Zwamborn 
1991)) developed an appropriate computational method for the modelling of full vectorial, 
threee dimensional, electromagnetic problems: the Weak Formulation o[ the CGFFT 
method. . 

Thee Weak Formulation of the CGFFT method takes the domain integral equation for the 
electricc flux density as the point of departure. This domain integral equation is a 
hypersingularr integral equation, in which a differential operator acts on a vector potential. 
Thee vector potential is a convolution of the free-space Green's function and some contrast 
currentt density over the domain of the scattering/contrasting object. Integration of this 
equationn must be carried out carefully by weakening its singular behaviour and the 
formulationn of a weak global operator. The weak global operator is obtained by selecting 
appropriatee testing and expansion functions. This approach leads to a set of equations that 
symbolicallyy can he written as e' = LD (details can be found in Zwamborn et al. 199] and 
Zwambornn et al. 1992b) with the electric flux density D the unknown field quantity in the 
relevantt contrasting domain, e the known field quantity related to the excitation (incident 
field)field) and L the weakened operator kerne! of the domain integral equation. The operator. L. 
involvess the spatial convolution of the free-space Green's function and the contrast current 
densityy and therefore an interconnecting relation between the unknown dielectric flux 
densityy D and this current density is needed. This relation involves the electric contrast 
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function,, which might exhibit a jump through an interlace between two areas with different 
dielectricc properties. In this ease the mean value of the dielectric properties at both sides of 
thee interface is taken. 1 he spatial convolution is calculated in the frequency domain by 
applyingg a ITT. A back transformation results in the desired spatial convolution. The linear 
sett of equations mentioned earlier is solved by a conjugate gradient method. Within this 
methodd a parameter i> available to monitor the comergence of the iteration process: the 
errorr criterion. This criterion is defined as Krr(J" = ||t''-£/)""||/||i''|| . which indicates how 
closee the linear set of equations is matched by the nlh solution o\"/>""; Err1"1 = 0 if the linear 
sett of equations is fulfilled. Note the normalisation bv the magnitude of the incident field. 
/ / 
Thee resulting computational method has been tested for the problem of scattering by a 
radiall layered sphere. The incident field was taken to be a uniform plane wave. Comparison 
off the numerical results with analytical solutions yielded very good quantitative agreement 
andd it was concluded that staircase modelling of curved dielectric boundaries is feasible 
(Zwambornn el al. 1991. Zwamborn et al. 1992b, Zwamborn et al. 1992a). 

3.2.11 Application of the weak form of the CGFFT method for the AMC-4 waveguide 
array. . 

Thee application of the Weak Form of the CGFFT method in radiative hyperthermia 
treatmentt simulations includes the dielectric description of the hyperthermia system, the 
patientt being treated, and the definition of a realistic incident field e\ 
Hssentiall parts of the AMC-4 waveguide phased array are four water tilled waveguides and 
fourr water bags, or boh. providing the dielectric coupling to the patient'phanlom of the 
fieldss emanated through the waveguides1 apertures. Details on both the clinical 
performancee (Van der Zee et al. 1996, Van Dijk et al. 19X9, Van Dijk et al. 1990) and 
apparatuss characteristics (Schneider et al. 1995. Wiersma et ai. 1996. Wiersma et al. 1998) 
cann be found in the literature. The waveguides are excited at 70MHz by a coaxial fed 
monopolc. . 
Thee dielectric properties of the patient can be obtained by linkage of tissue type based 
dielectricc data (e.g. Gabriel et al. 19%a. Gabriel et al. 1996c. Gabriel et al. 1996b) and a 
tissuee type based patient description. This description can be extracted from diagnostic 
imagess by appropriate segmentation procedures (Sullivan 1990. Homsleth 1 997. Piket-May 
etaf.. 1992 and Wust et af 199S). 
Thee patient phantom specific dielectric description is added to the (hyperthermia system 
specific)) description of the tour water filled waveguides and boli. 

3.2.22 The waveguide description and the incident field. 

Thee modelling of metallic or perfectly electric conducting (PFC) structures is commonly 
performedd by either setting FM-field components equal to zero or by introducing at 
appropriatee grid nodes a ven large conductivity (a-1.0 104 Sm"!) maintaining a low-
relativee dielectric constant (<v 1). The latter procedure is pursued in the description of the 
waveguidess of the AMC-4 waveguide array. The excitation of the waveguide by the coaxial 
fedd monopolc is modelled b> two point sources having a current density of 1 Am" defining 
thee incident \~]ch\. Geometricallv these point sources arc located al both far ends of the 
monopolcc in the actual waveguide, at the gap between the monopolc and the waveguide. 
Bothh location and strength of the point sources define the incident field and must be 
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selectedd in such a manner that after scattering by the waveguides, bolus and patient the 
calculatedd EM-field corresponds to the actually generated EM-field. The boli are modelled 
byy setting the dielectric properties of distilled water. 

3.2.33 Modeling waveguide termination. 

Itt is known that cross-talk phenomena exist in multi applicator hyperthermia systems and 
thatt the amplitude and phase setting of one applicator is distorted by the EM-field radiated 
byy another applicator. To account for these cross-talk phenomena the non-radiating 
applicatorss have to be terminated by their characteristic impedance, which is typically 50 
Ohms.. In this case any EM-field propagating towards the feed points of these applicators 
willl be effectively damped and no EM-fie!d will propagate back or will be radiated by the 
non-poweredd applicators. 
Numericallyy this implies that the description of non-radiating applicators has to be such that 
theyy do not radiate any energy through their aperture. The approach pursued in realising 
thiss originates from the ease of a plane wave illuminating a stratified medium. If this 
stratifiedd medium has a smoothly increasing absorption per layer, reflection because of a 
discontinuityy of refractive indices at the interfaces is minimised while the plane wave is 
effectivelyy attenuated. 

3.33 Material and Methods 

3.3.11 Description of experimental data. 

Thee measurement of both amplitude and phase of an EM-field emanated through the 
aperturee of a radiative hyperthermia system has been described by a number of authors 
(Schneiderr ct al. 1995, Wiersma et al." 1996. Wiersma et al. 1998. Wust et al. 1995). In 
orderr to analyse the fringing field effects present in hyperthermia systems Wiersma et al. 
characterisess the three dimensional propagation of the EM-field in a rectangular phantom 
{length;; 78.5 cm. square cross section of 30x30 csrf) by scanning the EM-field. both 
amplitudee and phase, in two planes, i.e. the aperture midplane and the sagittal midplane. 
Thee field direction and also the field strength are clearly defined regarding the EM-field as 
aa three-dimensional vector field. Due to symmetry in the aperture midplane only the /-
componentt contributes to the EM-field while in (he sagittal (or yz-) midplane both the z-
componentt and the y-eomponent contribute to the EM-field. The emanated field is 
dependentt on the propagation conditions throughout the coupling bolus, the phantom and 
otherr volumes attached, like other applicators. Therefore two sets of propagation conditions 
havee been selected: 1) the minimum number of parameters determining the propagation of 
thee EM-field namely one single waveguide, one bolus and a homogeneous phantom and 2) 
thee propagation conditions as for the clinical set-up. i.e. four applicators attached by four 
bolii having only one applicator radiating while the others are terminated by their 
characteristicc impedance. The two set-ups are further referred to as the "simplified" set-up 
andd the "clinicaf" set-up respectively. Furthermore, the prolongation of the attaching boli 
hass been selected as a parameter in this study because of its importance in relation to 
fringingg field effects. A schematic overview o\~ the measurement set-ups is depicted in 
fiütiree I. 
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figurefigure I: Schematic oven ieu of the measurement set-ups applied by W iersma et al. 1998 

Thee measurement accuracy is obtained by determining the maximal range of amplitude and 
phasee data measured at identical positions. These positions typically originate from 
overlappingg scan trajectories and scan trajectory crossings. 

3.3.22 Normalization aspects. 

Thee EM-field measurements described by Schneider et al.( 1995) and Wiersma et al. (1998) 
resultt in a relative amplitude and a phase difference distribution: the amplitude is given as a 
fractionn of the EM-field present in the centre of the system's aperture midplane: the phase 
iss given as a difference to the phase at this location. The centre of the systems aperture 
midplanee has been selected by Schneider el al. (1995) because of the symmetry present in 
thee "clinical" set-up relative to this point. The measurements presented by Wiersma et al. 
(1998)) were performed for the same hyperthermia system and the same normalisation 
proceduree has been adopted. At this normalisation location only the Z-component of the 
EM-fieldd is present. The numerical data presented is normalised accordingly. 

3.3.33 Description of simulation according to measurement set-ups 

Bothh the phantom and the hyperthermia system for which Wiersma et al. (1998) 
characterisedd the three dimensional propagation of the EM-field are divided in rectangular 
voxelss of 2 \ 2 x 3 cm'. The 2 mm PVC shell had to be omitted as a result of the selected 
resolutionn that is limited bv the available memory resources. The dielectric properties of the 
phantomm used by Wiersma et al. (1998) are. er=77 and a = 0.5 I S/m (Schneider et al. 1994). 
correspondingg to a solution of 3 grams NaCl per liter at 22 "('. 

11 he measurement set-ups mentioned earlier can be divided in two groups dependent on the 
propagationn conditions with regard to their numerical specifications: a single waveguide 
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settingg and an arrav setting. The prolongation of the bolus in the principal z-direetion has 
noo effect on the model dimensions since it does nut exceed the size of the phantom. For the 
twoo groups the mode! dimension, necessary memory, number of iterations needed to reach 
thee error criterion of 1% and the computing time per iteration has been tabulated (table 1), 
Roughlyy 80% of the computing time necessary to perform a single iteration step is 
consumedd by the actual computation of both forward and backward FFT. The computing 
timee per iteration has been determined by a run on a Silicon Graphics 02 workstation 
equippedd with a 200 MHz R5000 processor. 

Tabicc l 

".simpli i 
"clinic; ; 

ïed"" set-up 
1"" St'l-lip 

Modell dun. 

33x3.i\27 7 

KouriLTT dim. 

l21Sxl2!<\f).i i 

Memory y 

200 Mb 
699 Mb 

Iterations s 

11 1 ("••() 

[ S O U U 

Timee Hcraiion 

SS sec. 
22 / see. 

3.44 Method of comparison. 
Thee numerical data is compared qualitatively to the experimental data by I) iso-level 
contourr to iso-level contour comparison and 2) by a comparison of amplitude and phase 
profiles.. For this purpose both the numerical and experimental results have been normalised 
andd interpolated by applying a minimum curvature algorithm yielding amplitude and phase 
dataa points distributed on a I x 1 enr grid. The grid is limited to those areas where 
experimentall data was available: 30 x 30 enr (area A0: |x| < 15 cm, |y| < 15 cm) for the 
aperturee midplane and 50 x 30 cm2 (area SO; |zj < 25 cm, |y| < 15 cm) for the sagittal 
midplane.. From the obtained grids amplitude and phase profiles are taken. These profiles 
runn along the y- and z- principal axes and along the z-direction at y=-13 cm, close to the 
radiatingg waveguide. 
Too obtain a single quantity that indicates the errors of the simulations with respect to the 
measurements,, the amplitude difference ÖA = Aca|CU|aU,d - Amcasurc(t and the phase 
differencee 8<t» = <J>catcU|a„.d - Omf>asim>d is calculated at each node point of the corresponding 

in n 

arids.. Subsequently the mean differences <öA> (<ÖA> = I. |(5A)|./m) and <8<D> (<5<D> = 
——  i i 

m m 

S.. |(80)|./m) are determined by averaging |(5A)|. and |(8<&)|. respectively over all the node 
pointss (m) of the grid. The mean phase difference is expressed in degrees. Note that, like 
thee amplitude value itself, the mean amplitude difference is expressed as a percentage of the 
amplitudee value at the normalisation point. 
Inn clinical practice the normalisation point could be taken from the HM-fteld at a location in 
thee central pelvic region close to the tumour site. e.g. in the cervix, bladder or rectum. From 
therapeuticc clinical point of view it is of importance to be able to specify the area for which 
thee SAR. as derived from the simulated FM-field. is below a certain accuracy specification. 
Thereforee the quantitative comparison is elaborated for two additional areas with 
decreasingg size located symmetrically around the normalisation point. These areas are: 1) 
ann area (Al: 20 x 20 cm:) restricted by (x| < 10. |y| < 10 for the aperture midplane and an 
areaa (SI: 20 \ 20 cm:) restricted by \z\ < 10. |y| < 10 for the sagittal midplane and; 2) an 
areaa (A2: 10 \ 10 crrf) restricted by |x| < 5. |y| < 5 for the aperture midplane and an area 
(S2;; 10 x 10 crrf) restricted by [z| < 5. jy[ < 5 for the sagittal midplane. An overview of the 
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mentionedd areas is given in figure 2. Both 5A and 5® are determined for each of the areas. 
AOO and SO. Al and SI. and A2 and S2 delineated above. 

o\o\ en iew of the areas for which <6A • and <SO • ha\ e been determine 

Transversall cross-section, areas AO, Al and A2 Sagittall cross-section, areas SO. SI and S2 
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figuree 2: Schematic overview of die areas SO, SI and S2 and AO, Al and A2 for which <5A and 5d» have been 
determined d 

3.55 Results. 

3.5.11 Qualitative comparison of computational and experimental data 
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figuree 3: Iso-level contours of the Z-Component of the EM-field in the aperture midplane (Z=0). a) simulated 
amplitudee iso-level contours: b) measured amplitude iso-level contours; c) simulated phase iso-level contours: di 
measuredd phase iso-level contours, 
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figuree 4: [so-level contours of the Z-Componenl of the EM-field in the sagittal midplane (X=0). 
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figuree 5: Iso-level contours of the Y-Component of the EM-fteld in the sagittal midplane (X=0). 
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Inn order to indicate the predictive capabilities of the numerical method the iso-level 
presentationn for the "simplified"' set-up with short bolus are depicted. The measured and 
simulatedd amplitude and phase iso-level contours for the /-component of the EM-field in 
thee aperture midplane and the sagittal midplane are presented in figure 3 and figure 4 and 
forr the y-component of the EM-field in the sagittal midplane in figure 5. In each figure the 
leftt panel represents the measured results whereas the right panel represents simulation 
results.. The upper and lower panels represent the amplitude iso-level contours and the 
phasee iso-level contours respectively. The figures arc representative for the 18 iso-level 
contourss of the other three set-ups. These iso-level contours are not show n for brevity. 

3.5.22 Detailed comparison of computational and experimental data 

AA detailed comparison of numerical and experimental data is obtained by plotting 
amplitudee and phase profiles along the y- and z- principal axes and in the /-direction, at y=-
133 cm, close to the radiating waveguide. For the z-component the simulated and measured 
amplitudee and phase profiles along the y-axis and z-axis for the four set-ups described 
earlierr are depicted in figure 6 and figure 7 respectively. The normalisation point of both 
amplitudee and phase are indicated by a Na and a N,|, respectively, for the y-component the 
simulatedd and measured amplitude and phase profiles along the z-axis are depicted in figure 
8 8 
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figuree 6: Measured- and simulated amplitude and phase profdes along the Y-axis i.\ 0) for the Z-Component of 
thee I M-field in ihe aperture midplane iZ <> cm), ai short bolus, "simplified" set-up: b) long bolus, •"simplified"" 
set-up:: c) short bolus, "clinical" set-up: di long bolus, ""clinical"' set-up 
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figuree ~:: Measured- and simulated amplitude and phase profiles (dashed) along the /-axis at Y 0 cm and Y=-13 
cmm | fat) for the /-Component of the EM-field in the sagittal midplane (X=0 cm). 
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figuree S: Measured- and simulated amplitude and phase profiles (dashedI along the Z-axis at Y 0 cm and N -13 
cmm (fat) for the Y-Component of the EM-field in the sagittal midplane (X 0 cm). 
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3.5.33 Measurement accuracy 

Thee maximal difference of amplitude and phase measurements in the aperture midplane 
wass found to be l2"o in amplitude and IN degrees in phase respectively. 

3.5.44 Quantitative comparison of computational and experimental data 

Forr all set-ups, planes of measurement and areas AO and SO. Al and SI and A3 and S2 the 
meann difference has been determined applying the procedure described earlier. The results 
obtainedd are tabulated in table 2. Recall that all presented amplitude values are given as a 
percentage.. <5A> is expressed as a percentage of the EM-field at the normalisation point, 
i.e.. the field strength of the z-eomponent of the EM-field in the centre of the aperture 
midplane.. The presented phase values. <6<I», arc differences expressed in degrees. 

Tabicc 2 

<6A>,, Mean Amplitude <0<T». Mean Pha.se Difference 

Dilïcrcncee per plane |"«1 per plane [degrees] 

Sei-upp Area Bolus ti, in 11, in K, in O, in d>, in (D̂  in 
Lengthh apt. sa«. sat;. apt . sag. say. 

plant.''  planv plane plane plane plane 
"c l in ica l"" All.SO short In 29 24 34 40 Ml 

longg 21 24 21 36 32 S4 
A t . S II short 15 25 13 17 13 S4 

longg 21 27 19 19 l i SO 
A2.S22 short II 17 7 4 11 7f> 

long__ 16 L5 1_5 6 5 Hi) 
-simplified"" AO.SO short 22 12 10 39 33 90 

longg 16 10 S 31 20 S3 
A1.S11 short I? 6 7 19 16 77 

longg 10 5 4 II II 70 
A2.S22 short 7 3 7 KI S (SN 

loimm 2 2 3 5 6 62 

3.66 Discussion. 
AA comparison of the simulation results with the measured EM-field has been presented by 
bothh the iso-level contour presentation of the EM-field {figure 3-5} and the detailed 
comparisonn of both measured and simulated amplitude and phase profiles (figure 6-8). This 
comparisonn includes a bolus size variation. The precise correspondence is discussed below 
forr the iso-le\cl contour to iso-lcvci contours comparison and the track to track comparison 
separately. . 
Inn the aperture midplane the iso-level contours of the simulated and the measured amplitude 
off the z-component of the EM-field correspond qualitatively. Small differences in tbc 
curvaturee of measured amplitude iso-level contours and the contours of the simulated 
amplitudee are present at locations close to the PVC shell oi" the phantom. The iso-level 
contourss of the simulated phase clearly differ from their measured counterparts (figure 3c 
comparedd to figure 3d). In the sagittal midplane the iso-level contours of the simulated and 
measuredd phase of the z-component show identical behaviour close to the radiating 
applicatorr for locations at approximately z - 15 cm (figure 4c compared to figure 4d). 
Thesee locations correspond to the short bolus border position along the principal z-a\is. 
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Somee influence of this border is also seen for the simulated amplitude (figure 4a). Along 
thee principal y-axis the gradient of the simulated phase is clearly larger than the gradient of 
thee measured phase. This is in correspondence with the differences for the phase found 
earlierr in the aperture midplane. In the sagittal midplane for the y-component the iso-level 
contourss of the simulated amplitude and phase and the measured amplitude and phase 
qualitativelyy correspond (figure 5). However, a large offset of approximately 60 degrees 
betweenn the simulated phase and the measured phase is present (figure 5c compared to 
figuree 5d). 
Inn figure 6. the profiles along the y-axis of the simulated amplitude and phase correspond to 
thee measured amplitude and phase except for the phase determined for the "simplified*" set
upp with a short bolus as already noticed earlier. In the "'simplified" set-up the profiles of the 
simulated-- and measured amplitude and phase start to differ from each other well over the 
y=+55 cm location. For the "clinical" set-up the differences in amplitude occur closer to the 
normalisationn point location. For y locations from 0 cm to 15 cm the simulated profiles do 
showw a flattening behaviour like the measured profiles thus show ing qualitative accordance. 
Onn the other hand quantitatively the largest differences occur at the positive y-axis. 
Thee /-component amplitude profiles running along the principal /-axis through the 
normalisationn point show a good match (figure 7). The phase profile along the same axis 
showss an increasing difference for locations away from the normalisation point as the 
simulatedd phase decreases. The simulated amplitude profile at y~-13 cm. close to the active 
applicator,, corresponds to the measured amplitude profile. In general the measured profile 
iss "widened"' compared to the simulated profile; e.g. in the "simplified" set-up with the 
shortt bolus the width of the measured amplitude profile at a relative field strength of 200% 
iss 5 cm whereas it is only 0 cm for the simulated amplitude. This widening is less 
pronouncedd for the long bolus set-ups (figure 7b and figure 7d) although still present. 
Approximatelyy at the locations z=-15 cm and z=15 cm. corresponding to the size of the 
boluss of 30 cm. the phase profile shows a rapid increase (figure 7a and figure 7c). The 
simulatedd phase profiles predict this increase very well. Also for the "simplified" set-up 
withh a long bolus (figure 7b) the simulated phase profile agrees with the measured phase 
profile.. The phase profile for the "clinical" set-up with a long bolus is an exception on the 
formerr correspondences and shows an increasing difference for a larger distance from the 
z=00 cm location (figure 7d). 

Thee simulated- and measured y-component profiles running along the principal z-axis 
correspondd qualitatively (figure 8). Large quantitative differences are present however. 
Goingg along the plotted profiles most differences occur close to the z=0 location: the 
measuredd amplitude increases more rapidly than the simulated amplitude moving away 
fromm the z=U location. The relative magnitude of the simulated amplitude roughly covers 
thee relative magnitude of the measured amplitude. For the profile along the principal y-axis 
aa good match is found of measured- and simulated amplitude profile. The simulated phase 
profiless show a good correspondence with the measured phase profiles, with as the main 
differencee the offset also found in figure 5d . For both short bolus set-ups the amplitude 
valuee decreases to a value below 20% at |z|=2U cm (figure Sa and figure 8c). For both long 
boluss set-ups the amplitude profile at the y--l3 location decreases more smoothly to 
approximatelyy 40% at |z|=20 cm (figure 8b and figure Sd). Note that the measured 
amplitudee profiles are not distributed symmetrical around the z-0 position for the "clinical" 
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set-upp (figure 8c and figure 8d) whereas the simulated profiles are distributed symmetrical 
aroundd the z=0 position. 
Forr both the ''simplified" - and the "clinical"1 set-tip a global comparison of simulation- and 
experimentall data has been presented by averaging their differences for each F M-fie Id 
componentt amplitude and phase in both the aperture midplane and the sagittal midplane. 
Thesee mean differences per EM-field component per plane are tabulated in table 2. 
Generallyy the simulation data corresponds with the measured data better for the 
"simplified"" set-up than for the "clinical" set-up. For both set-ups the differences decrease 
forr the smaller areas except for the phase of the y-eomponent. The /-component of the EM-
fieldfield in the aperture midplane (Fv in apt. plane) shows a mean amplitude difference of 16% 
forr the "clinical" set-up with a short bolus and a mean amplitude difference of 21% for the 
"clinical"" set-up with a long bolus. For the "simplified" set-up these differences are 22% 
andd 16% for the short bolus and long bolus case respectively. For the /-component of the 
EM-fieldd in the sagittal midplane (F, in the sag. plane) these mean amplitude differences 
aree 29% (short bolus) and 29% (long bolus) for the "clinical" set-up and 12% and 10% for 
thee "simplified" set-up. For the y-component the mean amplitude differences are 24% and 
21%% for the "clinical" set-up and 10% and X% for the "simplified" set-up. The mean phase 
differencess for the /-component vary between 31 and 39 degrees in the aperture midplane 
andd 20 and 46 degrees in the sagittal midplane. Not differentiating between the two set-ups. 
thee mean phase differences for the EM-field y-component vary between 83 and 91 degrees 
inn the sagittal midplane. 
Restrictingg the area (area Al) of analysis for the phase yields a decrease by 15-20 degrees 
off the mean difference for both set-ups except for the y-eomponent phase difference that 
decreasess by 7-13 degrees. For the amplitude a slight improvement up to 4% of the 
correspondencee (area Al) is noted for the "clinical" set-up for the z-component. For the y-
componentt this improvement is 1 1% for the short bolus set-up. For the "simplified" set-up 
thee improvement is 3-6%. A second restriction step (area A2) increases the correspondence 
forr both set-ups (with up to 10% for the amplitude and with up to 13 degrees for the phase). 
Ann average difference per set-up is obtained for both amplitude <$A> and phase (5<t>) by 
averagingg over the two measurement planes and both bolus lengths. These averages are 
tabulatedd in table 3. For the phase (ÖO) only the /-component (6\p, ) is averaged based on 
thee 60 degrees offset present in figure 5c compared to figure xi. If we correct for this phase 
offsett the corrected phase difference in the last column of table 3 is obtained (6ip,,-öip\). 
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Üisaiwun. . 

Forr the "clinical" set-up. averaging the mean differences for the /-component of the EM-
fieldd in the aperture midplane and sagittal midplane and the y-eomponent in the sagittal 
planee a mean difference of 24% is found. For the "simplified" set-up this percentage is 
13%.. From the values tabulated in table 3 it can be seen that for the area Al the amplitude 
differencee is still 20% and the phase difference is 15 degrees for the "clinical" set-up. The 
amplitudee difference for the "simplified" set-up is below 10% although the phase difference 
iss about 15 degrees. For the smaller area A2 these differences decrease. However, for the 
amplitudee the mean difference does not get below 10% for the "clinical" set-up. 
Threee assumptions limitations arc present in the numerical description of both the phantom 
andd the hyperthermia array. 1) The PVC outer shell of the phantom has not been 
incorporatedd due to the selected resolution, which is limited by the available memory 
resources.. 11 owe ver. based on the very small change in the reflection coefficient for a plane 
wavee when the PVC interface is included, the influence of this assumption can be 
neglected.. 2) The numerical description of the phantom and hyperthermia array and the 
connectionn of the non-powered waveguides to their characteristic impedance is done by 
addingg absorbing layers in the non-powered waveguides to suppress reflections from these 
waveguides.. This is a very crude approach. 3) The measurements by Wiersma et ai. 1998 
stronglyy suggest that the non-symmetrical distribution of the amplitude pattern in the 
sagittall midplane is correlated to the patient phantom supporting structure (including 
metallicc parts) of the set-up as the distribution is symmetrical for a wooden supporting 
structure.. In the simulations no supporting structure is included and as a result the 
simulationn results are distributed symmetrically. In the phase pattern this asymmetry is not 
observed.. The latter two assumptions only apply to the "clinical" set-up and considering the 
differencess obtained for the "simplified" set-up it can be estimated they contribute 
approximatelyy 10% to the difference of the simulated and measured amplitude. For the 
measuredd phase, which does not show an asymmetrical distribution in the "clinical" set-up. 
thee difference with the simulated phase is equal for both set-ups. The mean difference 
betweenn the simulated amplitude and measured amplitude for the "simplified" set-up is 
13%% and is of the order of the measurement accuracy. For this set-up the difference 
betweenn the simulated phase and the measured phase is 31 degrees, which exceeds the 
measurementt accuracy by 13 degrees. For the area of 20 x 20 cnrt.Al. Si) around the 
normalisationn point the amplitude difference is X% and the phase difference is 14 degrees, 
whichh is within the measurement accuracy. For the "clinical" set-up both the amplitude and 
phasee difference are within the measurement accuracy for the area of 1 Ox 10cm" (A2. S2). 
Inn a recent study, van de Kamer et al. (1998) investigated the impact of erroneous input 
dataa (dielectric properties) on the simulated SAR pattern of a (Coaxial TEM) regional 
hyperthermiaa system. Examining the consequence of errors in the SAR pattern on the 
calculatedd temperature distribution it appeared that for all simulations performed the mean 
differencee error in the SAR pattern resulted in approximately equal mean difference error 
inn the calculated temperature distribution (assuming no additional errors are made in the 
calculationn of the temperature distribution). For this type of treatment in the pelvic area this 
indicatedd that if a 5 C temperature increase is to be predicted with a mean accuracy of 1 ZC 
(20%).. the power density has to be predicted with a mean accuracy of 20% as well and the 
EM-fieldd amplitude has to be predicted with a mean accuracy of 10%. In order to verify 
suchh accuracy of the planning system, the accuracy of power density measurements should 
bee at least 20% or for E-Heid amplitude it should be at least 10%. Subsequently the 
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simulationn results should correspond with these measurements within the desired accuracy. 
Fromm table 3 we find this accuracy is realised for the "simplified" set-up in the entire 
measurementt area. For the "clinical" set-up this accuracy is obtained in the area A2, S2 
only. . 
Thee Conjugate Gradient FFT method is both time consuming and memory consuming 
comparedd to other numerical methods employed for hyperthermia treatment planning. From 
tablee 1 it can be determined that for the "clinical" set-up with 33x33x27 voxels a 
calculationn time of 12.5 hours is needed and that roughly 70 Mb memory is allocated (SGI 
02.. 200 MHz R5000). Both computing time and memory requirements do not behave 
linearr with the dimensions of the electromagnetic problem but with the fourier dimensions 
involvedd in the computation of the spatial convolution metioned in section 3. In practice 
thiss means that calculations for problems with a discretisation of 1 cm1 . requiring a 
computationall domain of roughly 63x63x63 voxels, can only be solved in 24 h with at least 
2566 Mb of memory available. Allthough it is difficult to compare computing times for 
differentt numerical methods from the literature due to the different workstation 
configurationss applied, the computing times needed for the CGFFT method probably are 
thee closest to the computation time needed by the VSIE method (Nadobny et al. 1992). 
Bothh the FDTD method (Sullivan 1990) and the FE method (Jia et al. 1994) appear to be 
capablee of producing results within several hours. Concerning accuracy analyses in the 
contextt of hyperthermia treatment planning, results of FDTD and FE calculations (Sullivan 
ett al. 1992 Jia et al. 1994) have been compared to measured power profiles and E-field 
amplitudee profiles obtained for a specific amplitude and phase setting. In general these 
quantitativee comparisons showed good agreement. To the knowledge of the authors, no 
clearr information on the correlation of measured and simulated phase profiles have yet been 
reported. . 
Inn the "clinical" set-up, of course all four applicators can be activated. The fields emanated 
byy each of these four applicators combine to a superposed EM-field. This EM-field can be 
manipulatedd by the amplitude and phase setting of the applicators. The EM-field generated 
forr a specific amplitude and phase setting can be predicted/calculated by superpositioning 
off the simulated EM-fields of the separate applicators. If the accuracy of the simulation is 
similarr for each separate applicator, the accuracy of this simulated superposed EM-field 
willl be of the same order as the accuracy of the simulated field oi  ̂ a single waveguide. 
Thereforee in the "clinical" set-up. conclusions regarding the mean accuracy of the planning 
systemm that are based on the experiments with only a single active waveguide apply to 
casess with four active waveguides as well. 

3.77 Conclusion. 
Byy a comparison of measured EM-field amplitude and phase with their simulated 
counterpartt an assessment of the accuracy of the description of the radiating elements of the 
AMC-44 waveguide array clinical hyperthermia system is obtained. Hereby the earlier posed 
questionn "How accurate is the description of the radiating elements of the clinical 
hyperthermiaa system in relation to the actually generated EM-field distribution within the 
patient"" has been answered. 
Fromm both the iso-level contour presentation of the EM-tield (figure 3-5) and the detailed 
comparisonn of both measured and simulated amplitude and phase profiles (figures 6 - 8) it 
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iss concluded that generally the simulation results correspond qualitatively with the 
measuredd EM-field. This qualitative correspondence includes a bolus size variation. 
Thee accuracy assessment is performed in two orthogonal planes centred on the aperture 
midplanee centre. Referred to a maximal measurement accuracy of 12% and 15 degrees for 
thee amplitude and phase respectively, it is concluded that for the "simplified" set-up and for 
aa limited plane-area, 20x20cm~ <A1. SI), the difference between numerical and 
experimentall data is below the maximal measurement accuracy. For the "clinical" set-up 
thiss also holds for the phase, but the amplitude exceeds the maximal measurement accuracy 
byy 5% to 10%. 

Withh the current accuracy of the measured EM-field distribution and the correspondence 
withh simulations performed using the Weak Form of the Conjugate Gradient F FT method, 
thee applicability of a hyperthermia planning system is restricted to the retrospective 
analysiss of hyperthermia treatments and the performance analysis of new Improved 
hyperthermiaa devices. A role in a prospective analysis of the hyperthermia treatment of the 
individuall patient may lie in the determination/simulation of a set of starting points giving a 
"closee to optimal" amplitude and phase setting or the localisation of possible problem areas. 
Thee possibility to perform this role is supported by this study which has shown the ability 
off the Weak Formulation of the Conjugate Gradient FFT method to predict the EM-field of 
eachh waveguide of the AMC4 waveguide array hyperthermia system including a bolus size 
variation. . 
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44 A flexible optimisation tooi for  hyperthermia treatments with RF phased array 
systems s 

Thiss chapter has been published as: 
AA flexible optimisation tool tor hyperthermia treatments with RF phased array systems 
2002.. J. Wiersma, R. A. M. van Maarseveen and J. D. P. van Dijk 
Internationall Journal of Hyperthermia. 18:73-85 

Abstract t 

Inn hyperthermia treatments performed w ith a radio-frequency phased array the main issue is 
too apply the excitation amplitudes and phases of the applicators for which tumour heating is 
optimal,, i.e. the maximal therapeutic gain without unwanted side effects. Due to the 
complexx interaction of the radiated l£M-field and the patient's tissues it is very difficult to 
findd these optimal excitation (amplitude and phase) parameters by intuition. Calculation of 
thee EM-field distribution within the patient can aid in finding the optimal excitation setting. 
However,, this remains a difficult task because of the degrees of freedom available (2N-1 
withh N the number of applicators in the array) and because a large temperature elevation 
mayy occur at healthy tissue sites resulting in unwanted side effects e.g. pain or healthy 
tissuee damage. Therefore, determining the excitation amplitudes and phases yielding 
optimall tumour heating can be done effectively only by application of a computerised 
optimisationn procedure. Optimisation of the temperature distribution in the patient requires 
detailedd knowledge of the thermal tissue parameters. Techniques for determining these 
propertiess are nol commonly available and the tise of averaged values for parameters like 
thee tissue perfusion is expected to introduce large errors for individual patient treatment 
planning.. As a consequence the specific absorption rate (SAR) distribution, being 
proportionall to the temperature increase at treatment start, is more often selected for 
optimisation.. The "optimised" excitation amplitudes and phases are found by maximisation 
off a certain SAR ratio. Several propositions for this SAR ratio have been reported in the 
literaturee e.g. the ratio of the SAR at the tumour site and the SAR at sites where unwanted 
sidee effects may occur. However, the definition of these ratios does not constraint the SAR 
valuee at these tissue locations to a safe value. In this paper a tool for the optimisation of the 
SARR distribution including the specification of constraints is presented. The tool focuses on 
thee definition of the average SAR as a function of the excitation amplitudes and phases in a 
volumee of arbitrary size (e.g. the tumour volume or the whole patient volume). These 
functionss can be applied in either customised or commercially available optimisation 
routiness and they enable the definition of constraints for the average SAR in a certain 
volume.. The described tool is illustrated for a patient case, showing the flexibility and easy 
applicationn of the tool. 

KeyKey won/s: Hyperthermia, treatment optimisation. RF deep heating. 
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4.11 Introduction 

Hyperthermiaa is a therapy applied together with other modalities in the treatment of cancer. 
Itss goal is to achieve a selective temperature elevation between 42 - 45 C' at the tumour 
site,, while maintaining healthy tissue temperatures in a physiologically sale range. One of 
thee sites where hyperthermia is applied is the pelvic area. In order to achieve sufficient 
heatingg for the deep-seated tumours located at this site, systems have been designed that 
coherentlyy radiate radio frequency (Rt) energy towards the patient from different directions 
(Turnerr et al. 1989, De Leeuw el al. 19S7 and Van Dijk et al. 1990). These systems are 
knownn as phased array systems. In figure 1 a photograph of the phased array, operational at 
ourr institue. applying four rectangular waveguides is presented. On the photograph an 
applicatorr is vissible at the lop side, the left side and the right side. A fourth applicator is 
embeddedd in the treatment table. For clarity the waterboli of the left side applicator and 
rightt side applicator are removed while the waterboli of the lop side applicator and bottom 
sidee applicator are clearly visible. The distance between the patient and the applicators can 
bee adjusted. The remaining space between the patient and the applicators is tilled by the 
waterboli.. Wiersma et al. 1998 give a schematic illustration of this phased array. The 
heatingg distribution in the patient, given in specific absorption rate (SAR) i.e. the power 
depositionn per unit mass of tissue, can be manipulated through the interference pattern of 
thee electromagnetic (EM) fields that are radiated by the RF applicators of the array. The 
parameterss involved in the manipulation of this interference pattern are the excitation 
amplitudess and phases of the RF applicators. 

AMCC 4 waveguide phased array AMC-4 system 

figurefigure I: Photograph of the AMC phased array applying lour rectangular waveguides. The bolus of the right and 
leftt applicator are removed for clarity. 

Thee SAR distribution within the patient is governed by the interaction of the irradiated EM-
lieldd and the patient's tissues. This interaction is rather complex due to the inhomogeneous 
dielectricc properties of these tissties. As a consequence determination of the excitation 
amplitudess and phases for optimal tumour heating on the basis of intuition is a difficult 
issuee and cannot be done solely by intuition. The calculation of the EM-field radiated by 
eachh separate applicator of the array can aid in finding the optimal excitation setting. 

-4 4 
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However,, finding the excitation setting for optima! tumour heating remains a difficult task 
becausee of the degrees of freedom available (amplitude and phase) and because a large 
temperaturee elevation may occur at healthy tissue sites resulting in unwanted side effects 
e.g.. pain or healthy tissue damage. A solution to this problem is found in the application of 
optimisationn procedures. Optimisation procedures reported in literature determine the 
excitationn amplitude and phase for either an optimal temperature distribution (e.g Nikita el 
al.. 1993. Wust et al. 1996. Das et al. 1999) or an optimal SAR distribution (e.g. Boag el al. 
19S8.. van Maarseveen et al. 1996. Bardati ei al. [995. Wust et al. 1996). Optimisation 
basedd on the temperature distribution requires the calculation of the temperature 
distributionn for each candidate excitation setting. Models that determine the temperature 
distributionn are available, but for accurate calculation detailed knowledge of the thermal 
tissuee properties and tissue perfusion are required. Techniques for measuring this thernial 
dataa input are currently under development and are used to verity the thermal models 
(Raaymakerss et al. 199K). However, these techniques are not commonly available. Taking 
intoo account that the temperature increase at treatment start is proportional to the SAR and 
thatt avoidance of a large temperature increase at specific locations may make it possible to 
increasee the applicable power (Wust et al. 1996). it can be argued that optimisation 
strategiess based on the SAR distribution will result in an increase of the therapeutic efficacy 
ass well. In the extreme case one could say that the optimisation strategy is applied to avoid 
treatmentt limiting heating of critical or sensitive organs thus maximising the total power, 
gettingg as much power absorption as possible in the tumour volume. 
Severall groups have determined the excitation setting for optimal target heating based on 
thee SAR distribution. A common optimisation variable is the ratio between the mean power 
absorbedd in the tumour and the mean power absorbed elsewhere. In this ratio the SAR 
outsidee the tumour can be squared to increase the weight of local SAR maxima or the SAR 
outsidee the tumour can be divided by the local perfusion rale, considering that the 
temperaturee increase is approximately proportional to SAR/wh (Wust et al. 1996). The ratio 
betweenn the mean SAR in the tumour and the total SAR in a specific number of local SAR 
maximaa outside the tumour can be formulated to specifically reduce hot spots. Again, 
divisionn of the local SAR maxima by the local perfusion rate may be applied (Wust et al. 
1996).. Although the latter two ratios are designed to specifically reduce hot spots, like for 
thee other ratios, it is not possible to constrain the SAR at certain locations to a safe level. 
Consequentlyy it is still possible that high SAR values exist at certain locations while in fact 
thee ratio between the mean SAR in the tumour and the total SAR in a specific number of 
locall SAR maxima outside has been maximised. 
Thee objective of the current paper is to present a fast tool for the optimisation of the SAR 
distributionn including constraints at locations outside the tumour. For this purpose a method 
forr the determination of the SAR. averaged over certain volumes of interest is given. These 
volumess include the tumour volume and several critical volumes where heating is to be 
constrained.. Of each volume introduced the averaged SAR is presented as a function of the 
amplitudee and phase setting of the applicators of the hyperthermia system. These functions 
cann be applied in either customised or commercially available optimisation routines like in 
Microsoftt Excel. The definition of a function from which the averaged SAR in a specified 
volumee can be calculated simplifies the addition of constraints to the optimisation problem. 
Too illustrate the presented method the latter option is pursued for a patient case. 
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4.22 Theory 

Iff an applicator of a hyperthermia system is activated with an amplitude oï 1 and no phase 
shiftt relative to a certain reference point, the electric (F-) field generated by the applicator 
att location r is given by eq( 1) 

E(/:)== Vh[(/
:)exp(/H;

1(r))t
;
1 1 

withh Ev( r ) [Vm] and 4\. ( r ) [radials] the resulting amplitude and phase shift at location 
/'' for each orthogonal component ë ,.. 
Iff the amplitude and phase of the applicator is scaled to amplitude A and shifted by ip 
radialss respectively, the E-field at the same location r is given by eq(2). 

Ê{,L(p:r)Ê{,L(p:r) - ,K\\p(/>) £ t , 0":)exp(/lP, (r)U;, 2 
f f 

lorr a hyperthermia system that consists of N applicators, each of the applicators contributes 
too the superposed E-field at location r with their individual amplitude scaling A, and phase 
shiftt ip,. The addition of the contribution of all the N applicators' individual fields can be 
performedd per vector component v and is given by: 

v . r . rr V 

ËU|| VtfJ, <p^:f)=  I X^F^f r Jexpf /y , , , ^ )+ />,-)£, 3 

withh Ev,( r ) the amplitude of the vl,i vector component of the H-field of applicator / at 
locationn r and with 4\.., (/' ) the phase value of the vth vector component of the E-field of 
applicatorr / at location r . The SAR at location r is obtained by multiplication of the 
squaredd field strength of the superposed E-field given by eq(3) with the conductivity air) 

[Sin]] and the réciproque of the density p{r) [kg.m'J at location r . 

SARU;; V<"i ^ : n = ( 7 l , ) F(.T -1 « <p ;r)  -
2p(r)2p(r) ' ' 

na a 
EM,, Vtf>i (pK:r)E'iA ] 4v.tf>i ^v ; / ' ) 

2p(i') 2p(i') 

Byy inserting eq(3) this becomes; 

SARM,, -Iv .^| (ps:r)  = 

———— Y yY/ l . : l , l : . . , inE, TrjCOslH' (r)-H\ ,ir) + (P,-ip,) 
2p(P)2p(P) r n n ' ' '• " 
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Equationn 4b illustrates that the SAR at location r can considered to be a summation of N: 

termss (due to N applicators) tor each of the three vector componentents v. 
Forr optimisation of the power deposition pattern by adjusting the applicators" amplitude 
(.4j.̂ fs.>> and phase (#>,.. </\) it is necessary to know the averaged SAR in a certain volume 
off interest, i.e. target volume and critical volumes. Considering such a volume to be 
diseretiscdd into M cells this averaged SAR can be calculated by eq(5). 

M M 

XSAR(AXSAR(A}}  < v . ^ cpx:f-k) 
SAR,SAR, J A 4V.^, e \ ) = — 5 

M M 

Determiningg SAR,,,! by straightforward application of cq(4) and eq(5) is very inefficient as 
thee summation over the three E-field components and more important over a number of M 
cellss {M varying from a few cells to several thousand cells) in eq(4) must be performed for 
eachh different amplitude and phase setting. The efficiency of the calculation of SAR,„j. can 
bee increased in two steps. The first step increases the efficiency of the calculation of 
SARM|| 1\-<P\ <P\'i')  by advancing the summation over the components I v in 
eq(4b); ; 

SAR(/J,,, 4 v ^ i .̂v*'~) = 

Soo far. the efficiency has not increased as ly still is dependent on the phase setting of the 
applicators.. However we can use the following tool to rewrite eq(6); 

X/AA .cos(wh +(p) = ycos(r]-<p) 

n-ithn-ith y = Z//..cos(wi-) 
f f 

I / / r s in (w v ) ) 
;; V r 

'Z/A s i n(«») ) 
t]t]  = arctan 

Byy application of this tool eq(6) becomes; 

.vv .v 
SARM,, As,(p, <P\:r)  = 'ÈdYéAlAlyil(r)cos(i}li{F) + <pi-<pi) 

=11 ; - [ 
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withh 7,|('/:) and i] y,{r)  two location dependent parameters, independent of the applicators' 

amplitudee (A\ -k) and phase i<p\ e \ ) exenations. 

air) air) 

2p{r) 2p{r) 

yH i r | /
: ) r , , ( / - ) eos (T l , ( / : ) -M- ' 11 ;(/ :) 

•• I V F.; ; (r )H, . (r') sin( 4 \ , <ƒ ) - * , . . (f) 

Sa a 

//„(rr ) - arctan 

VV H r , (r )E, i (r ) sinl ¥h._, (r ) - 4J, , (/:)) 

yy n , , ( F J E , . ( r ) cost M; , , t r ) - y ( , < /:)> 

8b b 

Insertingg eq(8) in eq(5) the summation of the SAR values in a volume SAR\(I; becomes: 

SAR„M\SAR„M\ -fv-^i «\v > = *""' "' ' / M 9a a 

ZZ X X -^<-*,,y„ </:iH'os<//,-( <rA >+ ^ " ^/ > 
-IA-II / 9b 

A/ / 

Thee sequence of summation over i.j and k is not important. For the second efficiency 
increasingg step eq(7) can be applied in eq(%) resulting in: 

T^SAR{AT^SAR{All 4x.<p} <ps ;/•',) 

SAR.,J.^SAR.,J.^ - ^ ^ i <Ps ) = *"' 

withh parameters. 

I / , ( n » c o s ( ; ; „ ( , : j ) ) 
u u 

,;- ii  / I 

M M 
10a a 
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//„„ = arctan 

w w 
Z- : V(/ : <)sin(/ / , .<n) ) ) 
*HH 10b 
w w 
I / ,{ r A )a)s( / / j ; ( r ; ) ) ) 
/ .- ] ] 

Noticee that eq(10> has become independent of the location by explicitely performing the 
summationn over the M cells in y'M and //';(. While /',, and ;/'„ Lire both still independent of 
thee applicators' amplitude (A\ -K) and phase iip{ (/\) excitations eq(10) only 
dependss on these applicators' excitations parameters. 
Att this stage the inefficient determination of SAR,^ by straightforward application ofeq(4> 
andd eq(5) has been replaced by eq(lO): the summation over the three F-fieki components 
andd over a number of M cells (M varying from a few cells to several thousand cells) which 
hadd to be evaluated for each different amplitude and phase setting now has to be performed 
onlyy once to determine y',, and //',,. Having determined y',, and //'„. SAR,,,, can be 
determinedd for a set of specific excitation parameters by summation over i and j which is a 
totall of N" additions in case of N applicators. 

4,33 Implementation 

Assumee that for each applicator of a hyperthermia system the electric (E-) field generated 
byy the applicator at location r as given by eq( I) is known. Kor each selected volume for 
whichh SAR,-,,/ is to be determined the summation over i and j in eq( 10) is written explicitly 

ass the addition of N: functions fjj(A1.Aj,ipj.tp;)-A1Ai y'Mcosf/;',,- <1> r <t>'i> with coefficients y'.( 
andd ;;',, and parameters A„ A,, ip, and ip,. The calculation o\" the coefficients y\, and //',, 
invokess a summation over M cells with M varying from a few cells to several thousand 
cellss depending on the selected volume. This summation over the A/ cells has to be 
performedd only one time and even for a large number of cells can be evaluated in seconds: 
33 sec. for 23000 cells by a SGI indigo2 workstation equipped with a R4400. 200 MHz 
processor.. Once the coefficients y'M and /;'„ belonging to a certain volume are determined. 
calculationn of the SARVl,| for a certain excitation setting specified by A, AN. ip, ipN 

onlyy requires the evaluation of each function fM(A,. A,, (p.. <p,) (i = I ...N: j - 1 ...N) and the 
additionn of these functions. The calculation and the addition of the N: functions fM(A:.. A,, 
ip,.. ip,) (i = 1...N: j = 1 ...K) can be performed efficiently in Microsoft Excel applying the 
celll referencing and summation capabilities in a worksheet. To be able to do so the N: 

functionss fip(A,. A,, ip,. <p,) (i = 1 ...N: j =• 1 ...N) as determined on the SGI workstation are 
givenn in a format that can be imported into Microsoft Excel (comma separated values). The 
solverr add-in of Microsoft Excel can be applied to optimise the ratio of the SAR,,,, of two 
differentt volumes (e.g. the tumour volume and the whole patient volume). Optimisation of 
suchh a ratio applying the solver add-in yields a result within 5 see. on a Windows NT 4.0 
workstationn equipped with a Pentium IL 450 MHz processor. Microsoft Excel Solver uses 
thee Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG2) nonlinear optimization code developed by Leon 
Lasdon.. University of Texas at Austin, and Alien Waren. Cleveland State University. The 
solverr add-in did not show any dependence o\' the selected starting point in finding the 
optima!! excitation setting specified by A, Ax. tp, <pN . optimising the ratio of the 
SARW.;; of the tumour volume and the whole patient volume. 
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4.44 Patient planning example 

Thee energy deposition within a patient heated by the AMC four-waveguide phased array is 
determinedd numerically for each applicator of the array. The procedure of this numerical 
simulationn has been described elsewhere ( e.g. Piket et al. 1994. Sullivan et al. 1993) and 
wee mention the main steps of the simulation procedure only shortly, 1) Using CT-scan data 
aa model of the patient is created by assigning dielectric properties to each cell of the model, 
basedd on the cell's tissue type. 2) For each applicator in the array the EM-field is calculated 
forr every cell in the patient model. This calculation can be performed by a number of 
numericall procedures, e.g. a Finite Difference Time Domain method (Sullivan et al. 1993). 
aa Finite Element method (Jia et al. 1996), a Volume Surface Integral Equation method 
(Nadobnyy et al. 1996) or the Weak form of the Conjugate Gradient Fast Fourier Transform 
methodd (Zwamborn et al. 1993). At this stage eq(l) is determined for all the cells of the 
patientt model and for each individual applicator. With the obtained data the applicator's 
amplitudee and phase settings are determined for which the heating of the target volume is 
optimall while constraining heating in other volumes, A simple quantitative measure 
definingg this optimal target volume heating can be the ratio of SARU!| of the target volume 
andd SAR .̂i of the whole patient.; 

SARSAR ratio = ^Uw'/ ]] 
/avgSAR/avgSARrii/:fHltUllH rii/:fHltUllH 

Maximisingg this ratio yields the amplitude and phase settings for which heating of the 
targett volume with respect to the heating of the whole patient volume is performed most 
efficiently.. A hyperthermia treatment simulation has been performed for a real patient case 
followingg the described procedure. The patient was treated for a rectum tumour and was 
treatedd lying on his belly, i.e. with applicator 3 in figure 1 at the posterior side of the 
patient.. The value of SAR,ol has been determined for a number of volumes i.e. the whole 
patientt volume, the target volume located in the rectum, the bladder volume and a volume 
locatedd ventral to the sacrum. Additionally, supported by clinical experience on possible 
problemm areas. SARul! at the pre pubic area and two locations anterior of the sacro-diaeal 
jointss has been determined. A schematic representation of the location of these problem 
areass is given in figure 2a.b. These three locations are only a selection from the various 
possiblee locations where heating might be a treatment limiting factor. Starting point of the 
evaluation,, case 0. is the excitation setting for which all applicators are radiating in phase 
andd with the following amplitudes; A, = 1.0 (bottom). A:=0.6 (left). A.,-1.0 (top) and A4=0.6 
(right).Thiss amplitude setting is often selected al the start of treatments in the clinical 
practice.. Subsequently, the SAR,-ali,, has been maximised for the following four eases. 1) 
Thee excitation amplitudes are fixed. This implies that only the excitation phases are 
determinedd by the optimisation procedure. No constraints, limiting heating of other critical 
volumes,, are applied. 2) Both excitation amplitude and phases are determined by the 
optimisationn procedure. Still no constraints are applied. 3) Both excitation amplitude and 
phasess are determined by the optimisation procedure. Constraints, limiting the heating of 
thee possible problem areas i.e. the sacrum and two locations at the top back of the hipbone, 
arcc applied. In this particular case SAR,(hi in these volumes is not allowed to exceed SAR,(, 
inn the target volume. 4) With the latter optimisation setting a consecutive optimisation is 

so o 
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performedd having artificially positioned the target volume in the bladder instead of in the 
rectum. . 

schematicc overview of selected problem locations 

aa Problem area at the pre pubic area bb Problem areas superior oï the sacro-iliacal 
joints s 

cc Problem areas posterior of the sacro-iliacal 
jointss set for ease 3a 

figurefigure 2: schematic oven icw of selected problem locations, a: Problem area at the pre pubic area, b: Problem areas 
superiorr of the sacro-iliacal joints, c: Problem areas posterior of the sacro-iliacal joints set for ease 3a 

4.55 Results 

Forr the four eases described earlier the ratio given in eq( I I) is maximised applying the 
solverr add-in of Microsoft Excel. 
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Thee results for the value of SARr;;:|1, is given in table 1 with the corresponding values for the 
totall power absorbed in the patient volume and the SARVl!i in the volumes mentioned 
earlier.. 'The \alue of SARWI| in these volumes is given relative to SARwi.,,,.«,,., in the target. 
Thee total power absorbed in the patient volume is the power needed to obtain a heating rate 
ofof 50 W. kg in the target volume. The stalling point excitation setting is included as a 
referencee (case 0). The value o( SARolll, may be interpreted as the heating efficiency: 
heatingg o\' the target volume to 50 W kg is more efficient if SARrL1(ll, increases and 
consequentlyy the total absorbed power decreases. Kor the four cases the excitation 
amplitudess for the bottom, left, right and top applicator is given table 2. The excitation 
amplitudee is given relative to the excitation amplitude of the top applicator. The excitation 
phasee is given as the phase difference with a constant reference phase. The top applicator is 
inn phase with this reference. 

Tablee 2. 
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Inn figure 3 the influence of the optimisation procedure is indicated by the obtained SAR 
distribution.. Only three cases are presented; case 0. case 3 and an additional case 3a. For 
eachh case the SAR distribution in the aperture midplane (Z=0 cm), a cross section 5 cm in 
caudall direction (Z- - 5 cm) and a cross section 5 cm in cranial direction {Z= \5 cm) are 
presented.. Case 3a has been added to the set of cases on the basis of the local high SAR 
valuess found in case 3 in the cross section at 5 cm in cranial direction (Z= (-5 cm). For case 
3aa two locations posterior of the sacro-iliacal joints, schematically depicted in figure 2c. 
havee been added to the set of constraints defined for case 3. The obtained SARr;illll for these 
locationss are 3.66 for the right hip location and 1.00 for the left location. The SAR,:il]l> found 
att these locations for case 3 are 9.2 and 4.0 respectively. The excitation parameters for case 
3aa are presented in table 2. 

4.66 Discussion 

Inn table 1 it is shown that for all the cases 1 to 4 the heating efficiency clearly increases 
withh respect to the starting point, i.e. case (J. By the increase in heating efficiency for case 1 
itt is shown that, with only the excitation phase as parameter, the power deposition can in 
factt be focussed to the target as expected for a phased array system. 
Changingg the number of free parameters from only the excitation phase (case I; 3 free 
parameters)) to both excitation amplitude and phase (case 2; 6 free parameters) increases the 
heatingg efficiency by 26% and the total power needed to reach 50 W kg in the target 
volumee decreases by 32%. The efficiency increase is established by decreasing the power 
depositedd in the patient volume bv the bottom applicator (tabic 2. case 2). 
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figuree 3: Specific Absorption Rate at different cross-sections fur optimisation case o (top row ). case 3 (center row) 
andd case 3a (bottom row ). The left panels (3a,3d,3g) refers to the cross-section in the lower part of the pelvic area 
(55 cm caudal with respect to the aperture midplanei. The middle panels (3b,3e,3h) refers to the cross-section in the 
aperturee midplane. The right panels (3c,3f.3i I refers to the cross-section in the upper part of the pelvis area (5 cm 
craniall with respect to the aperture midplane). 
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Thiss can be understood hy considering the position of the target volume thai is located at 
thee top applicator side of the patient. As a consequence, the tissue King between the bottom 
applicatorr and the target will absorb a large amount of the energy radiated by the bottom 
applicator.. Thus, increasing the excitation amplitude of the bottom applicator would only 
increasee the power deposited in the whole patient and will not increase the heating 
efficiencyy of the target \olume. 
Constraints,, limiting heating at certain locations (case 3). can be achie\ed only with a lower 
healingg efficiency than possible in situations without constraints. Relative to ease 2. the 
bottomm applicator excitation amplitude is increased by a factor of 2.6. It appears that the 
bottomm applicator is excited with such a phase that it's radiated F-field destructively 
interferee with the F:-fields of the other three applicators at the sacrum, at the left hip and at 
thee right hip i.e. all the cosine functions in eq(10) involving the bottom applicator are 
negaii\cc for these three volumes. Clearly, compliance lo the defined constraints is at the 
expensee of the target healing efficiency. Relative to case 2 in case 3 the healing efficiency 
decreasess by 15"n and the power deposited in the whole patient increases by 8%. 
Korr the example presented abo\e constraints to three different locations have been set. 
Although,, based on clinical evidence, it seems reasonable to constraint the SAR at these 
locationss numerous other choices are possible. Moreover, limitation of heating in certain 
volumess as applied in case 3 certainly does not guarantee that excessive healing in other 
volumess will not occur; a SAR,,,,,,, of °-.2 and 4 are found and an additional set of constraints 
iss defined in case 3a. It is evident that specification of all possible problem areas and 
definingg constraints in advance will greatly enhance the value of the optimisation 
procedure.. A drawback of this procedure could be that with an increasing number of 
constraintss it would be more difficult to specify a set of constraints that actually can be 
compliedd to. Fur case 3a compliance to all defined constraints is not succeeded and the total 
powerr required to establish a heating rate at the target area corresponding to 50 W kg is 
13466 W heing 24"•••<> more than the power needed in case 0. For these eases an alternative 
couldd be the optimisation of the ratio of the SAR in the target volume and the summation of 
thee SAR at the problem locations. However for case 3a this increases the required power lo 
16500 W. The SAR,.,,,,, is lower than the constraint of 1 set earlier at three locations (pre-
pubicc area 0.43. location right anterior of the sacro-iliacal joint 0.47 and added location 
rightt posterior of the sacro-iliacal joint 1.06), two locations suffer from a significantly 
higherr SAR,,,,,, (left anterior sacro-iliacal joint 3.08 and added location left anterior sacro-
iliacall joint 6.65). 
Thee presented method has been illustrated on the basis of electric field data obtained from a 
hyperthermiaa treatment planning system. The electric field data specifies the relation 
betweenn an applicator of the hyperthermia system that is activated with unitary amplitude 
andd no phase shift relative to a certain reference point and the electric field at a specified 
location.. This relation can be obtained also from direct F-field measurement. In this case 
thee relation is determined at the location of the F-field sensor. Locating an F-field sensor in 
frontt of each applicator to monitor the applied total power and locating an additional F-
lleldd sensor in. or in close proximity to. the target volume already makes it possible to 
optimisee the excitation setting as in case 2. Main advantage of such a procedure is that 
efficientt heating can he established on the basis of an optimisation procedure instead of a 
manuall search procedure. 
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4,77 Conclusion 

AA tooi lor the optimisation of the excitation amplitudes and phases of a deep-body 
hyperthermiaa phase array system has been presented. For this purpose a method for 
determinationn of the SAR. averaged over a certain volume of interest, has been elaborated 
resultingg in a simple summation representing the averaged SAR. This summation consists 
outt of the addition of V (N is number of applicators) functions, each function being 
dependentt solely on the excitation amplitudes and phases of the applicators. Kor each 
functionn the information on the specific E-field present in the cells of the volume for which 
thee average SAR is determined, is gathered in two coefficients. In order to calculate these 
coefficientss the F-field generated within the treated patient volume by each applicator 
separatelyy has to be determined e.g. numerically. The number of ceils in a volume may vary 
fromm a few cells to several thousand cells. 
Forr a patient example the average SAR in a number of volumes including the patient 
volume,, a target volume and a number of critical volumes has been expressed as the 
summationn mentioned above. Applying the ceil referencing and summation capabilities in a 
Microsoftt Excel worksheet and the solver add-in of Microsoft Excel the excitation 
amplitudess and phases have been optimised to arrange maximal target heating efficiency, 
i.e.. maximising the SAR,,,,,,, defined as the fraction of die SAR in the target and the SAR in 
thee whole patient volume. Being of more clinical relevance also an example of excitation 
settingg optimisation including constraints limiting heating in critical volumes is given. It 
hass been shown that changing the set of problem locations strongly inlluences the 
optimisationn results. This implies that a specification of all possible problem locations is of 
importance.. A practical solution for the specification has yet to be found. 
Thee presented tool is applicable for any phased array system and is independent of the 
methodd of determining the E-field generated in the volume of interest by each applicator of 
thee phased array. By deriving an expression for the SAR averaged over a certain volume of 
interestt as a function of the applicator excitation amplitudes and phases this quantity can be 
evaluatedd easily and rapidly for a large number of excitation settings, independent of the 
numberr of locations over which the SAR is averaged. This properly is very versatile for 
optimisationn of the SAR deposition pattern including the specification of constraints. The 
expressionss can be either incorporated into customised optimisation routines or in 
Microsoftt Excel where an optimisation tool is available. 
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Thiss chapter has been accepted pending re\ision as: 
Delineationn of potential hot spots for hyperthermia treatment planning optimisation 
Internationall Journal of Hyperthermia 
2004.. J. Wiersma. N. van Wieringen. H. Crezee, J.D.P. van Dijk. 

Abstract t 
Thee optimal feed parameters oi' the generators for a complex phased hyperthermia array 
systemm consisting of 4. 8 or even more applicators cannot be found using only the expertise 
off the treatment staff or using the limited amount of field- and temperature data obtained 
duringg treatment. A number of strategies have been proposed to help us with the task to 
optimisee the hyperthermia treatment, including several strategies specifically addressing the 
occurrencee of hot spots. Each of the latter strategies strongly relics on the specification of 
thee potential hot spots. This specification is either based on anatomy or the selection of an 
arbitraryy number of potential hot spots. Therefore it is not guaranteed that all potential hot 
spotss are included. This paper introduces a procedure for the delineation and visualisation 
off potential (SAR) hot spots. The potential hot spots are delineated by selecting those 
pointss for which the maximal SAR exceeds a specific SAR selection level. This SAR 
selectionn level is defined relative to the highest achievable SAR in the target volume for a 
certainn fixed heating power. A larger number of potential hot spots and hot spots of larger 
sizee are delineated if the selection level is decreased. Although the procedure still includes 
ann arbitrary selection criterion, i.e. the selection level, the selection is solely based on 
calculatedd EM-field data. As a result all potential hot spots can be delineated a priori. Three 
differentt objective functions are applied to maximise the SAR in the target. The first only 
maximisess the SAR in the target volume for a given system power output. The other two 
intrinsicallyy set a constraint on the set of potential hot spots as a whole. Additionally the 
SARR in each delineated potential hot spot separately can be constrained. In two patient 
casess the SAR in potential hot spots can be kept below the selection value applied for 
delineationn of the potential hot spots. If assessed in terms of constraining the SAR value 
beloww the selection level while maximising target heating efficiency the combination of an 
objectivee function only maximising the SAR in the target with a separate constraint on each 
potentiall hot spots appears to be the most efficient. 

KeyKey nwt/v: Hyperthermia treatment planning, optimisation, potential hot spots 
delineation. . 
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5.11 Introduction 

Duringg hyperthermia treatments using a phased array the aim and challenge is to set the 
feedd parameters of the generators in such a way that the treatment is optimal. In the clinical 
practice,, the adjustment of the feed parameters and the assessment whether the treatment is 
optimall is based on data gathered by one electric Held probe or a limited number o\~ 
temperaturee sensors. Consequently the optimal treatment is defined by efficient target 
heatingg as indicated by the available sensor data, without discomfort by hot spots indicated 
byy the patient. A technique applying MRI is evolving towards a tool to evaluate the healing 
patternn in the complete heated area (Wlodarczyk et al. 1998). Temperature data is needed 
forr treatment analyses, however these data is not practical for finding the optimal feed 
parameters.. Practical ways of finding the optima! feed parameiers depend on a known 
mathematicall relation of the feed parameters o\' the generators and the healing pattern 
obtainedd in the patient. This relation can be determined numerically by calculation of the 
electromagneticc field (LM) generaled by each applicator in the patient. Subsequently the 
optimall feed parameters can be found by applying an optimisation strategy yielding an 
optimall heating pattern. A number of strategies, including strategies specifically addressing 
thee occurrence of hot spots, have been proposed lo optimise the hyperthermia treatment 
(Boagg et al. 1988. van Maarscvecn el al. 1996. Wusi et al. 1991. Paulsen et al. 1999. Das el 
al.. 1999a. Das et al. 1999b). The group of Wust et al. 1996a proposed lo maximise the 
fractionn of the power deposited in the target area to the total power deposited in a sel of 
selectedd potential hot spots. However, the number of these hot spots is selected arbitrary, 
i.e.. 10. and the selection criteria are not defined. A similar optimisation strategy explicit!) 
includingg potential hot spots was proposed by Das et al. 1999b. The highest power density 
pointss per antenna are selected as potential hot spots in tin's study. The group of Rardati el 
al.. (1995) suggested a strategy applying amplitude and phase synthesis. The optimisation 
resultss in a trade-off of the "best" feed for the target and the "best" feeds for a number of 
organss to be protected. 

Eachh of the strategies mentioned above strongly relics on (he specification of the potential 
hothot spots. This specification is either based on anatomy or the selection o\' an arbitral") 
numberr of potential hot spots. Therefore il is nol guaranteed that all potential hot spots are 
included. . 
Rothh the specific absorption rate (SAR) and the invoked temperature increase are applied 
forr optimisation purposes. In the context of the specification of potential hot spots it is 
relevantt to realise that a temperature hot spot is a manifestation of a SAR hot spot. 
Althoughh in this manifestation perfusion plays an important role the specification of 
potentiall hot spots using SAR values as a first indicator is reasonable. 
Inn this paper we will introduce the approach of delineating potential hot spots by defining 
themm as volumes having a SAR above a certain selection level. Since the objective of 
treatmentt planning optimisation is to efficiently heat the target this selection level is 
coupledd to the SAR in the target volume. The delineation procedure utilises the interference 
principlee for the FM fields generated in the patient by each separate applicator. These l:M 
fieldsfields are determined numerically. As a result all potential hot spots can be delineated a 
priori.. For two patient cases the delineation method is applied to specify potential hot spots 
thatt will be included in the maximisation of three different objective functions. The first 
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onlyy maximises the SAR in the target volume for a gi\en system power output. The other 
twoo intrinsically set a constraint on the set of potential hot spots as a whole. Additionally 
thee SAR in each delineated potential hot spot separately can be constrained. 

5.22 Theory 

5.2.11 Delineating potential "hot spots" 

Inn this paragraph a method by which potential hot spots can he delineated is explained. The 
delineationn is based on numerically calculated LM-field data giving the LM-field generated 
byy the individual applicators o\' the hyperthermia treatment apparatus. These individual 
EM-fieldss can be superposed to determine the l:M-field and SAR distribution in the patient 
forr any amplitude and phase setting. The optimal SAR distribution can be determined by 
maximisingg an appropriate object function. Additionally, to suppress the occurrence of hoi 
spots,, volumes that potentially can exhibit an unacceptable high SAR value must he 
accountedd for. These potential hot spots can be searched for in the following 3 steps: 

1)) At each grid point determine the maximal SAR for a given constant total power 
outputt of the generators: i.e. maximise heating efficiency, hi general the amplitude 
andd phase settings resulting in the maximal SAR are different for each grid point. 

2)) Select a SAR level at which over-heating is expected. 
3)) Kor the selected SAR level determine which grid points exceed this level. Gather 

thee connected grid points to treat these grid points as a single volume. 

Inn the first step the interference of the EM-fields present in phase array heating systems is 
applied.. In the following paragraph it is explained how at a certain grid point the maximal 
SARR can be determined for a given constant total power output of the generators. 

5.2.22 Determining the maximal SAR at a grid point 

Thee definition of this problem has already been presented by several authors (e.g. Bardati et 
al.. 1995. Das et al. 1999b) but will be repealed briefly here. In this section first the 
equationss specifying the SAR at a grid point will be given and subsequently the solution oï 
maximisingg the heating efficiency will be elaborated 

5.2.33 Specification of the SAR 

Thee SAR at location /: generated by the N applicators of a hyperthermia system (phased 
array)) radiating with strength A;...AS and having a phase delay cp>...<,o s is given by 

SARU.. T .<p, </), : r ">= -J ' I j f c H , f .</>, (p, :r)\~ -

'' 1 
air)air)  - . -. 

h(.'l ,, f , .(/>, (px :r)E  (.1, -f .(/>, (/\ :r) 
~p(r\ ~p(r\ 
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withh cr{/") the conductivity in [Sm], /?(/") the density of mass in [kg••nv], E the local 

fieldd strength in [Vin] and the asterisk denoting the complex conjugation. The local field 

strengthh E is the superposition of the separate fields generated hy the N applicators, which 
iss mathematically expressed by equation 2. 

.\ \ 
Ë(.4|| 4x,<p^....<px:ï)^^FlêM) 2 

Inn equation 2. t ' ,(r) is the E-field contributed by the ith applicator if radiating at unitary 

amplitudee (A,= !) and zero phase ((p,=0) and 

F,F, = .-(,exp( ./>,•) 3 

representss the dimensionlcss applicator feed. The maximal SAR deposited at location f 
forr a certain total power output of the applicators of the hyperthermia system can be found 
byy maximising equation 1 with the amplitudes A, and the phases <p, as parameters. 

5.2.44 Maximising heating efficiency 

Thee maximal heating efficiency can be found by stating the optimisation problem as an 
eigenvaluee problem. Substitution of equation 2 in equation 1 results in: 

SAR(F;r)) = VM ! f( / :)F/* ={F\M(r)F)  4a 

with h 

Mir),;Mir),;  = <j{r)ë i{ï)ê]{?)l2p{r')  4b 

aa NxN Hermitian or self-adjoint matrix having N real and positive eigenvalues k{ /.N and 
NN eigenvectors v ],..., v v Both eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be determined by 
diagonalisationn of A-/(/:) which can be done efficiently. The SAR at location r by the N 

applicatorss driven with feed vector F now can be expressed by 
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::  = l 

Alsoo the average SAR in a volume can be expressed in the same form as the SAR at a 
certainn location and can be given by an eigenvalue problem (Wiersma et al. 2002). 

[[ ,S,4R(F:r)J*r , , \ A . , - . ,: 
-hi-hi = (F.M F) = yA!\F-ól\ 5b 

volvol \ ! " I I 

Fromm equation 5 it is deduced thai the maximal SAR at a certain location (or volume) is 
equall to the maximal eigenvalue X; (or X, ) for a normalised feed vector, i.e. 
ii  H 1 

\F\\F\ =1 ó 

5.33 Material and Methods 

5.3.11 Delineating the potential "hot spots" 

Thee EM-field in the patient generated by the individual applicators of the hyperthermia 
treatmentt apparatus is calculated by the CGFFT method (Wiersma et al. 2001 .Zwamborn et 
al.. 1991, Zwamborn et al. 1992). With the obtained EM-field data, the maximum SAR is 
determinedd for each grid point by determining the maximal eigenvalue of the matrix 
M(r)M(r)  defined in equation 4b. In this way a 3D data set is obtained with at each grid point 
thee maximal SAR that can be reached for a fixed heating power, i.e. a normalised feed 
vectorr (equation 6) is applied. From this 3D data set those grid points are selected with a 
SARR value equal or larger than a selection level. Based on the argument that a multiple of 
thee SAR in the target needed for a therapeutic temperature of 43 T" will in general result in 
aa temperature higher than 43 °C this selection level is defined relative to the SAR level in 
thee target. Because the exact SAR in the target is not known al the moment the grid points 
aree selected its value has to be estimated. Since the optimisation functions presented in the 
nextt paragraph all aim for efficient target heating, i.e. the highest possible SAR in the target 
consideringg a fixed heating power, a first order estimation is given by the SAR value in the 
targett at maximal heating efficiency. The SAR value in the target volume at maximal 
heatingg efficiency is given by the largest eigenvalue of the matrix equation given by 
equationn 5b for this volume. This optimised SAR in the target volume will be abbreviated 
too OST (Optimised SAR in the Target). Based on initial analyses of ihe data, selection 
levelss at six. four and three times the OST are applied. For each selection level the grid 
pointss attached to one another are treated as a single potential hot spot. The different 
potentiall hot spots are then indexed. 
Thee determined maximum SAR at all grid points is visualised by presenting "maximum 
SARR projection" (MSP) images in the three major directions; x. y. and z. Additionally the 
locationn of each potential hot spot is projected on the MSP images. 
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5.3.22 Optimisation 

Threee objecti\ e functions are applied to optimise the hyperthermia treatment. 1) An 
objectivee function n, (equation 7a') determining the SAR in the target volume. This SAR 
relatedd objective function has often been used as an optimisation variable (e.g. Boag et al. 
19S8.. Niederst et al. 19%). The objective function ITi has the dimensions of [Wkg] and 
maximisingg the function is bound by imposing a fixed heating power, i.e. a normalised feed 
vectorr (i.e. equation 6). 2) An objective function n : (equation 7b) determining the fraction 
off the SAR in the target volume to the sum of the SAR of the potential hot spots. This 
objectivee function explicitly includes potential hot spots and can be compared to the 
objectivee function defined by YVust et al. (19%a). However, it is still possible that the sum 
off the SAR in the selected potential hot spots is decreased by decreasing the SAR of the 
majorityy of the potential hot spots while increasing the SAR of a few potential hot spots. 3) 
AA third objective function IT; (equation 7c) determines the fraction of the SAR in the target 
volumee to the weighed sum of the SAR of the potential hot spots. The weighing coefficient 
forr a potential hot spot is determined from the si/e of the hot spot and therefore decreasing 
thee SAR in a large volume is made more important than decreasing the SAR in a small 
volume. . 

j vv S.lRU-ul'r 
111 ] = — 7a 

V,--

n22 = n]/l5.-)/?vi„. l ^b 

n3-=n]/I\v,,s-.4/?w11 7c 

with h 

SARw*. SARw*. 
| \ ,, SARir r e VI^T^U, )i/Y 
-II V hul sno! i 

VV !» the volume of the target. 

Vhvii the volume of the f' potential hot spot. 

\V,, - Vhvi/ y Vhvi , the volume fraction of the i'l: potential hot spot relative to the total 

hott spot volume V Vh-.i . 

Inn order to explicitly limit the SAR in the potential hot spots a constraint is introduced that 
att each potential hot spot limits the SAR. This constraint is given in equation 7d and is 
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definedd by the fraction of the SAR of a potential hot spot and the SAR in the target \olume 
andd is further referred to as RPHS (Relative Potential Hot spot SAR). 

RPHS,RPHS, = SARx^.Jn [ < constraint 7d 

Forr two patient cases the objective functions defined above will be maximised given the 
constraintt defined in equation 7d. The value of the constraint is stepwise decreased (in 
wholee numbers) from the highest RPHS value found in the situation of unconstrained 
maximisationn to the selection level or to the lowest value at which compliance to the 
constraintt is still possible. The consequence of applying different selection levels is 
analysedd for both patient eases. 

5.3.33 Re-delineating the potential "hot spots" 

Thee optimisation of the hyperthermia treatment aims for a SAR in the target equal to the 
OST.. As explained previously the potential hot spots are delineated using a SAR threshold 
specifiedd relative to the OST. However, due to the constraints related to the potential hot 
spots,, optimisation will result in a SAR in the target that is lower than the OST. This 
impliess a lowered potential hot spots selection threshold. With this lowered threshold value 
itt is possible that a grid point, not being part of the potential hot spot already delineated, has 
aa SAR value that is higher than the SAR threshold value. Therefore, as a post-processing 
step,, the actual potential hot spots are re-delineated for the adapted SAR threshold value as 
aa check of the rigidity of the delineation method. Note that the SAR value at each grid point 
tss already specified by the feed vector determined by the optimisation and that therefore 
stepp I mentioned in paragraph 2.1 is omitted in this re-dehnealion procedure. 

5.44 Results 

5.4.!! Delineating the potential "hot spots'" 

Inn this paragraph the location of the delineated potential hot spots is indicated by MSP 
images.. For clarity each MSP image is constructed from the data of either muscle or fat 
tissue.. In figure la -c MSP images for the muscle tissue are shown. In figure 2a -c MSP 
imagess for the fat tissue are shown. In the figures la and 2a the location of the target 
volumee is indicated by crosses. In each MSP image a circle marks the projection of each 
potentiall hot spot. The radius of the circle is representative for the volume of the potential 
hott spot and the circle location coincides with the centre of the potential hot spot. In figure 
lala the potential hot spots are given for a selection level of six times the OST. In figure lb 
andd lc this level is decreased to four and three times the OST respectively. Comparison of 
figuree la - e and figure 2a - c shows that a lower selection level results in an increase of the 
sizee oi' the volumes and the selection of new volumes. Some volumes merge forming a 
singlee larger volume. Close to the skin of the patient, distributed in pairs at the posterior 
sidee and the both lateral sides, six larger hot spots appear (figure 2), At the lowest selection 
level,, i.e. three times the OST. two of these larger hot spot volumes merge into to a single 
hott spot volume (in figure 2 indicated by an arrow). At the anterior side of the patient no 
comparablee hot spots are found. The above mentioned observations are summarised in table 
I. . 
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Delineatedd potential hot -.pots in muscle tissue at a different seleetion level 

Figuree I: Delineated potential hoi spois m muscle tissue at selection level ai six. bi four and c) three times the 
OST T 
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Delineatedd potential hot spots in fat tissue at a different selection level 

Figuree 2: Delineated potential hot spots in lat tissue at a selection level of a) six. b) lour  ami el three tunes the 
OST T 
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5.4.22 Optimisation 

Twoo patient cases are elaborated, namely 1) the ease o!" a patient treated for a bone 

metastasiss and 2| a patient treated for cervical cancer, Kadi o f the objective functions I f . 

n :: and I L defined in the equations 7a - e are applied to optimise the SAR distribution. The 

potentiall hot spot volumes included in these objective functions or in the constraint 

specifiedd by equation 7d are delineated at three selection levels, i.e. at six . fou r and thre e 
limess the ÖST 

5.4.33 Patient ease 1) 

Thee results of maximising the objective functions I T j . IT; and Hu are presented in table 2 
andd figure 3. 4 and 5. In figure 3, 4 and 5 for each selection level the distribution of the 
numberr of' the potential hot spots over the RPHS values is plotted. Each setup in table 2 
representss the result o f maximising one o f the objective functions while including the 
potentiall hoi spot volumes found at a specific selection level. The delineated potential hot 
spotss for this patient ease have been presented in figure 1 and 2. In table 2 the capital in the 
setupp label refers to the selection level, i.e. A refers to six. B to four and C to three times 
thee OST. The fol lowing digit refers to the maximised objective function while the last digit 
iss used to specify a certain RPHS constraint specified in the T' column of the tabic. 
Accordingg to this coding, setup label A21 refers to the maximisation of objective function 
I~ff while including the potential hot spots found at six times the OST. No RPHS constraint 
iss applied, i.e. the value of the 7lh column is "None". In table 2. besides the values o f the 
objectivee functions, the power load applied to the patient is given (3 th column). This power 
loadd is calculated for a (ccó vector that results in a SAR o f 50 W/kg at the target volume. 
Thee SAR in the target and the power load to the patient depend on both amplitude and 
phasee as defined by the feed vector but that their exact dependence is different: two 
differentt feed vectors may induce an identical SAR in the target although, due to the spatial 
extentt o f the applied E V f field and the heterogeneity o f the patient tissues, the power load 
appliedd to the patient is different for these two different feed vectors. The constraints 
appliedd for the RPHS value (equation 7d) at the potential hot spots displayed in figure 7a - I' 
aree given in the 71'1 column of tabic 2. 

Thee distribution o\~ the number o\~ the potential hot spots over the per RPHS values is 
plottedd in figure 3. 4 and 5. The first bin comprises the RPHS value lower than 0.5 . 
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Tablee 2 Optimisation results lor patient case 1 
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Thee results presented in table 2 and the figures 3 - 5 can be summarised as tot lows: A large 
numberr of potential hot spots is selected. A lower selection le\ el results in an increased 
numberr of potential hot spots; The number of potential hot spots is 35. 69 and 1 10 at a 
selectionn level of six, four  and three times the OST respectively (table I). These numbers 
arcc much larger than the number of potential hoi spots selected in the studies of W'ust et at. 
1996aa and Das et at. 1999b. A lower selection level, besides an increased number of 
potentiall hot spots also shows an increase o\' the volume of those potential hot spots 
delineatedd at a previous selection level. 
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Ass mentioned earlier, at each selection level the RPHS constraint is decreased in steps 
towardss the selection level value. At the lowest selection level of" three times the OST a 
RPIISS constraint equal to the selection level value results in a conflicting set of RPHS 
constraints:: i.e. the presence of one or more hot spots with a RPHS value larger than the 
RPHSS constraint value cannot be prevented. 
Byy application of an RPHS constraint the highest RPHS values decrease to the selected 
RP11 IS constraint. In most cases only a single hot spot is actively constrained as indicated in 
figuree 3 - 5 by the number of potential hot spots in the highest RPHS bin. At higher RPHS 
constraintss and lower selection levels the number of actively constrained hot spots 
increases. . 
Onn average the number of potential hot spot with a high RPIIS value is larger  for 
maximisingg objective function TL (right panel in figure 3 - 5) than for maximising the 
objectivee functions n : and IT] ( left and middle panel in figure 3 - 5). This can be explained 
ass a result of an increased weight of the potential hot spots with a large volume and low 
SARR compared to those with a smaller volume and a high SAR: i.e. increasing the \alue of 
rLL is more worthwhile when decreasing the SAR of a large volume than when decreasing 
thee SAR of a small volume. The effect of minimising the summed SAR while maximising 
SARR at the target, i.e. maximising objective function n : . is clearly present in at the highest 
selectionn le\el {figure 3): the distribution of potential hot spots for objective function IT 
(middlee panel in figure 3) drastically shifts towards lower RPHS bins compared to the 
distributionn for objective function ITi (left panel in figure 3). At lower selection levels this 
effectt is much less apparent or even not present (figures 4 and 5). 
Increasingg the RPHS constraint, i.e. decreasing the RPHS constraint value in equation 7d. 
resultss in a redistribution of the lowest and highest RPHS values towards more intermediate 
RPHSS values. This is independent of objective function or selection level. Furthermore 
increasingg the RPHS constraint results in a less efficient heating for maximising the 
objectivee functions IT; and IT] and the power load applied to the patient to establish 50 
W/kgg in the target varies from 800 - 1 100 Watt. For maximising IT: this is also the case at a 
selectionn level of three linies the OST. For a selection level of six and four  times the OST 
thee efficacy (TI|) is increased and the power load applied to the patient to establish 50 W kg 
inn the target varies from I 100 - 3000 Walt. The change in the value of each of the objective 
functionss is substantial (>> 10 "ul if the RPHS constraint is decrease from "None" to the 
orderr of the selection level. 
Att identical selection levels and RPHS constraints the heating efficiency, i.e. IT,. is best 
afterr optimising IT] and worst after optimising FI-,. For lower RPHS constraint the results of 
maximisingg the three different object functions become similar and in the extreme case are 
identicall (table 1. cases CI3. C23 and C'33>. For these cases also the distribution of the 
numberr of potential hot spots over the RPHS bins is identical (figure 5. yellow bar). In 
thesee cases maximising the objective functions is dictated by the RPHS constraint. 

5.4.44 Patient case 2) 

Thee result of maximising the objective functions TI,. n : and FL is presented in table 3 and 
thee figures 7 - 9. Fach setup in table 3 represents the result of maximising one of the 
objectivee functions including the potential hot spot volumes delineated at a specific 
selectionn level. 

>-N >-N 
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Delineatedd potential hot spots in fat tissue at a different selection level 

figuree 6: Delineated potential hot spots in fat tissue at a selection level of a) six. b) four and c) three times the 
OST. . 
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Delineatedd potential hol spots in muscle tissue at a different selection level 

Figuree 7: Delineated potential hot spots in muscle tissue at a selection level of a) six. b) four and c) three times the 
OST. . 
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Thee delineated potential hot spots tor this patient ease are presented in figure 6 and 7. 
Kit:uree (\i - e presents MSP images and potential hot spots in the fa t tissue at six , fou r and 
thre ee times the OST respectively. Kigure 7a - e presents MSP images and potential hot 
spotss in the muscl e tissue at six , fou r and thre e times the OST respectively. The capital in 
eachh setup label g i \en in column i o f table 3 refers to the selection level: A refers to six . B 
too fou r and C' to thre e limes the OST. The fol lowing digit refers to the objective function 
whilee the last digit is used to specify a certain RPHS constraint specilied in the 711' column 
o ff table 3. In the figures S - 10 the distribution of the RPHS values of the potential hot spots 
iss plotted for each selection level; six . fou r and thre e times the OST respectively. 

Tablee .i Op!mi^aiion results lor patient case 2. IT : The SAR in the Lirüci al ;i normalised Iced vector. Hf : 
Yla\mij II SAR in the target at minima! summed SAR in a selected set ot'potential hoi spots, IT.: Maximal SAR 

inn the target at minimal weighed summed SAR in a selected set ot" potential hot spots. 
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AA large number of hot spots is selected, although smaller than for patient case I, A lower 

selectionn level results in an increased number of potential hot spots; The number o f hot 

>potss is 15. 2V> and 54 at a selection levcl of six , fou r and thre e times the OST 
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respectively.. Again these numbers are larger than the number of potential hot spots selected 
inn the studies ot'Wust et al. 1996a and Das et al. 199%. 
Againn the effect of minimising the summed SAR while maximising SAR al the target, i.e. 
maximisingg objective function n : . is present in at the highest selection level (figure N): the 
distributionn of potential hot spots for objective function FL (middle panel in figure N> 
slightlyy shifts towards lower RPHS bins compared to the distribution for objective function 
Il || (left panel in figure 8). Al lower selection levels this effect is much less apparent or 
evenn not present (figures 9 and 10). 
Increasingg the RPHS constraint results in a redistribution of mainly the highest RPHS 
valuess towards more intermediate RPHS values. This is independent of objective function 
orr selection level. 
Increasingg the RPHS constraint, i.e. decreasing the RPHS constraint value in equation 7d. 
resultss in a slight!) altered heating efficiency; the power load applied to the patient to 
establishh 50 W kg in the target varies from 550 - 600 Watt. The change in the value of each 
o\'o\' the objective functions is moderate (< 4 %) if Ihe RPHS constraint is decrease from 
"None"" to the order of the selection level. 
Att each selection level the RPHS constraint is decreased in steps towards the selection level 
value.. For each selection level the RPHS constraint value can be decreased to the selection 
levell value. For each objective function a similar setup is determined if the values in table 3 
andd distribution in figure 10 for the setup labels CI2. C22 and C33 are compared. 
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RPHSS value Distribution of the potential hot spots 
uii maximised fl; maximised U:. maximised 

RPHSS «nerval RPHS «nerval RPHS «nerval 

figuree S: KPIIS value Distribution of the potential hot spots. Patient case 2. sdeci ion level of six times the OS I. 

RI'IISS value Distribution of the potential hot spots 
uii maximised fl; maximised Q3 maximised 

RPHSS interval RPHS interval RPHS interval 

figuree 9: RI'IIS value Distribution of the potential hot spots. Patient case 2. selection level of four times the OST. 

RPHSS value Distribution of the potential hot spois 
n ,, maximised fl maximised fl. maximised 

RPHSS interval RPHS interval RPHS «nerval 

figuree 10: RPHS value Distribution of the potential hot spots. Patient case 2. selection level of three times the 
OST. . 
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5.55 Discussion 

Forr both tissue types the results of the delineation of the potential hot spot volumes show 
thatt the SAR at a large number of these volumes can reach a value that is higher than four 
toto six times the OST value. Also, although the term "potential hot spot" suggests a small 
volume,, large volume potential hot spots in some cases are specified by the delineation 
procedure.. The value chosen to select the potential hot spots volumes, the selection level, 
clear!)) has consequences for the number of potential hot spots volumes and the size of 
thesee volumes. For the presented selection levels of four and six times the OST. the 
potentiall hot spot volumes in the muscle tissue tend to be found roughly at the same 
locations.. In the fat tissue a number of relatively large potential hot spot volumes appear at 
alll selection levels. An explanation lor a number of the latter potential hot spot volumes is 
theirr proximity to the applicator aperture and the EM-field direction at these locations 
(Wiersmaa et al. 1996). Hand et al (Hand 1990) argued that cooling of the patients skin only 
iss substantial over a distance of approximately 2 cm from the patient skin. Because SAR is 
optimisedd here, cooling effects are not accounted for. However a rough method of 
monitoringg the SAR m the substantially cooled tissue close to the patient skin is obtained 
byy delineating potential hot spots in fat and muscle tissue separately. 
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Figuree II: The feed vector homogeneity index for the potential hot spots found at the different selection levels 
definedd lor both patient case l and patient case 2. 

Thee SAR o\~ potential hot spot volumes is used in both object ive functions I I ; and I I , 

(equationn 7b and 7c) and in RP1IS constraint (equation 7d) applied in the optimisation of 
thee objective functions. The SAR of a potential hot spot volume is determined by averaging 
thee SAR over the grid points constituting the potential hot spot (Wiersma et al. 2002) for a 
Icedd vector which is applied to all grid points. It is assumed that the feed vector and the 
resultingg maximal SAR for the potential hot spot represents the feed vector and maximal 
SARR at the grid points constituting the potential hot spot. However, large potential hot spot 
volumess might exhibit a large variation in the feed vector for which the separate grid points 
reachh their maximal SAR. In these cases it is not justified to assemble a set of grid points to 
specifyy a potential hot spot. Insight in this problem can be obtained through analyses of the 
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fractionn of the maxima] SAR found tor the potential hot spot and the average maximal SAR 
o ff the grid points constituting the potential hot spot. This fraction offers an indication o f the 
homogeneityy of the feed vector, i.e. the amplitude and phase setting, at which the separate 
gridd points of a potential hot spot reach their maximal SAR. Therefore this fraction is 
furtherr defined as the feed vector homogeneity index. In figure 11 the feed vector 
homogeneityy index is plotted as a function o f the potential hot spot si/e. For the majority of 
thee potential hot spots the feed \ ector homogeneity index is close to 1 indicating thai tor the 
majorityy of the potential hot spot treating this potential hot spot as a single volume is 
just i f ied.. The potential hot spot volumes w ith a feed vector homogeneity index below .9 are 
identifiedd as potential hot spot volumes in the fat tissue. In none of the optimisation eases 
thesee potential hot spot volumes have a substantial contribution to the value o f the objective 
functionn or is their SAR value actively constraint. 

Thee potential hot spots are selected using a SAR threshold level. This SAR threshold le\el 
specifiess a SAR threshold value relative to the SAR value in the target above which 
potentiall hoi spots are delineated. Since the SAR in the target after maximising each o f the 
objectivee functions is not known in advance the SAR in the target after maximising is 
estimatedd by the OST value. However, due to the constraint related to the potential hot 
spots,, maximising of the objective functions results in a normalised feed vector for which 
thee objective function is maximal however the SAR in the target w i l l be lower than the 
OSTT value. As a consequence, the "actual" SAR threshold value applied for the potential 
hott spot selection also is lowered. Therefore, as a postprocessing step, the actual potential 
hott spots are delineated for the optimised normalised feed vector and the corresponding 
updatedd SAR threshold value. Due to the fixed normalised ked vector not all previously 
delineatedd potential hot spots wi l l be re-delineated. For patient case 2 this re-delineation 
stepp in general only finds grid points that result in a small increase o f potential hot spots 
alreadyy delineated in the initial step. For a single setup label an additional potential hot spot 
iss delineated (patient case 2. setup label B21). For patient case I optimising object function 
n , .. besides a small increase of potential hoi spots already delineated in the initial step, a 
largee number o f additional potential hot spot are delineated by the post processing step. 
Thiss is especially the case for a selection le\el of 6 times and 4 times the OST. The number 
off grid points constituting these additional potential hot spots are given in table 3. In this 
tablee it is shown thai for setup label A30 an extreme number of additional grid points is 
selected.. Note however that, since the SAR in the target given by n | (column 4 o f table 3: 
0.045)) is much lower than the OST value (setup label A l I in table 1: 0.1S6). the selection 
levell is drasiiealiv lowered for this ease. 
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Thee local SAR and the perfusion o f the tumour area predominant!) determine the achieved 
increasee of the tumour temperature. In a study by 1995b (Wust el al. ). among other 
determinantss for radio frequency hyperthermia, the relation between thermoregulation, 
locall tumour SAR and tumour temperature increase was analysed based on a large number 
o ff regional heat treatments. The study o f Wust et al indicates that, in the majority o f the 
treatmentss the SAR in the tumour is lower than 50 W kg (mean value 3N W kg). 
Furthermore.. Wust et al indicate that to establish a tumour temperature increase larger than 
44 C (=4 C at high perfusion and =o ':'C at low perfusion), a SAR higher than }5 W kg is 
necessaryy in 40% o f the treatments while in 40% of the treatments a SAR lower than 35 
WW kg only suffices i f the perfusion is low (< 10 g/100ml min). In the remaining 20% o f the 
treatmentss the high perfusion in combination with a SAR lower than 35 W kg results in a 
temperaturee increase of * 2 :~JC. Therefore the power load of the patient at a SAR o f 50 
WW kg in the target, as presented in both tables 1 and 2. must be considered as an upper 
l imit . . 

Thee number of selected potential hot spots is dependent on the SAR that can be realised in 
thee target volume and thus is dependent on location and size of the target volume. For a 
certainn selection level a large number o f potential hot spots wi l l be selected i f only a " l o w " 
maximall SAR in the target volume can be realised. Or. vice versa, a small number of 
potentiall hot spots wi l l be selected i f a " h i g h " maximal SAR in the target volume can be 
realised.. Together with the abil ity to constrain the SAR at the selected potential hot spot 
andd assuming that all necessary heating power is available this in principle is an indication 
forr the possibility to heat the target. 
Thiss paper presents data on potential hot spot suppression in conjunction wi th maximisation 
o ff the SAR in the target. For this purpose three objective functions are defined, one 
maximisingg the SAR in the target and two maximising the SAR in the target whi le 
minimisingg the summed SAR in a set of potential hot spots. The SAR in each potential hot 
spott is limited by a specified SAR constraint value. The impact of this SAR constraint 
valuee becomes larger i f the constraint value is lowered. For a relatively strong constraint, 
i.e.. a low SAR value, the result o f the objective function maximisation is determined by the 
constraintt totally and not by the objective function. Objective function n , , only maximising 
thee SAR in the target, results in a higher heating efficiency whi le the two other objective 
functionss show a lower heating efficiency due to minimising the summed SAR in the 
potentiall hot spots. Based on the data presented the objective function only maximising the 
SARR in the target in conjunction with a SAR value constraint to l imit the SAR in potential 
hott spots appears to be a just i f ied candidate for treatment optimisation based on SAR 
values. . 
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5.66 Conclusion 

Thiss paper introduces a method for the delineation and visualisation of potential (SAR) hot 
spots.. Potential hot spots are delineated by selecting those grid points for which the 
maximall SAR exceeds some SAR selection level. From the selected grid points sets of 
connectedd grid points are assembled. The maximal SAR at a grid point is the highest SAR 
valuee that can be reached at the grid point for a normalised feed vector. The selection level 
iss specified relative to the OST value. Although this procedure still includes an arbitrary 
selectionn criterion, i.e. the selection level, the selection is solely based on calculated EYI-
fieldd data. As a result all potential hot spots, including those excluded if the selection 
criterionn is based on anatomy, can be delineated a priori. 
Threee different objective functions accompanied by constraints are applied to maximise the 
SARR in the target. The delineated potential hot spots are adopted in the objective function, 
inn the constraint or in both. Each of the objective functions is maximised for a normalised 
feedd vector. This normalised feed vector can be interpreted as a constant system power 
output.. Objective function FI| maximises the SAR in the target, objective function IT: 
maximisess the fraction of the SAR in the target over the summed SAR in the potential hot 
spotss and the third objective function IL maximises the SAR in the target over the weighed 
summ of the SAR in the potential hot spots. Objective function IT, does not address any 
potentiall hot spots while 0 2 and TT, address the potential hot spots, but as a set and not 
individually.. Therefore an additional constraint on the maximal SAR of the potential hot 
spotss is added to prohibit the possibility of a high SAR in any hot spot. Both the delineation 
off potential hot spots and maximising of the three objective functions are performed for two 
differentt patient cases. 
Althoughh the objective functions IT̂  and FT̂  implicitly restrict the sum of the SAR resp. 
weighedd sum of the SAR of all selected potential hot spots, still actual hot spots occur. 
Thereforee an additional constraint on each potential hot spot is necessary. However, in this 
casee potential hot spots are constrained in two ways; in the objective function and by the 
additionall constraint. This seems excessive and results in situations where the heating 
efficiencyy is not optimal. The combination of an objective functions only maximising the 
SARR in the target. IT] with a separate constraint on all potential hot spots appears to be the 
mostt efficient 
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66 Pre-implementation simulations to improve the axial control of a waveguide 
basedd hyperthermia system 

Abstract t 

Severall regional hyperthermia systems such as the AMC 4 waveguide phased array system 
havee proven to yield good clinical results for a number of tumour localizations. In some 
casess these results were obtained in spite of the fact that the aimed tumour temperature was 
nott realised. Still, many studies show a correlation between achieved tumour temperature 
andd the clinical response. Therefore it is investigated whether the regional hyperthermia 
systemss could be improved. This is done be designing hyperthermia system with more RK 
applicatorss or by varying the operation frequency. In our institute a new system is designed 
inn which the existing AVIC 4 waveguide phased array (AMC-4 system) is doubled to an S 
waveguidee phased array (AMC'-S system) arranged in a configuration of two 4 waveguides 
rings.. The performance of this AMC-K system is analysed and compared with the AMC-4 
systemm in a parameter study varying the distance between the rings and the aperture size of 
thee waveguides of the AMC-S system. By applying the WF-C(.iFFT method the heating 
distributionn in a cylindrically shaped phantom is calculated for the aforementioned 
parameters.. The ratio between the SAR in a target located centrally in the system and the 
maximall SAR found in the periphery and the heated volume are considered as indicators of 
thee performance. 

Thee AMC-S system shows an improved ratio between target and peripheral heating: a 
higherr SAR (up to 3S"-(I) at the target is obtained with the AMC-S system with (he same 
peripherall SAR as for the AMC-4 system. Furthermore the heating pattern can be adjusted 
forr targets being positioned outside the center plane between the two rings. The 
improvementt is considered to be the most advantageous for a ring to ring distance of 4.5 
emm and an aperture size that is kept identical to that for the AMC-4 waveguide system. As a 
sidee effect the volume being heated is increased. This might result in a less heterogeneous 
temperaturee distribution in the target area due to pre-heating of blood flowing into this 
region. . 

KeyKey won/s: \ lyperthcrmia. applicator development. RF deep heating. 
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6.!! Introduction 
Severall regional hyperthermia systems such as the AMC 4 waveguide phased array system 
havee proven to yield good clinical results for a number of tumour localizations (Van der 
Zeee et al. 2000}. in some eases these results were obtained in spite of the fact that the aimed 
tumourr temperature was not realised. Still, many studies show a correlation between 
achievedd tumour temperature and the clinical response (Sherar et al. 1997. Overgaard el al. 
1996.. Cox et al. 1992). Therefore it is investigated whether the regional hyperthermia 
systemssystems could be improved. Possible improvements of regional hyperthermia systems aim 
att increased central heating versus superficial heating, SAR steering in the axial direction 
andd increased SAR steering capabilities in general to prevent SAR 'temperature hot spots. In 
simulationn studies the improvement of the BSD 2000 and sigma eye annular phased array-
systemm has been investigated. Since for these systems the RF frequency of the EM-field is a 
parameterr that can be set by the operator the optimal frequency has been a parameter in a 
severall studies (Paulsen et al. 1999.Kroeze et al. 2001). In other studies the number of RF-
sourcess has been increased and it has been shown that this leads to an increase in tumour 
temperature.. This is explained by an improved control over the heating distribution as a 
resultt of the increased number of parameters. The BSD sigma eye has been developed on 
thee basis of the simulation results published by Wust et al (1996). In this relatively new 
hyperthermiaa system the single ring of dipoles sources in the BSD 2000 applicator is 
replacedd by three rings of dipole sources. This design improves the steering capability as 
predictedd by the simulation studies, but it also introduces new cross talk and system 
operatingg problems. In the design of Kroeze et al {2001} IS cavity slot radiative applicators 
aree applied. The applicators are placed in 3 rings of 6 applicators each. This design was 
shownn to be able to realise a higher temperature than the Coaxial TEM applicator 
developedd at the same institute. In our institute also effort is put in improvement of the 
currentt system; a new system is designed in which the existing AMC 4 waveguide phased 
arrayy is doubled to an 8 waveguide phased array arranged in a configuration of two 4 
waveguidess rings (figure 1). The possible advantage of this 8 waveguide phased array is 
analysedd in a parameter study varying the distance between both rings and the aperture size 
off the waveguides. 

6.22 Material and Methods 

Thee concept of an 8 waveguides phased array is elaborated for the case thai the waveguides 
aree in a configuration of two 4 waveguides rings. This system is further referred to as the 
AMC-88 system. The AMC-8 system is evaluated on both heating properties and steering 
capabilityy in caudal - cranial direction in a parameter study varying; 1) the distance 
betweenn the two rings determining the interaction between these two rings and 2) the 
waveguides'' aperture size indirectly determining the hyperthermia system's size. The first 
parameterr is of importance for the high power deposition al the edges of the waveguide 
whichh is a consequence of the high EM-field strength and the local EM-field direction 
(Wiersmaa et al. 1998). The second parameter is related to the total system size and the 
necessaryy water bolus which has impact on patient comfort during treatment (Gibbs et al. 
1984.. Sapozink et al. 1984. Gibbs et al. 1985. Sapozink et al. 1985. Sapozink et al. 1986b. 
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Parameterr study 

Sapozinkk el ul. 1986a). Furthermore this parameter is of importance for the EM-field 
penetrationn depth (Hand 1990). 

6.33 Parameter study 

Thee power distribution pattern in a phantom (length XIcm) with a cylindrical cross section 
(diameterr 34 cm) has been numerically determined for a single 4 waveguides ring system, 
i.e.. the AMC-4 system, and the double 4 waveguides ring system, i.e. the AMC-8 system. 
Forr convenience a co-ordinate system is defined having the principal z-axis coincide with 
thee central axis of the phantom and the principal x- and y-axis lying in the plane centred on 
thee present waveguides (figure 1). The calculations yield the power distribution on a 
lxlxl,5cmm grid (in the principal x- ,y- and z-direction respectively) and have been 
performedd by a hyperthermia planning system based on the WF-CGFFT method (Wiersma 
ett al. 2001). For the AMC-8 system the distance between the two rings (öDist), being 
measuredd from aperture to aperture in the principal z-axis direction, has been varied from 
9cmm to 4,5cm in steps of 1.5cm (9cm, 7.5cm. 6cm and 4.5cm). The aperture size (5Apt) has 
beenn varied in the principal z-axis direction from 19.5cm to 7,5cm in steps of 3cm (19,5cm. 
16,5cm,, 13,5cm, 10.5cm, 7,5cm) for ÖDist =4.5cm. The largest axis of the aperture size 
whichh determines the cut-off frequency of the waveguide is fixed to 34cm. To evaluate 
heatingg properties and steering capability for each parameter set-up. X locations on the z-
axiss (0cm, .. 10.5 cm) covering the heating area have been selected for heating optimisation 
(figuree 2). The optimisation goal has been set to maximal heating efficiency, i.e. maximal 
powerr at the target location versus the power administered in total. This objective does not 
resultt in a local SAR focus at the target location for all locations. Therefore the objective 
hass also been maximised with the constraint that the power at the specific location is higher 
orr equal to the power at the neighbouring locations on the z-axis. 

AMC-xx system and indication of varied parameters 
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figurefigure I: AMC-8 system and indication of varied parameters. Target locations by which the SAR steering in 
craniall - caudal direction is studied are indicated on the z-axis. In figure 2 the region with these target locations is 
givenn enlarged. 
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Overvieww of target locations 
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figurefigure 2: Overview of target locations by which the SAR steering in cranial caudal direction is studied. 

6.44 Results 

Thee heating capability of the AMC-8 system is evaluated by comparison of the power 
depositionn pattern of the proposed system with that of the AMC-4 waveguide phased array. 
Thee comparison is performed by two parameters considered to characterise the heating 
capability:: the FWHM of the heating profile along the central phantom axis (or z-axis) and 
thee ratio S,„n„ of the maximal SAR value at the phantom surface (located near the 
waveguidee edges) and the SAR value at the target located at the phantom's centre. The 
FWHMM is a measure of the area heated and the Sr;„„, is a measure for the heating at depth 
relativee to the high EM-ficld strength and the local EM-field direction at the edges of the 
waveguide,, i.e. fringing field effects. A Sra,j0 equal to 1.0 means a maximal SAR at the 
phantomm surface equal to the SAR at the target location. 

6.55 Central Target heating 

Bothh the FWHM and the S,„:„ for the AMC-4 waveguide phased array and the AMC-8 
waveguidess phased array are tabulated below. For the AMC-8 system the ring to ring 
distancee (5Dist) and the aperture size (öApt at óDist =4.5 cm) is varied. In order to simplify 
thee comparison with the AMC-4 system two additional parameters arc defined. The 
parameterr FWHM,cl is defined as the FWHM of the AMC-8 system relative to the FWHM 
ot'ot' the AMC-4 system. The RSr;illo is defined as difference between Sr;lMl, o( the AMC-4 
systemm and the AMC-8 system given relative to the Sn,.„, of the AMC-4 system. Aiming at a 
certainn power deposition in the target. SAR,argel, for either setup this parameter gives the 
relativee decrease in power deposition in the border area in comparison to the standard 
situationn i.e. AMC-4 system. At a value of RS,alu, = 20% the power deposition at the border 
areaa for the AMC-8 waveguides phased array is 80% of the power at the border area for the 
AMC-44 system. 
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Notee that the RSrilll, in equation ! is positive it" the SrL11ll1 of the set-up in question is smaller 
thann the Srjllu of the AMC-4 system. In this case for a SAR at the target that is identical for 
bothh systems the maximal SAR deposited at the border area is smaller for the AMC-8 than 
forr the AMC-4. For a maximal SAR at the border that is identical for both systems the 
maximall SAR deposited at the target is higher for the AMC-X than for the AMC-4. 
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Thee addition of a similar 4 waveguides ring to the AMC-4 system increases the FWHM by 
att least 50%. The SAR deposited in the target relative to I k\V deposited in total decreases 
fromm 51 W kg to 44 VV kg. Furthermore the S,.,,,,, XM< .v decreases with 38% of the S,,,,,,, XM( l4 

ass expressed by the RSr.,,„, (table 1. AVK'-N. öApt = 19.5 cm. öDist 4.5 cm ). If we aim at the 
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samee power deposition at the target for either system the power deposition at the surface 
areaa tor the AMC-8 system also decreases with 38°o relative to the power deposition at the 
borderr for the AMC-4 system. The power output of the system has to be increased with a 
factorr of 1.16 (51 44) to establish the same power deposition in either ease. 
Increasingg the distance (öDist) between the two waveguides rings of the AMC-8 system 
resultss in a further increase of the FWHM with a clear increase to 47 cm for 5Dist=9.0 cm. 
Forr this distance the SAR deposited in the target relative to 1 kW deposited in total has 
decreasedd to 23 W kg; for this system a target localized in the center is hard to heat. The 
relativee change of the Sr;i[llJ decreases and shows a drop to 7% for ÖDist - 9.0 cm. Thus, at 
thiss distance the Srai!0. A\K-S increases with 7% of the S,:itl0 AMO-J. Variation of the aperture 
widthh (ÖApt) from 19.5 cm to 7.5 cm results in a decrease of the FWHM from 30 cm to 19 
cmm and an increase of the Sratll, from 1.2 to 2.9. At an aperture width of 10.5 cm (ÖApt = 
10.5cm)) both the FWHM value and the SrLlll0 are comparable to the AMC-4 set-up. 
(FWIIMr,i== 1.1. RS,;ltH, = 5%). 

6.66 Caudal - Cranial (or 7-axis) steering capability. 

Thee caudal - cranial steering capability is evaluated by moving an imaginary target along 
thee z-axis out of the phantom centre (figure 2). At each target location the amplitude and 
phasee setting of the AMC-8 system is determined for heating of the target with maximal 
efficiencyy by maximising an objective function given by the power at the target location 
versuss the power administered in total. However, this does not result in a local SAR focus 
att the target location for all locations. Therefore the objective function has also been 
maximisedd with the constraint that the power at the specific location is higher or equal to 
thee power at the neighbouring locations on the z-axis. The target location has been varied 
fromm 0 cm (coinciding with the phantom centre) to about 10 cm. For each location both the 
FWHMM value and the SAR ratio change has been determined. The analysis has been 
performedd for both the waveguide ring to waveguide ring distance variation (ÖDist) as for 
thee aperture width (ÖApt) variation. 

6.6.11 Ring to Ring distance variation 

Thee figures 3 & 4 present the consequences to both FWHMrd value and RS„lk, if the target 
iss displaced over the z-axis for fixed ÖApt (19.5 cm) and varying ÖDist. Note that for a 
targett location of 0.0 cm the values depicted in the figures correspond to the values 
tabulatedd in table 1. Figure 3 illustrate the case where the amplitude and phase setting is set 
too maximal target heating efficiency. The FWHMR.| value decreases rapidly and converges 
too 1 for larger displacements; the FWHM for the AMC-8 system becomes identical to the 
FWHMM for the AMC-4 system. Also the change of the SAR ratio decreases with larger 
displacementss and appear to corn erge to a 0% change. Only a ring to ring distance of 9.0 
cmm shows a clear negative change for all displacements, including no displacement at all. 
Figuree 4 illustrates the case where the amplitude and phase setting is set to obtain a local 
maximumm at the target location. Initially the FWMMrei value only changes slowly with 
increasingg displacement and only at displacements larger than 4 cm the F\VHM,d values 
startt to decrease monotonically. The RS,.a!ll, immediately decreases monotonically with 
increasingg displacement. An exception to this behaviour is the set-up with a ring to ring 
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distancee of 9.0 cm. For this setting the RSrano '
s negative for most target locations and only 

att a target location of 9 cm and 10.5 cm the RS,all0 is 0% which essentially means the AMC-
88 system switches to the AMC-4 mode. i.e. only one of both rings contributes to the power 
deposition. . 

Ringg - ring distance variation. Optimization set to maximal target healing efficiency at the target location 

Variationn olFWIIM,,, Variationn ofRS, 

J J 

• • 

.. . 

V V 

figuree 3: Variation of the FWH.V1,., and RS. ,,„, with target location for various ring to ring distances. Amplitude 
andd phase setting is optimised for maximal target heating efficiency at the target location 

Ringg - ring distance variation. Optimization set for a maximum SAR at the target location 

Variationn ofFWHM,, Variationn of RS,-,.., 

figurefigure 4: Variation of the FWI1M,, and RS,,,,. with target location for various ring to ring distances. Amplitude 
andd phase setting is optimised to obtain a local SAR focus at the target location. 

Forr all cases the displacement results in an increased SAR deposited in the target if for all 
casess lkW is deposited in total. This effect must be attributed to the decrease in the volume 
beingg heated as indicated by the FWHMre|. In general for cSDist <= 7.5 cm and a target 
withinn a distance from the centre of the AMC-8 system of 4 cm results in a relative FYVIIM 
valuee in the order of 1.5 and an improvement of the SAR ratio larger than 10%. This means 
thatt in a large region around the centre of the AMC-8 system a higher SAR at the target can 
bee established with the same peripheral heating as the AMC-4 system. 
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6.6.22 Aperture size variation 

Aperturee size variation, Optimization set to maximal target heating efficienc} at the target location 

Variationn of FWHMn Variationn of RS 

figuree 5: Variation of FWHMrC| and RSra„, with target location for \aiious aperture sizes .Amplitude and phase 
settingg is optimised to maximal target heating efficiency at the target location 

Aperturee size variation. Optimization set fora maximum SAR at the target location 

Variationn of FWHM.j Variationn of RSra,„ 

figurefigure 6: Variation of FWHMrei and RSrau, with target location for various aperture sizes .Amplitude and phase 
settingg is optimised to obtain a maximum SAR al the large! location. 

Thee figures 5 & 6 depicted above present the consequences to both FWHMK.| value and 
RSratj00 if the target is displaced over the z-axis for fixed ÖDist and varying 8Apt. Note that 
forr a target location of 0.0 cm. the values depicted in the figures correspond to the values 
tabulatedd in tabic I for the aperture size variation (öApt). Figure 5 illustrates the case where 
thee amplitude and phase setting is set to maximal target heating efficiency. The variation of 
thee FWHMrei value and RSr;!ll0 with varying displacement shows an identical trend for all 
consideredd aperture widths. 
Figuree 6 illustrates the case where the amplitude and phase setting is set to obtain a local 
maximumm at the target location. Initially the FWFIMrei value only changes slowly with 
increasingg displacement and only at displacements larger than 4 cm the FWHMre| values 
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startt to decrease monotonically. The RSnill0 immediately decreases münotonically with 
increasingg displacement and decreases more rapidly with increasing displacement. 
Figuree 7 illustrates the variation of the SAR deposited at the target for 1 k\\' deposited in 
totall as a function o\' the target location for a ring to ring distance öDist of 4.5 cm. The 
behaviourr depicted in figure 7 is valid for both optimisation procedures. Here the amplitude 
andd phase is optimised for maximal heating efficiency at the target. The SAR deposited at 
thee target relative to 1 kW deposited in total shows an optimum. The location of this 
optimumm depends on the aperture size and is located approximately at the centre of the 
aperture.. For target locations at a distance further than this optimal distance the SAR in the 
targett shows a steep drop: while the heated volume does not change essentially the SAR at 
thee target decreases. For target locations closer to the centre of the AMC-8 system the 
decreasee in SAR contributed by the one ring is counter balanced by the other. 

SARR deposited in the target as a function of the target location 

. . 

figurefigure 7: SAR deposited in the target as a function of the target location if 1 kW' deposited in total. öDist is fixed to 
4.55 cm. 

Iff the output of the AMC-4 system is normalised to 1 kW deposited in the treated volume 
thee SAR at the target is 51 kW/kg. If the output of the AMC-8 system is normalised to 1 
kWW deposited in the treated volume the SAR at the target is lower than this 51 kW kg for 
alll cases presented in figure 7. In other words, aiming at a target SAR of 51 W/'kg the 
powerr output for the AMC-8 system must be increased. This necessary increase of the 
AMC-88 power output is maximally 1.16 (51/44) times the power output of the AMC-4 
systemm (figure 7; öDist = 4.5 cm. ÖApt = 19.5 cm. central target). 

6.77 Discussion 

Thee Srauo improves if a second ring of applicators is added. Aiming at an identical SAR at 
thee target for both systems this implies that the maximal SAR in the border area is lower for 
thee AMC-8 than for the AMC-4 system. This improvement is explained by the phase 
differencee of the applicators" EM-fieids in the area between both rings. If at the feed point 
thee amplitudes and phases are equal the radial component of the EM-field is out of phase 
whilee the axial component is in phase. In the resultant EM-field the radial component 
virtuallyy disappears. The axial component increases with more than a factor of two relative 
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too the axial component in the midplane of a single applicator. The EM-field at the outside 
off the double ring is not altered relative to the EM-field of a single applicator. As a 
consequencee the Sr;m„ improves if the AMC-4 system is upgraded to the AMC-8 system. 
Thiss advantage decreases with increasing distance between the two applicator rings of the 
AMC-88 system and disappears if the distance is such that the applicators behave as two 
singlee rings or AMC-4 systems. Also the advantage decreases if the applicator aperture is 
madee smaller. Once the aperture of the both rings is effectively equal to the aperture of the 
AMC-44 single ring, the advantage disappears totally. In this case the benefit of the added 
axiall component in between the rings is counter weighted by the increase of the radial 
componentt at the outside of the double ring caused by the decrease in aperture. 
Forr a target at an off-center position the improvement of the Sr.U!i, becomes less. i.e. RSril,lo is 
closerr to 0%. The change in ratio depends on the way the amplitude and phase setting is 
optimized;; for heating efficiency or a local maximum. To realize maximal efficiency for 
off-centerr targets the contribution of the second ring is decreased leading to a situation 
whichh more and more resembles the AMC-4 (single ring) array: the advantage of 
destructivee interference of the radial component decreases due to the disadvantageous 
amplitudee setting. To realize a local maximum at the off-center target location the 
amplitudess of both rings are adjusted moderately and the advantage of destructive 
interferencee of the radial component, although changed, is still present. 
Ass can be expected the volume that is healed increases for the AMC-8 system. This 
increasee is expressed by the FWHM,-C|. The heated volume increases with increasing 
distancee between the two applicator rings and decreases if the applicator aperture is made 
smaller.. With decreasing distance between the two rings the FWHM varies from 2.4 to 1.5 
att a distance of 4.5 cm. If at this distance, the aperture is made smaller the FWHM 
decreasess further and is equal to the FWHM of the AMC-4 array at an aperture size of 10.5 
em.. Howrevcr. with the AMC-8 system SAR steering in axial direction is possible. Despite 
thee fact that steering is possible, localisation of the tumour region in the center of the AMC-
88 system is still important to warrant a maximal improvement in Sr:,il0. The Sral[(1 

improvementt is more important than steering over a distance larger than 3 cm. For a central 
targett the Sra[1„ yields an improvement for any aperture size. For off-center targets the 
FWHMM and Sratlll further decreases. For an AMC-8 system with the two rings at a distance 
off 4.5 em and an aperture equal to the AMC-4 array (19.5 cm) a compromise between 
increasedd heated volume and an improved S,.Llfll, is realised even for off-center targets. 
Aimingg at a target SAR of 51 W'kg the power output for the AMC-8 system must be 
maximallyy 1.16 (51 44) times the power output of the AMC-4 system. For this upgrade 
improvedd targeting is realised. 
Thee presented study is phantom based without any patient data. This is an '"advantage" for 
analysiss of the proposed AMC-8 system: the analysis is straightforward and relatively easy 
too interpret. However, at the moment no data at all is available of the consequences of the 
upgradee for heterogeneous cases and the implications of the upgrade can only be 
extrapolatedd from the phantom study. Nevertheless it is expected that the proposed upgrade 
willl also result in increased targeting for heterogeneous cases and thus increased target 
temperaturee in the clinical setting as indicated by other simulation studies (Seebass et al. 
2001.Wustetal.. 1996). 
Thee increased heated volume might lead to an increase of the pre-heating of blood flowing 
intoo the heated region. Consequently the cooling effects of the blood will decrease leading 
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too a less heterogeneous temperature distribution. Analysis of this effect is troublesome 
becausee of the modelling of individual blood vessels. Also this affect will be much 
influencedd by individual situations and will therefore be hard to quantify. 
Possiblee drawback of the upgrade is the increased bolus size and the related pressure 
experiencedd by the patients. In the AV1C-4 array pressure of the bolus experienced by the 
patientt is not resulting in treatment limiting discomfort. To a large extend this can be 
attributedd to the design of the system in which the bolus is attached to the waveguide and is 
neverr pressing on the patient with its full weight. The same approach is chosen for the 
upgradee no treatment limiting discomfort is expected. 

6.88 Conclusion 

Thee performance of the AMC-8 system, i.e. two AMC-4 system^ configured as two rings is 
analyzed.. This is done by applying the WF-CGFFT method to calculate the heating 
distributionn in a cylindrically shaped phantom by performing simulations. With these 
calculationss the dependence on aperture size and ring to ring distance is investigated. A 
secondd ring results in a improved ratio between target and peripheral heating: a higher SAR 
att the target is obtained for the same peripheral SAR. Furthermore the heating pattern can 
bee adjusted for targets being positioned outside the center plane between the two rings. The 
improvementt is considered to be the most advantageous for a ring to ring distance of 4.5 
cmm and an aperture size that is kepi identical to that for the AMC-4 waveguide system. As a 
sidee effect the volume being heated is increased. This might result in a less heterogeneous 
temperaturee distribution in the target area due to pre-heating of blood flowing into this 
region.. These conclusions are based on data for heating of a homogeneous phantom. 
Neverthelesss they are considered to be valid for heating of heterogeneous cases as well. 
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77 Summary and general discussion 

7.11 Background Introduction 
Hyperthermiaa refers to the therapeutic use of heat by the controlled elevation of the tumour 
temperaturee in the range of 40':C to 4rrC. This 'moderate' healing is not sufficiently 
effectivee as a single treatment modality and is therefore applied only in combination with 
radiotherapyy and or chemotherapy. At the Academic Medical Centre (AMC) in Amsterdam 
thee application of hyperthermia was started in 1979 in the treatment of superficial tumours 
andd in 1987 in the treatment of deep seated tumours. A large number of patients has been 
treatedd and included in a number of (randomised) trials since. The healing system used at 
presentt for treatment of deep seated tumours is referred to as the AMC' four waveguides 
phasedd array or AMC-4 system. It is composed of 4 waveguides which emanate 
electromagneticc (EM) waves at a frequency of 70 MHz into the patient. Through 
constructivee interference it is tried to focus the energy on to the target. The investigations 
describedd in this thesis aim to optimise the treatments using this system and the 
temperaturess reached in the clinic. 
Inn order to gain insight in the treatment technique and further improve it. its healing pattern 
needss to be characterised. This has been a subject of investigation since 1990 and has led to 
thee development of E-field sensors capable of this task; the light emitting diode (LED) 
matrix,, a LED probe and a vector probe developed in cooperation with the Netherlands 
organizationn for applied scientific research (TNO). Whereas the LED sensors monitor the 
E-fieldd amplitude the vector probe is capable of measuring both amplitude and phase. The 
latterr sensor enables the collection of the RF electric field of individual applicators in 
phasedd array systems and thus the calculation of interference patterns from these fields. In a 
studyy comparing measured and interference patterns and those determined from the fields 
off the individual applicators it was shown that the EM-field in the aperture midplane of the 
AMC'' 4 waveguide phased array can be controlled perfectly. 
Parallell to the development of measurement techniques effort has been put in the 
developmentt of a numerical method to calculate the EM-field in heterogeneous media. 
Suchh simulations are crucial for extending the data from measurements in homogeneous 
phantomss to the heterogeneous patient and to gain insight in the behaviour of the heating 
patternn in the patient tissues as a function of the operational parameters (amplitude and 
phasee of the applicators). Furthermore, simulations can be applied to investigate proposed 
systemm improvements before they are implemented. 

1.21.2 Summary of this thesis 

Thee purpose of the research described in this thesis is to further optimise the hyperthermia 
treatmentt and improve the temperatures reached in the clinic. This effort is divided into 
threee main parts: 1) the development of a validated hyperthermia specific absorption rate 
(SAR)) treatment planning system based on the Weak Formulation of the Conjugate 
Gradientt Fast Fourier Transform (WF-CGFFT) method. 2) the development and application 
off treatment optimisation techniques and 3) application of the hyperthermia treatment 
planningg to propose and analyse an improved clinical treatment system. 
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Thee first part, the development o\' a validated hyperthermia treatment planning software 
basedd on the WF-CGFFT method, has been divided in two sub-parts; 1) the development of 
softwaree to proeess the medical input data, hyperthermia treatment system characteristics 
andd the numerical results and 2} to provide an appropriate data set to validate the WF-
CGFFTT method in conjunction with the treatment system characteristics. The collection of 
suchh a dataset and the validation of the WF-CGFFT method are presented in chapter 2 and 
3.. The second part, the development and application of treatment optimisation techniques, 
alsoo is divided in two sub-parts; 1) the development of an optimisation procedure based on 
thee mean SAR in volumes of any size. e.g. the target and total patient volume, as presented 
inn chapter 4 and 2) the delineation of potential treatment limiting hot spots and including 
thesee in the optimisation procedure as presented in chapter 5. 
Fiyperthermiaa treatment system developments focus on improved targeting. For this 
purposee the number of parameters available for steering the heating pattern is increased. 
Thesee parameters are EM-field frequency and the number of EM-sourccs. In this thesis the 
numberr of applicators is increased by adding a second annular phased array ring. The 
hyperthermiaa treatment planning system is applied to analyse the possible heating 
improvementss obtained by this system upgrade. This analysis is presented in chapter 6. 

7.2.11 Short description of the hyperthermia treatment planning software 

Thee hyperthermia treatment planning software has been developed on a Silicon Graphics 
Workstationn and consists of three main applications; 1) an application to segment the CT 
dataa into tissue types, to downseale the CT resolution to a lower resolution because of 
limitationss of available memory, to assign dielectric properties to the segmented tissue 
types,, to merge the representation of the patient and the representation of the hyperthermia 
treatmentt system and to process these data to input for the EM-field calculation. User 
interactionn is provided by a graphical user interface. 2) An application which calculates the 
EM-fieldd in the representation of both the patient and the hyperthermia treatment system by 
thee VVF CGFFT method. 3) An application to set the amplitude and phase of the fields of 
thee separate applicators of the hyperthermia treatment system, to add these fields and to 
calculatee the SAR. to visualise and compare field and SAR distributions and to provide 
outputt for optimisation utilities. The software for the EM-field calculation by the WF-
CGFFTT method has been implemented at the Technical University Delft. Most of the 
remainingg software has been implemented at the AMC. 

7.2.22 A data set to validate the hyperthermia treatment planning software. 

Althoughh the heating pattern of the heating devices applied at the AMC has been previously 
characterizedd in the aperture midplane. such a dataset is regarded as too limited to validate 
thee WF-CGFFT method in conjunction with the treatment system characteristics. 
Furthermoree in the sagittal midplane the influence of a prolonged bolus can be investigated. 
Thiss is clinically relevant as treatment limiting heating effects are often reported at the 
boluss ends. These effects are associated with fringing fields present at the bolus ends. 
Basedd on clinical experience the amplitude of the fringing fields is expected to decrease for 
aa bolus thai is prolonged in the system axis direction. In chapter 2 the spatial distribution of 
ihee EM-field in the aperture midplane and the sagittal midplane of one applicator of the 
Amsterdamm four waveguide-array system have been characterized in a homogeneous 
phantomm for a long bolus and a short bolus. This is done by scanning the TNO field probe 
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throughh the phantom. The EM-field of applicators has been measured in two setups: 1) one 
waveguidee connected to a homogeneous phantom by a bolus and. 2) the clinical system, i.e. 
fourr waveguides connected to a homogeneous phantom by a bolus. The data presented 
clearlyy indicate that a prolonged bolus lead to a decrease of the radial Held component. 
Sincee the radial component of the EM-field near the bolus edge is related to the appearance 
off superficial 'hot spot1 phenomena a clinical improvement can be anticipated if the bolus 
iss prolonged. Additionally such a prolonged bolus will lead to an extended heating area, the 
fieldd lines being more aligned to the patient's main axis. The results presented correspond 
withh the clinical experience of prolonged boluses in other phased array systems and 
previouslyy presented simulation results for the Utrecht "Coaxial TEM". A bolus size of 40 
cmm has been shown to be clinically feasible for our AMC-4 waveguide phased array. In this 
casecase the bolus is twice the aperture size of 20 cm. Actual application of this prolonged 
boluss has resulted in a decrease of complaints and an increase of the applicable total power 
level. . 

7.2.33 The accuracy of a hyperthermia SAR planning system 

Thee accuracy of a hyperthermia SAR planning system delermines its role in prospective 
SARR planning and dosimetry for the individual patient. Crucial are 1) the accuracy of the 
numericall simulation method with substantial dielectric contrast and 2) the numerical 
descriptionn of the hyperthermia treatment system. The accuracy of the numerical simulation 
methodd has been found to be acceptable by means of a test case for which the EM-field is 
modelledd in a heterogeneous layered sphere irradiated by a plane wave. The validity of the 
numericall description of the hyperthermia system is investigated by comparison of 
simulatedd and measured EM-field amplitude and phase of the clinical operational 
hyperthermiaa system. This comparison is elaborated in chapter 3 for the dataset presented in 
chapterr 2. From both the iso-level contour presentation of the EM-field (chapter 3. figure 3 
-- 5) and the detailed comparison of both measured and simulated amplitude and phase 
profiless (chapter 3, figures 6 - 8) it is concluded that generally the simulation results 
correspondd qualitatively with the measured EM-field. A quantitative accuracy assessment 
revealss that large differences up to 30% in amplitude and 90 degrees in phase occur. The 
correspondencee between simulation and measurement of the phase of the radial EM-field 
componentt is poor. If the analysis is restricted to a central area of 20x20ctrf positioned 
aroundd the phantom centre (normalisation point) the difference between numerical and 
experimentall data for the "simplified"* set-up is below 12% and 15 degrees for the 
amplitudee and phase respectively. For the "clinical"" set-up this holds for the phase, but for 
thee amplitude the difference between numerical and experimental data increases to 17 -
22%.. Thus, although the Weak Formulation of the Conjugate Gradient FFT method has 
demonstratedd the ability of this method lo predict the EM-field of the AMC-4 waveguide 
arrayy hyperthermia system including effects due to bolus size variations, its accuracy is 
insufficientt for quantitative SAR dosimetry for individual patients. Qualitative SAR 
dosimetryy can be applied in eases where the accuracy is of minor importance e.g. for the 
retrospectivee analysis of problematic hyperthermia treatments. Prospective applications of 
thee treatment planning system include the (qualitative) determination/simulation of a set of 
startingg points giving "close lo optimal" amplitude and phase setting, the prediction of 
possiblee problem areas and the analysis of the performance of new improved hyperthermia 
devices. . 
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Bothh computing time and memory requirements of the WF-CGFFT method do not behave 
linearlyy with the dimensions of the electromagnetic problem but with the Fourier 
dimensionss involved in the computation of the spatial convolution mentioned in section 3 
off chapter 3. In practice this means that calculations for (homogeneous) problems with a 
discretisationdiscretisation of I em\ requiring a computational domain of roughly 63x63x63 voxels can 
onlyy be solved in 24 h (depending on convergence) with at least 256 Mb of memory 
available.. The computing times needed for the WF-CGFFT method probably arc the closest 
too the computation time needed by the VSIF method (Nadobny et al. 1992). Both the FDTD 
methodd (Sullivan 1990) and the FL method (Jia et al. 1994) appear to be capable of 
producingg results within several hours. Results of FDTD and FF calculations (Sullivan et 
al.. 1992. Jia et al. 1994} have been compared to measured power profiles and F-field 
amplitudee profiles obtained for a specific amplitude and phase setting. These comparisons 
showedd good quantitative agreement. No clear information on the correlation of measured 
andd simulated phase profiles have yet been reported. 

7.2.44 Optimisation of the SAR distribution 

Inn hyperthermia treatments performed with a radio-frequency phased array the main issue is 
too apply the excitation amplitudes and phases of the applicators for which tumour healing is 
optimal,, i.e. the maximal therapeutic gain without unwanted side effects. It is very difficult 
too find these optimal excitation (amplitude and phase) parameters by intuition due to the 
complexx interaction of the radiated FM-field and the patient's tissues. Calculation of the 
EM-fieldd distribution within the patient and optimisation of the derived SAR distribution 
cann provide the optimal excitation setting. However, optimisation of the SAR distribution is 
aa difficult task and determining the excitation amplitudes and phases yielding optimal 
tumourr heating can only be done effectively by application of a computerised optimisation 
procedure.. In chapter 4 such a tool for the optimisation of the SAR distribution is 
presented.. The tool presented focuses on the definition of the average SAR as a function of 
thee excitation amplitudes and phases in a volume of arbitrary size e.g. a single voxel, the 
tumourr volume or the whole patient \olume. Specification of this function circumvents the 
calculationn of the SAR for a large number of voxels for each optimisation step. In this 
mannerr the optimisation can be performed without being hampered by a large amount of 
voxelss at which the SAR has to be evaluated. The function consists of the sum of N" 
functionn terms (N is the number of applicators), each term being dependent solely on the 
excitationn amplitudes and phases of the applicators. Each function term contains 
coefficientss which have to be determined only once. The coefficients comprise a 
summationn over the voxels of the volume for which the average SAR is determined. The 
numberr of cells in such a \olume may vary from a few cells to several thousand cells. The 
functionss can be applied in either customised or commercially available optimisation 
routiness and they enable definition of constraints for the average SAR in a certain volume. 
Forr a patient example the average SAR in a number of volumes including the patient 
volume,, a target volume and a number of critical volumes has been expressed as the 
summationn mentioned above. Applying the cell referencing and summation capabilities in a 
Microsoftt Kxcel worksheet and the solver add-in of Microsoft Fxcel the excitation 
amplitudess and phases have been optimised to achieve maximal target heating efficiency, 
i.e.. maximising the SAR,,,,,,, defined as the fraction of the SAR in the target and the SAR in 
thee whole patient volume. The SAR m the critical volumes has been constrained to be not 
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higherr than ihe SAR in the target. The patient example shows that the heating efficiency is 
maximall only if both amplitude and phase settings arc optimised. It was also shown that the 
heatingg efficiency rapidly decreases if critical volumes are taken into account and that other 
locationss exhibiting a high SAR emerge. Including such locations to the set of problem 
locationss strongly influences the optimisation results. This implies that a specification of all 
possiblee potential problem locations, so called hot spots, is of importance. 
Inn chapter 5 a procedure is presented through which potential hot spots are delineated and 
visualisedd automatically. The potential hot spots are delineated by selecting those points for 
whichh the maximal SAR exceeds a specific SAR selection level. This SAR selection level 
iss defined in relation to the highest achievable SAR in the target \ulume for a certain fixed 
healingg power. A larger number of potential hot spots and hot spots of larger size are 
delineatedd if the selection level is decreased. Although the procedure still includes an 
arbitraryy selection criterion, i.e. the selection level, the selection is solely based on 
calculatedd EM-field data. As a result all potential hot spots can be delineated a priori. Three 
differentt objective functions accompanied by constraints are applied to maximise the SAR 
inn the target. The delineated potential hot spots are adopted in the objective function, in the 
constraintt or in both. Each of the objective functions is maximised for a normalised feed 
vector.. This normalised feed vector can be interpreted as a constant system power output. 
Objectivee function IT| maximises the SAR in the target, objective function n : maximises 
thee fraction of the SAR in the target over the summed SAR in the potential hot spots and 
thee third objective function n ? maximises the SAR in the target over the weighed sum of 
thee SAR in the potential hot spots. Objective function IT, does not address any potential hot 
spotss while n : and IT; address the potential hot spots, btit as a set and not individually. 
Thereforee an additional constraint on the maximal SAR of the potential hot spots is added 
too prohibit the possibility of a high SAR in any hot spot. The SAR in the target and in 
potentiall hot spots is expressed as a function of the excitation amplitudes and phases in a 
volumee as explained in chapter 4. Both the delineation of potential hot spots and 
maximisationn of the three objective functions are performed for two different patient cases. 
Althoughh the objective functions n : and IL implicitly restrict the sum of the SAR and the 
weighedd sum of the SAR of all selected potential hoi spots respectively, still actual hot 
spotss occur. Therefore an additional constraint on each potential hot spot is necessary. 
However,, in this case potential hot spots are constrained in two ways: in the objective 
functionn and by the additional constraint. This seems excessive and results in situations 
wheree the heating efficiency is not optimal. The combination of an objective function only 
maximizingg the SAR in the target, IT; with a separate constraint on all potential hot spots 
appearss to be the most efficient. 

Itt is shown that the SAR of relatively large volumes can be handled by a function of the 
excitationn amplitudes and phases in a volume. The maximal SAR found in the potential hot 
spott volume is in genera! equal to the average maximal SAR of the hot spot volume. This 
indicatedd that the SAR found for the potential hot spot and the SAR of the grid points 
constitutingg the potential hot spot are maximal at the same amplitude and phase setting. 

7.2.55 Hyperthermia system upgrade analysis 

Thee AMC 4 waveguide phased arrav hyperthermia system has proven to yield good clinical 
resultss for a number of tumour localizations. Nevertheless improvement of the existing 
systemm is investigated. Possible improvements are increased central heating versus 
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superficiall heating, SAR steering in the axial direction i.e. perpendicular to the transversal 
midpianee and increased SAR steering capabilities in general to prevent SAR temperature 
hott spots. From simulation studies for systems similar to the AMC-4 waveguide phased 
arrayy system it can be concluded that increasing the number RF-sources leads to an increase 
inn tumour temperature. Whereas rigorous changes to the heating systems have been 
implementedd based on these simulation studies the proposed upgrade of the AMC-4 system 
iss less rigorous. The existing AMC 4 system is doubled to an 8 waveguide phased array 
arrangedd in a configuration of a double 4 waveguides ring. In chapter 6 the advantage of 
thiss 8 waveguide phased array, the AMC-8 system, is analysed in a parameter study varying 
thee distance between both rings and the aperture size of the waveguides. The power 
depositionn in a cylindrical phantom is calculated by the WF-CGFFT method. The 
amplitudee and phase setting of the AMC-8 system is optimized for several target locations 
onn the axis of the phantom. Analysis of the upgrade is performed by two parameters 
consideredd to characterise heating capability: the FWHM of the heating profile along the 
centrall phantom axis (or z-axis) and the ratio Srar„. of the maximal SAR value at the 
phantomm surface (located near the waveguide edges) and the SAR value at the target 
locatedd at the phantom's centre. The FWHM is a measure of the area heated and the Sr;Ui0 is 
aa measure for the heating at depth relative to the high EM-field strength and the local EM-
fieldfield direction at the edges of the waveguide, i.e. fringing field effects. 
Thee SrL„„, improves if a second ring of applicators is added. Aiming at an equal SAR at the 
targett for both systems this implies that the maximal SAR in the border area is lower for the 
AMC-88 than for the AMC-4 system. Furthermore the power output for the AMC-8 system 
mustt be maximally 1.16 times the power output of the AMC-4 system since the power 
depositedd is spread over a larger volume. Increasing the distance between both rings of the 
AMC-88 system is disadvantageous for the Sr:it!l) and the volume being heated. A distance of 
4.55 cm between both rings is optimal. Decreasing the aperture size at this ring lo ring 
distancee is disadvantageous for the Srimo and at the moment the effective aperture of the 
AMC-88 system is equal to the AMC-4 system the improvement in SrilUll has disappeared. 
Forr an AMC-8 system with the two rings at a distance of 4.5 cm and an aperture equal to 
thee AMC-4 array (19.5 cm) a compromise between increased heated volume and an 
improvedd S[atll, is realised even for off-centre targets. Despite the fact that steering is 
possible,, localisation of the tumour region in the centre of the AMC-8 system is still 
importantt to warrant a maximal improvement in Slitllo. The Sr;il!i! improvement is more 
importantt than steering over a distance larger than 3 cm. Aiming at an equal SAR at the 
targett the power output for the AMC-8 system must be 1.16 times the power output of the 
AMC-44 system. For this upgrade improved targeting is realised. 

7.33 General discussion 

7.3.11 Current status of the hyperthermia treatment planning software 

Inn this thesis validated SAR hyperthermia treatment planning software based on the WF-
CGFFTT method has been presented. Validation has been performed for both amplitude and 
phasee of the EM-field. Since the EM-fields of multiple applicators determine the power 
depositionn by interference this step is crucial. The current accuracy is adequate for 
developmentt purposes. As such the treatment planning software has been applied to 
developdevelop treatment optimisation techniques and to analyse the AMC-8 system which is an 
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upgradee of ihe existing AMC-4 system. To further improve the value of the SAR 
calculationss the correspondence between simulation and measurement must be improved. 
Thiss improvement is to be pursued by more accurate measurements and or a more accurate 
applicatorr model. Until this improvement is realised the calculated SAR is of limited 
accuracyy for treatment planning of individual patients. 
Duee to the spatial dimensions and required resolution for real clinical cases the WF-CGFFT 
methodd is a demanding method in terms of computational power (memory and time). The 
clinicall cases discussed earlier have been obtained using the SAR hyperthermia treatment 
planningg software based on the WF-CGFFT method it is not capable of producing results in 
thee time span between diagnostic imaging and the First treatment. Only post-treatment 
planningg can be obtained. Without significantly affecting the accuracy of the SAR 
calculationn the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method (van de Kamer et al. 2001a) 
hass been introduced at the radiotherapy department of the AMC. Pre treatment 
hyperthermiaa treatment planning is now possible at a higher resolution. Furthermore the 
specificationn of the applicators of the AMC-4 system is more straightforward, obtaining a 
moree satisfactory specification of the passive waveguide. As a consequence effort put in 
furtherr improvement of hyperthermia treatment planning software based on the WF-
CGFFTT method has transferred to the software based on the FDTD method. 

7.3.22 SAR, temperature and optimisation 

Ann important feature of the SAR calculations for regional hyperthermia systems is the 
possibilityy to optimise the SAR distribution. For this optimisation several strategies 
includingg those specifically addressing SAR "hot spots" have been proposed. Although it 
hass been shown that these "hot spots'* can be suppressed by these strategies they must be 
consideredd of limited value because of several reasons; 1) a SAR "hot spot" will not result 
inn a temperature "hot spot" in all cases (van de Kamer et al. 2001c), 2) SAR calculations 
nott alw:ays capture the relevant dynamics of the SAR distribution due to downscaling and 
SARR "hot spots" may be missed (van de Kamer et al. 2002) and 3) large cooling effects, 
e.g.. by the water bolus, are totally neglected. However, considering that the cooling effect 
off the water bolus is limited to a small ( 1 - 2 cm) superficial layer and that for SAR 
calculationss at sufficient resolution the dynamics of the SAR distribution outside this layer 
correspondd qualitatively with that of the temperature distribution (relatively high SAR 
relatess to high temperature), optimisation strategies can provide a reasonable treatment 
startingg point in which hot spots are prevented. 
Forr the temperature calculation thermal models have been developed, e.g. continuum 
modelss (Pennes 1984) and sophisticated models in which discrete vasculature can be 
describedd (Korte et al. 1999. Raaymakers et al. 2000). Nevertheless the accuracy of the 
temperaturee calculation depends on the aforementioned limited accuracy of the SAR 
calculationn and the limited accuracy of the thermal parameters (blood flow, vessel 
topography).. Therefore in general a straight forward application of a thermal model is 
appliedd by neglecting discrete vasculature and using thermal properties from literature 
(ESHOO Task Group Report 4 1992. Song et al. 1996). A procedure has been published by 
Craciunescuu et al. (2001a) to include patient specific tissue perfusion using wash-in/wash-
outt rates of a paramagnetic contrast agent in tissue determined by MRI. It is concluded 
fromm another publication (Craciunescu et al. 2001b) comparing the hyperthermia induced 
temperaturee in a leg obtained from simulation and MR thermographs (Wlodarczyk et al. 
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1998.. Smith et al. 1999. Craciimeseu et al. 2001a) that the use of literature values or 
extensivee perfusion and vessel data result in statistically the same results for the 
temperaturee over the whole volume. To capture heterogeneities in the temperature 
distribution,, e.g. a local temperature minimum, discrete vessels must he accounted for. In 
regionall hyperthermia the heated volume is much larger and blood flowing into the target 
areaa will be pre-heated to some extent. This effect might suppress the effect of the discrete 
vesselss depending on feeding branches of the vessels. 
Inn the Pennes bioheat equation the heating power or SAR contribution can be formulated in 
suchh a way that the relation between temperature and amplitude and phase setting ot' the 
hyperthermiaa system is made explicit. As a result the temperature can be calculated tor any 
amplitudee and phase setting and optimisation strategies can be implemented (Das et al. 
1999.. Kohier ct al. 2001). Although the zooming technique introduced by van de Kamer et 
aii (2001b) provides the SAR on a CT resolution scale it is rendered incompatible for 
temperaturee optimisation as phase information of the LM-field is lost. Forturuuclv. applying 
thee zooming technique, the response of the low resolution temperature distribution to a 
changee in amplitude and phase setting can be translated in the response of the CT resolution 
temperaturee distribution. By application of this translation CT resolution temperature 
optimisationn has been implemented (Kok el al. 2004). Although the aforementioned 
problemss for SAR optimisation are resolved in this CT resolution temperature optimisation, 
problemss regarding the thermal parameters are stili present and the temperature 
optimisationn strategy can only provide a reasonable treatment starting point. 

7.3.33 Registration of the temperature during treatment; MRI or thermometer probes 

Registrationn of the temperature serves two purposes: I > establishing and maintaining an 
optimall treatment temperature and 2} to quantify the quality of the treatment e.g. by the 
thermall dose which is reported to correlate with treatment outcome (Sherar et al. 1997). 
Activee monitoring of the tumour temperature is important during the entire course of the 
treatment.. Reason for this is the fact that the dielectric parameters and. more important, 
thermall parameters (blood flow, vessels) are temperature dependent, due to a physiological 
responsee to the temperature change. Due to this temperature dependency the SAR and 
temperaturee distribution may change during the treatment even if the amplitude and phase 
settingg of the treatment machine is kept constant. Advanced strategies to anticipate to this 
physiologicall response have been reported for intracavitary hyperthermia, ultrasound 
hyperthermiaa or hyperthermia of the leg (Hutchinson et al. 1998. Smith el al. 1999. 
Kovvalskii et al. 2002). These strategies strongly rely on excessive temperature data from the 
patientt which is possible using MR thermographs. Using the thermographs a feedback loop 
too adjust the SAR can be implemented. It is obvious that in this setting the calculation of 
thee temperature distribution is of less importance since measurements can be performed; in 
factt patient-specific computational modelling and optimization is not necessary. This 
combinedd heat administration and temperature measurement is difficult to realise and in 
generall requires extensive modification to both the MRI and hyperthermia system. The 
compatibilityy problems of a MRI scanner and phased array hyperthermia systems have only 
beenn solved for the BSD-2000 3D system and the annular phased array developed al Duke 
Universityy (Wust et al. 2004. Kowalski ct al. 2002). For the BSD-2000 3D regional 
hyperthermiaa system Wust et al reported that for 23 of 33 (70%) patients visualisation of 
temperaturee sensitive data during treatment was possible. Fundamental problem is that both 
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temperaturee changes and oxygenation level have an effect on the MR-signal. resulting in a 
MR-temperatLiree that is higher than the temperature obtained from direct measurement. 
Whilee intra-luminal temperature sensors indicate an increase of 2 4 C the MR-
temperaturee shows increases of over 5 °C for a patient treated for a cervix carcinoma. Other 
regionall hyperthermia system like the AMC-4 system (Van Dijk et al. 1989), coaxial TEM 
(Dee Leeuw et al. 1987) or the design of the RHOCS (Kroeze et al. 2001) are incompatible 
withh MRI. For feedback on the realised temperature in the patient these systems must rely 
onn stepping- or mulli probe temperature sensors (Olsen et at. 1989. De Leeuw et al. 1993). 
Dependingg on tumour site temperature sensors are positioned invasively or intra-luminal. 
Bothh approaches have a drawback; interstitial thermometry may induce toxicity {Van der 
Zeee et al. 1998) and intra-luminal thermometry suffers from uncontrolled thermal contact 
withh the surrounding tissue. Correlation between invasive and intra-luminal measured 
temperaturess have been reported for different tumour sites (Tilly et aL 2001. Van Vulpen et 
al.. 2003). This implies that intra-luminal placed temperature sensors can be used to 
optimisee the temperature during treatment. They do not provide accurate data for thermal 
dosee determination; invasive measurements are necessary to do this. However in general 
thee number of sensors is too low to accurately determine the temperature distribution and 
relatedd thermal dose. The information on the full 3D temperature distribution can only be 
obtainedd by calculation. As mentioned earlier for the treatment of a tumour in the leg 
reasonablee temperatures over the whole volume are obtained using of literature values for 
thee thermal parameters. However, perfusion and vessel data must be provided to yield an 
accuratee calculation result for the tumour volume. 

7.3.44 Optimisation and steering in clinical practice 

Thee starting point in clinical practice at the AMC is the amplitude and phase setting for 
whichh the E-field measured by a sensor in or close to the tumour is maximal. Subsequently 
thee treatment objective often is to navigate through the amplitude and phase settings 
towardss a setting providing optimal tumour heating without inducing any treatment limiting 
hott spots. In general these treatment limiting hot spots are indicated by the patient, the 
tumourr temperature is indicated by a sensor in situ. Often the goal temperature of 42 "C is 
nott reached due to treatment limiting factors, among which hot spots. This implies that 
preventingg hot spots is the main problem when optimising the treatment. This could justify 
ann approach in which first the prediction of hot spots is validated. The accurate prediction 
off the temperature of the tumour is then of secondary importance although still necessary to 
accuratelyy link thermal dose to treatment outcome. Since hot spots can occur anywhere it is 
impossiblee to validate the prediction of hot spots by invasive thermometry. MRI 
thermographss offer a challenge to further improve this aspect of thermal modelling for 
regionall hyperthermia and to determine to what extent patient specific data have to be 
providedd to optimise the treatment. 
Lvenn if the power deposition (SAR) is homogeneous the temperature distribution will be 
heterogeneouss as a result of cooling by blood flowing through the heated volume. At 
presentt systems available for regional hyperthermia are incapable of steering the SAR on a 
cmm scale which would be required to compensate for the relatively small cold spots. The 
coolingg effect not only depends on the feeding blood vessels but also on the size of the 
heatedd volume. In general the cooling effect is less if the heated volume is larger due to 
increasedd pre-heating of the blood flowing into (he target volume. Due to this effect the 
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temperaturee heterogeneity tbr the AMC-X system is expected to be less than that for the 
AMC-44 system. Furthermore liyperthermia is always given as an additional treatment 
modalityy and the clinical effect of hyperthermia is not only attributed to synergistic effects 
butt to complementary effects as well. Therefore the temperature heterogeneity to some 
extentt will be counter balanced by the primary treatment modality: well perfused regions 
aree well oxygenated and therefore sensitive to radiotherapy, while often more difficult to 
heat. . 

7.44 Future prospect 

Currentlyy two different types of regional hyperthermia treatment systems can be 
distinguished;; those compatible with MRI and those incompatible with MRI. For the 
regionall hyperthermia systems with MRI. assuming measurement of the full 3D 
temperaturee distribution will be accurate, the implementation of a feedback or control loop 
too react to temperature changes, e.g. due to the physiological response, appears to be 
possible.. The steering capability of the hyperthermia system to respond to the actual 
temperaturee distribution and the variations in temperature on a cm scale is important; the 
additionn of MRI itself does not warrant an increased tumour temperature. Since the full 3D 
temperaturee distribution is available the temperature can easily be monitored and the 
thermall dose can be determined accurately. For the regional hyperthermia systems without 
MRII no full 3D temperature distribution is available and the tumour temperature must be 
monitoredd by thermometry sensors. Given the objections against invasive thermometry 
thesee sensors will in general be positioned intra-luminal. Monitoring of the tumour 
temperaturee in combination with treatment planning data must result in an optimal tumour 
temperaturee while preventing hot spots. Again the issue of steering capability is valid. 
Remainingg question is whether this will result in a temperature distribution that is 
essentiallyy different from that obtained with MRI feedback. 
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88 Samenvatting 

X.X. I Achtergrond, Inleiding 
Hyperthermicc behelst het induceren van een gecontroleerde temperatuurstijging tot 40 a 46 
L'CC om zo in het lichaam van een patiënt met een oncologisch probleem een therapeutisch 
effectt ie bereiken. Bij de behandeling van tumoren is hel toepassen van alleen hyperthermic 
niett voldoende en daarom wordt dil meestal in combinatie met radiotherapie en of 
chemotherapiee toegepast. De effectiviteit van deze combinatiebehandeling is aangetoond in 
verschillendee klinische studies. Dit ondanks het feit dat de beoogde temperatuur van 
gemiddeldd 42 "C niet altijd gerealiseerd kon worden. Een positief verband tussen de hoogte 
vann de temperatuur en hel therapeutische resultaat is aangetoond. 
Inn hel Academisch Medisch Centrum (AMC) in Amsterdam is in 1979 een begin gemaakt 
mett liet behandelen van tumoren in het bekkengebied met behulp van hyperthermic. Sinds 
diee tijd is een groot aantal patiënten behandeld al dan niet in het kader van gerandomiseerde 
klinischee studies. Het systeem dat wordt gebruikt om de verwarming uit te voeren beslaat 
uitt vier tegenover elkaar geplaatste golfgeleiders die eleetromagnetische (EM) golven met 
eenn frequentie van 70 MHz uitzenden richting de patiënt (zie hoofdstuk 2 figuur 1 en 
hoofdstukk 4 figuur 1). Dit leidt lot een EM-veld in de patiënt. De EM-velden van de 
verschillendee golfgeleiders interfereren met elkaar en leiden tot een samengesteld EM-veld 
inn de patiënt. De mate waarin de energie in dit EM-veld wordt geabsorbeerd en waardoor 
dee patiënt opwarmt, wordt weergegeven door de "Specific Absorption Rate" (SAR); een 
hogeree SAR impliceert een grotere temperatuurstijging. De verdeling van het EM-veld en 
daaromm ook de SAR kan worden gemanipuleerd door de amplitude en fase van de door de 
golfgeleiderss uitgezonden EM-golven per golfgeleider aan te passen. Door deze amplitude-
enn fase-instelling aan te passen en gebruik te maken van de interferentie van de EM-velden 
kann het samengestelde EM-veld zo gefocuseerd worden dat een optimale SAR in het 
doelgebiedd verkregen wordt. Het hyperthermiesysteem in het AMC wordt "AMC-4 
waveguidee phased array" genoemd. In dit proefschrift is dit ook wel afgekort lot "AMC-4 
systeem". . 
Veell inzicht is al verkregen uit eerder onderzoek in het AMC. In dit onderzoek is de 
verdelingg van de EM-energie die gerealiseerd kan worden met de golfgeleiders in kaart 
gebracht.. Dit is gedaan met behulp van "Licht Emitterende Diodes" (LED). Hiervoor is de 
LEDD geïntegreerd op een kleine antenne. De intensiteit van het licht uitgezonden door de 
LEDD is een maat voor de E M-veldsterkte (en daarmee de SAR). Om de interferentie van de 
EM-golvenn van de golfgeleiders te kunnen verifiëren moet ook de fase van de EM-veiden 
bekendd zijn. Om deze fase te meten, is samen met TNO een sensor ontwikkeld. Met behulp 
vann deze sensor zijn in hel centrale vlak van hel hyperthermiebehandelsysteem in een 
homogeenn fantoom de sterkte en de fase van het EM-veld bepaald voor de afzonderlijke 
golfgeleiders.. Vervolgens is voor verschillende amplitude- en fase-instellingen het 
verwachtee samengestelde EM-veld vergeleken met een meting van het samengestelde EM-
veld.. Het is vastgesteld dat de interferentie van de EM-velden in dit vlak verklaard kan 
wordenn op basis van de EM-veiden van de afzonderlijke golfgeleiders. Indirect is hiermee 
aangetoondd dat amplitude- en fase-instellingen van het hyperthermiesysteem 
reproduceerbaarr en slabiel zijn. 
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Parallell aan de ontwikkeling van deze meettechnieken zijn ook computermodellen 
ontwikkeldd om EM-velden te berekenen. De noodzaak van deze ontwikkeling kan worden 
begrepenn doordat de interactie tussen EM-velden en de patiënt sterk varieert per orgaan of" 
weefseltype.. Deze heterogeniteit maakt het voorspellen van de verdeling van hel EM-veld 
(enn daarmee de SAR) lastig. Daarom zijn computermodellen onmisbaar om verbanden 
tussenn operationele parameters, waaronder de amplitude- en fase-instelling, van het 
hyperthermiesvsteemm en de gerealiseerde verdeling van de EM-energie vast te stellen. 

S.22 Samenvatting van dit proefschrift 

Hett onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven, heeft als doel gehad de 
behandelingenn met het AMC-4-systeem (en vergelijkbare systemen) te verbeteren en 
daardoorr de temperaturen tijdens behandeling ie verhogen. Het onderzoek kan in drie 
hoofdlijnenn verdeeld worden; 1) de ontwikkeling van een aan de hand van metingen 
gecontroleerdd hyperlhermie-SARplanningsysteem dat is gebaseerd op de "weak 
formulationn of the conjugate gradient FFT" (WF-CGFFT) methode, 2) het ontwikkelen van 
techniekenn om met behulp van het hyperthermïe-SARplanningsysteem de SAR-verdeling te 
optimaliserenn en 3) het toepassen van hel hyperthermic-SARplanningsysleem in het kader 
vann de ontwikkeling van een nieuw hypcrthermicbehandelsystecm. 
Dee ontwikkeling van het hyperthermie-SARplanningsysteem gebaseerd op de WF-
CGFFTmethodee is verdeeld in twee stappen: 1) de ontwikkeling van software om medische 
beeldinformatie,, de eigenschappen van het AMC-4systeem en de numerieke resultaten te 
verwerkenn en te bewerken en 2) het verzamelen van meetgegevens om het planningsysteem 
tee kunnen controleren en eventueel aan te passen. In hoofdstuk 2 worden de in stap 2 
beoogdee meetgegevens besproken om vervolgens in hoofdstuk 3 de overeenstemming 
tussenn de meetgegevens en de gegevens verkregen met het planningsysteem te bespreken. 
Ookk het ontwikkelen van technieken om met behulp van het hyperthermie-SARplanning 
systeemm de behandeling te optimaliseren kan in twee stappen worden verdeeld: 1) het 
ontwikkelenn van een optimalisatieprocedure waarbij de gemiddelde SAR in verschillende 
volumina.. zoals de tumor en het patiëntvolume, gebruikt kunnen worden en 2) het 
ontwikkelenn van een procedure om gebieden in de patiënt te specificeren waar mogelijk 
"hott spots" kunnen verschijnen. De SAR in deze gebieden wordt vervolgens opgenomen in 
dee optimalisatieprocedure. Deze stappen worden uitgewerkt in hoofdstuk 4 en 5. 
Nieuwee hyperthermiesystemen richten op een verbeterde aanpassing van de SAR-verdeling 
opp het doelgebied en het voorkomen van "hot spots". Dit wordt bereikt door het aantal FM-
brormenn en of de frequentie waarbij het systeem werkt, aan te passen. In hoofdstuk 6 
wordenn de voordelen van een nieuw hyperlhermiesysteem afgezet tegen het bestaande 
AMC-4systeem.. Hierbij wordt de frequentie van 70 MHz behouden maar wordt het aantal 
golfgelciderss verdubbeld. 

8.2.11 De liyperthemiie-SARplanningsoftware 

Dee hyperthermie-SARplanningsoftware is ontwikkeld op een werkstation (Silicon 
Graphics)) en bestaat uil 3 applicaties: !) een applicatie programma om medische 
beeldinformatiee te kunnen verdelen in weefseltypen. om de resolutie Ie verlagen vanwege 
geheugenbeperkingen,, om relevante (dié'leetrische) eigenschappen aan de weefseltypen toe 
tee kennen, om de beschrijving van de patiënt en het behandelsysteem samen te voegen en 
omm deze ueuevens klaar te zetten voor het berekenen van de EM-veldverdelirm: 2) een 
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applicatiee waarmee met behulp van de WF-CGFFTmethode de EM-veldverdeling in de 
patientt en in het hyperthermiebehandelsysteem uitgerekend wordt; 3) een programma om 
dee amplitude en fase van de EVl-velden van de afzonderlijke golfgeleiders toe te passen om 
eenn superpositie van deze EM-velden te kunnen berekenen en om de resultaten te 
verwerkenn en zichtbaar te maken. 
Dee applicatie waarmee met behulp van de WF-CGFFTmethode de EM-veldverdeling in de 
patiëntt en in het hyperthermiebehandelsysteem uitgerekend wordt, is ontwikkeld door de 
Technischee Universiteit Delft. De overige software is ontwikkeld in het AV1C. 

8.2.22 Meetgegevens om het hyperthennie-SARplanningsysteem te verifiëren. 

Dee EM-veldverdeling verkregen met de golfgeleiders van het AMC-4sysleem is al eerder 
bepaaldd in het transversale middenvlak van een sterk vereenvoudigd homogeen mode! van 
eenn patiënt (zie hoofdstuk 2 figuur 2). Deze data zijn tiitgebreid naar een tweede vlak. het 
sagittalee middenvlak, om zo data te verkrijgen waarmee het hyperthermie-
SARptanningsysteemm geverifieerd kan worden. Door dit tweede vlak in de metingen op te 
nemen,, kan ook de invloed van de afmeting van de waterbolus op de EM-veldverdeling 
bekekenn worden. De afmeting van deze waterbolus is van belang omdat in de kliniek vaak 
aann de rand van de bolus effecten (te sterke verwarming resulterend in pijn) optreden die de 
behandelingg van het eigenlijke doelgebied beperken. In hoofdstuk 2 worden de resultaten 
vann de metingen in beide vlakken van het homogene model (fantoom) gepresenteerd. De 
metingenn zijn uitgevoerd met de TNO-sensor zodat de amplitude en fase van het EM-veld 
gemetenn kunnen worden. De metingen zijn uitgevoerd voor een enkele "losse" goifgeleider 
enn een enkele goifgeleider maar dan werkelijk opgesteld in het AMC-4systeem. Fliermee 
zijnn data verkregen waarmee het hyperthermie-SARplanningsysteem geverifieerd kan 
worden.. Het vergroten van de boiusafmetingen is voordelig voor de EM-veldverdeling. Op 
basiss van deze resultaten is de afmeting van de waterbolus van het AMC-4systeem in de 
sagittalee richting vergroot van 30 cm naar 40 cm. Dit heeft een bijdrage geleverd aan het 
verminderenn van het aantal pijnklachten en een toename van het vermogen dat maximaal 
kann worden toegepast om de tumor te verwarmen. 

8.2.33 Verificatie van het hyperthermie-SARplanningsysteem 

Dee nauwkeurigheid van het planningsysteem is van belang om te bepalen of resultaten 
toegepastt kunnen worden voor prospectieve SAR-planning voor de individuele patiënt. De 
nauwkeurigheidd wordt bepaald door 1) de nauwkeurigheid van de rekenmethode in 
gevallenn waarbij sprake is van substantieel diëlectrisch contrast en 2) de beschrijving van 
hett AMC-4systeem binnen de rekenmethode. De nauwkeurigheid van de rekenmethode is 
acceptabell voor een testcase waarbij het EM-veld wordt berekend in een gelaagde bol 
bestraaldd door een vlakke EM-golf. De beschrijving van het AMC-4systeem binnen de 
rekenmethodee is geverifieerd door gemeten en berekende EM-veldgegevens te vergelijken. 
Dee vergelijking is uitgewerkt in hoofdstuk 3 waarbij gebruik gemaakt is van de 
meetgegevenss gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 2. De meetresultaten en rekenresultaten zijn 
beidee genormaliseerd in het centrum van het fantoom (amplitude - 100%. fase - 0 graden). 
OpOp basis van de gepresenteerde iso-amplitude- en fasecontouren in de figuren 3-5 en de 
profielenn in de figuren 6-8 in hoofdstuk 3 wordt geconcludeerd dat de EM-veldgegevens 
kwalitatieff overeenstemmen. Fr worden echter ook grote verschillen gevonden die oplopen 
lott 30% in de amplitude en 90 graden in de fase. De overeenstemming is slecht voor de fase 
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vann de radiale component van hei EM-veld. Dat de grote verschillen vooral voorkomen aan 
dee randen van het beschouwde fantoom wordt duidelijk wanneer de vergelijking wordt 
beperktt tot een gebied van 20 x 20 em: gecentreerd t.o.v. het centrum van het fantoom. In 
ditt gebied is de overeenkomst van hel EM-veld van een enkele golfgeleider beter dan 12% 
voorr de amplitude en binnen 15 graden voor de fase, Indien de golfgeleider is opgesteld in 
hett AMC-4systcem stijgen de verschillen voorde amplitude met 5 - 10V 
Geconcludeerdd wordt dal het hypeilhermie-SARplanningsysteem het EM-veld in het AMC-
4systeemm kwalitatief goed beschrijft. Het planningsysteem kan gebruikt worden voor 
prospectievee planning, waarbij op basis van de planningresultaten een startinstelling 
bepaaldd kan worden, die dan wel suboptimaal is. maar waarmee bij de start van de 
behandelingg al rekening is gehouden met probleemgebieden ("hot spots"). Ook is de 
nauww keurigheid voldoende om het planningsysteem te gebruiken bij de analyse van nieuwe 
apparatuur. apparatuur. 

8.2.44 Optimalisatie van de SAR-verdeling 

Dee hyperlhermiesystemen die gebruik maken van een aantal EM-velden om de patiënt te 
verwarmenn hebben de mogelijkheid om de SAR-verdeling te manipuleren door middel van 
dee amplitude- en fase-instelling. Tijdens de behandeling moeten deze amplitude en fase 
instellingg zo gekozen worden dat zonder ongewenste neveneffecten de tumor optimaal 
verwarmdd wordt. Het vinden van de optimale instelling op basis van intuïtie is lastig door 
dee complexe interactie tussen EM-veld en patiënt. Door de EM-velden te berekenen kan de 
SAR-verdelingg in de patiënt geoptimaliseerd worden om zo de optimale amplitude- en fase-
insiellingg te bepalen. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een procedure om deze SAR-verdeling te 
optimaliserenn gepresenteerd. De procedure maakt gebruik van de gemiddelde SAR als 
functiee van de amplitude- en fase-instelling. De SAR-functie geldt voor volumina van 
arbitrairee grootte zoals een enkel basisvolumeelement uit het rekenvolume (voxel), het 
tumorvolumee of het gehele rekenvolume. Hierdoor is het niet nodig dat bij iedere 
optimalisatiestapp de SAR in ieder voxel binnen een volume dat bestaat uit meerdere voxels 
bepaaldd moet worden. De functie bestaat uit de sommatie van N : termen waarbij N gelijk is 
aann het aantal golfgeleiders van hel hyperthermiesyslecm. Elke term is slechts afhankelijk 
vann de amplitude- en fase-instelling en bevat coëfficiënten die eenmalig bepaald moeien 
worden.. Deze coëfficiënten verdisconteren de middeling van de SAR over de voxels binnen 
hell beschouwde volume. De time lies kunnen worden toegepast in verschillende beschikbare 
optimalisatieroutiness en maken het mogelijk om de gemiddelde SAR in een bepaald 
volumee te beperken bij hel optimaliseren van de gemiddelde SAR in de tumor. Als 
voorbeeldd is dit gedaan op basis van de gegevens van een patiënt. Er is gebruik gemaakt 
vann het spreadsheet programma MS-Excel en de "oplosser^-mvoegtoepassing om de ratio 
tussenn de gemiddelde SAR in de tumor en de gemiddelde SAR in de gehele patiënt te 
maximaliseren.. De benadering is dat de verwarming van de tumor het efficiëntst gaat indien 
dee gemiddelde SAR buiten de tumor zo laag mogelijk gehouden wordt. Laag houden van 
dee gemiddelde SAR buiten de tumor garandeert echter niet dal er geen locaties voorkomen 
waarr de SAR hoger is dan in de tumor. Daarom is als voorwaarde meegenomen dat de 
gemiddeldee SAR op een aantal kritische plaatsen niet boven de gemiddelde SAR in de 
tumorr mag uitkomen. Dit leidt onmiddellijk tol een verhoogde gemiddelde SAR buiten de 
lumorr en dus een lagere efficiëntie. Bovendien verschijnen andere locaties met een SAR 
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hugei"" dan de SAR in de tumor. I let toevoegen van deze locaties aan de al beschouwde 
locatiess leidt tot een andere optimale amplitude- en fase-instelling. Dit illustreert liet belang 
omm alle locaties te specificeren waar potentieel de SAR ie hoog kan worden. 
Inn hoofdstuk 5 wordt een procedure gepresenteerd om alle locaties waar potentieel de SAR 
tee hoog kan worden te specificeren en in beeld te brengen. Deze locaties worden verder 
potentiëlee "hot spots" genoemd. De procedure heeft als uitgangspunt dat het 
hyperthermiesysteemm met een vast vermogen de patiënt verwarmt, ongeacht de werkelijke 
amplitudee en fase instelling. Op iedere locatie wordt, gegeven dit vaste \ennogen. bepaald 
watt de maximale SAR is. Locaties waar de SAR een bepaalde SAR-waarde, hel 
selectieniveau,, overschrijdt, worden als potentiële "hol spots" beschouwd. Selcetieniveaus 
vann 3 tot 6 maal de maximale SAR in de tumor zijn toegepast. De bepaling van een 
sclectienivcauu op deze wijze is arbitrair. Op deze manier kan wel bepaald worden welke 
locatiess moeten worden meegenomen bij het optimaliseren van de SAR in de tumor. Van 
eenn drietal verschillende oplimalisatiemethodcn blijkt het maximaliseren van de SAR in de 
tumorr onder de voorwaarde dat de SAR in de potentiële "hot spots" niet hoger is dan het 
selectieniveau,, het meest efficiënt. 

8.2.55 Analyse van een nieuwe hyperthermiesysteem 

Mett het AMC-4systeem zijn voor een aantal tumorlocaties goede klinische resultaten 
behaald.. Desondanks wordt er gewerkt aan een nieuw behandelsysteem. Hierbij is het doel 
dee verwarming te verhogen van centraal-in-de-patiënt-gelegen doelgebieden ten opzichte 
vann meer perifeer-, tegen-de-huid-gelegen gebieden. Ook wordt beoogd de SAR-verdeling 
inn de richting van de as van hel hyperthermiesysteem te kunnen beïnvloeden. Voor 
hyperthermiesystemenn die sterk lijken op het AMC-4sysleem is gebleken dat het uitbreiden 
vann het aantal HM-bronnen kan leiden tot een verhoogde tumortemperatuur. 
Inn het AMC is gekozen voor een nieuw behandelsysteem dat bestaat uit twee AMC-4ringen 
diee achter elkaar zijn geplaatst (zie hoofdstuk 6 figuur 1), In hoofdstuk 6 wordt 
geanalyseerdd welke voordelen een dergelijk AMC-Ssysteem biedt ten opzichte van het 
AMC-4systeem.. Hierbij is de afstand tussen de twee AMC-4ringen en de afmeting van de 
apertuurr van de golfgeleider als parameter geïntroduceerd. Voor verschillende waarden 
voorr deze parameters is met het hyperthermie-SARplanningsysteem het EM-veld in een 
cilindrisehh homogeen fanloom bepaald. Vervolgens zijn de optimale amplitude- en fase
instellingg bepaald voor een aantal fictieve doelgebieden langs de as van het 
hyperthermiesysteem.. Analyse van de voordelen is gebaseerd op de FWHM-w aarde van de 
SARR langs een profiel over de as van het AMC-4- en AMC-8sysleem en de fractie tussen 
dee maximale SAR op de rand van het fantoom en de SAR op de locatie van het doelgebied. 
Sratu,.. De FW HM-waarde is een maat voor het verwarmde volume. Hen lagere Sratul geeft 
aann dat een centraalgelegen doelgebied beter verwarmd kan worden; bij een gelijkblijvende 
maximalee SAR op de rand van het fantoom, wordt bij een lagere Sr.„K1 de SAR in het 
doelgebiedd hoger. 

Hett doelgebied kan door het AMC-8systeem beter worden verwarmd (de Sr;i(K, is lager) dan 
doorr het AMC-4sysleem indien de twee ringen van het AMC-8sysieem voldoende dicht bij 
elkaarr geplaatst worden: tol afstanden tussen beide ringen van 7.5 cm is de SrLit]n 

aanmerkelijkk beter. Indien de ringen op 4.5 cm van elkaar geplaatst worden, is de Srj.„, lager 
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voorr het AMC-Ssystccm dan \ oor liet AMC-4systeem zolang de effectieve apertuur van het 
AMC-Ksysteemm groter is dan de apertuur van het AMC-4systeem. De grootste verbetering 
{dee laagste waarde voor S,,lUo ) wordt \erkregen mei de twee ringen van liet AMC-8systeem 
opp 4.5 cm van elkaar en met dezelfde afmeting van de apertuur van de golfgeleiders als 
voorr het AMC-4sysleem. In dit geval wordt, bij een gelijk blijvende maximale SAR op de 
randd van het fantoom, de SAR in het doelgebied voor het AMC-Ksysteem 1,6 keer de SAR 
inn het doelgebied voor het AMC-4systeem. Bij een gelijkblijvende SAR in het doelgebied 
iss de maximale SAR op de rand van hei fantoom voor het AV1C-8sysleem 0.6 keer die voor 
hett AMC-4systeem. 
Inn het AMC-8systeem wordt de effectieve apertuur bijna verdubbeld waardoor het volume 
datt verwarmd wordt ook 50% groter wordt. Dit zou ook nog tot een wat homogenere 
temperatuurr in het doelgebied kunnen leiden omdat bloed dat het gebied instroomt beter is 
voorverwarmd.. Verwacht wordt dat het AMC-8systeem ook bij klinische toepassing zal 
leidenn tot een relatieve verhoging van de SAR in het doelgebied, en hiermee samenhangend 
eenn verhoging van de gerealiseerde temperatuur. 

8.33 Huidige status en toekomstige ontwikkelingen. 

Hett in dit proefschrift beschreven hyperthermie-SARplanningsysteem is veeleisend wat 
betreftt computer-reken-tijd en geheugen. Het is daardoor moeilijk om binnen de periode 
russenn diagnostische beeldvorming en eerste behandeling een volledige planning uit te 
voeren.. Hierdoor is in feite alleen "post treatments-planning mogelijk. 
Zonderr significante verandering in de nauwkeurigheid waarmee het AMC-4systeem 
gemodelleerdd wordt, is de "Finite Difference Time Domain" (FDTD) methode in 
samenwerkingg met de radiotherapieafdeling van het Universitair Medisch Centrum Utrecht 
(UMCU)) op de afdeling geïntroduceerd. Hiermee is binnen kortere tijd en mei hogere 
resolutiee hyperthermie-SARplanning mogelijk. 
OpOp basis van de SAR-verdeling in de patiënt kan de temperatuurverdeling worden 
uitgerekend.. Hiervoor zijn verschillende thermische modellen ontwikkeld waaronder ook 
modellenn die rekening houden met het thermische (koelende of verwarmende) effect van 
hett bloed in de bloedvaten. In welke mate deze effecten een rol spelen in de grote volumina 
diee met regionale hyperthermic worden verwarmd is nog niet duidelijk. Een ander probleem 
datt geldt voor alle thermische modellen is de waarde en nauw keurigheid van de thermische 
eigenschappenn van de patiënt. 
Inn de modellen die geen rekening houden met bloedvaten is het mogelijk om de 
afhankelijkheidd van de temperatuur verdeling van de SAR. en dus van de amplitude- en 
fase-instelling.. expliciet te maken. Hierdoor is het mogelijk om met 
optimalisatieproceduress de amplitude- en fase-instelling te bepalen waarbij de 
temperatuurverdelingg optimaal is. Binnen de samenwerking tussen het AMC en het UMCU 
iss op basis hiervan een optimalisatieprocedure geïmplementeerd waarmee de amplitude- en 
fase-instellingg bepaald kan worden voor een temperatuurverdeling met CT-resolutie. 
Tijdenss een hyperthermiebehandeling is het van belang om de temperatuur in de patiënt te 
registreren.. Ten eerste om zo goed mogelijk de beoogde temperatuur van 40 44 "C te 
realiserenn en vast ie houden en ten tweede om de kwaliteit van de behandeling te 
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kwantificerenn in termen van thermische dosis. Deze temperatuurregistratie moet gedurende 
dee gehele behandeling plaats vinden omdat de patiënt fysiologisch reageert op de 
temperatuurstijging:: diëlcctrische eigenschappen veranderen enigszins en de bloedstroom 
kann sterk veranderen. De registratie wordt van oudsher gedaan met temperatuursensoren. 
Mett deze sensoren wordt bij voorkeur in ieder geval dichtbij of in de tumor maar op een 
beperktt aantal locaties de temperatuur gemeten. Momenteel worden deze sensoren vrijwel 
alleenn nog intra-luminaal gebruikt omdat het invasieve gebruik vaak leidt tot toxiciteit. 
Nadeell van het intra-luminaal gebruik van de temperatuursensoren is het slechte en niet 
reproduceerbaree thermische contact dat deze sensoren met het lumen hebben. In een klein 
aantall instituten gebeurt dit ook met behulp van MR-thermografie. Met deze (voor 
hyperthermic)) nieuwe techniek kan met hoge resolutie een drie dimensionale (3D) 
temperaluurverdelingg in de patiënt bepaald worden. Om deze techniek te kunnen toepassen 
moett het hyperthermicsysteem compatibel zijn met hel MR-systeem. Dit vereist grote 
aanpassingenn of een volledig nieuw ontwerp. Een fundamenteel probleem is dat zowel de 
temperatuurr als de hoeveelheid zuurstof het MR-signaal beïnvloeden. De hoeveelheid 
zuurstoff in een bepaald volume verandert tijdens de hyperthermiebehandeiing doordat de 
bloedstroomm verandert. Hierdoor stemmen temperaturen gemeten met MR-thermografie en 
temperatuursensorenn niet altijd overeen. 

Momenteell kunnen er twee typen regionale hypert he rm ie systemen onderscheiden worden; 
dee systemen waarmee ook MR-thermografie bedreven kan worden en de systemen 
waarmeee temperatuurinformatie met temperatuursensoren verkregen moet worden. 
Aangenomenn dat MR-thermografie in de hyperthermiesetting accuraat is. is het mogelijk 
omm door middel van een controle/feedback-loop op ongewenste veranderingen in de 3D-
temperatuurverdelingg te reageren. Cruciaal hierbij is of het hyperthermicsysteem de SAR-
verdelingg voldoende aan kan passen om te reageren op de actuele temperatuurverdcling en 
temperatuurvariatiess op een cm-schaat. Het kwantificeren van de behandeling in termen 
vann thermische dosis is op basis van de 3D-temperatuurverdeling gedurende de 
behandelingg eenvoudig. 
Dee systemen zonder MR-thermografie zijn afhankelijk van het beperkte aantal 
temperatuursensorenn die in het algemeen intra-luminaal geplaatst worden. De gegevens van 
dezee sensoren in combinatie met een berekende 3D-tempcratuurverdeling zullen moeten 
leidenn tot de amplitude- en fase-instelling voor de optimale behandeling. Ook in dit geval 
geldtt dat het hyperthenniesystccm in staat moet zijn om de SAR-verdeling voldoende aan 
tee passen om de gewenste temperatuurverdcling te realiseren. De vraag is dan of dit leidt tot 
eenn 3D-temperatuurverdeling die essentieel anders is dan de verdeling die wordt verkregen 
mett MRI-feedback. 
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Dankwoord d 
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Graagg wil ik op deze plek de mensen bedanken die direct of aan de zijlijn een bijdrage 
hebbenn geleverd aan hel tol stand komen van "het boekje". Een aantal wil ik graag bij naam 
noemen. . 
Alss eerste natuurlijk Ronald van Maarseveen niet wie ik samen op het hyperthermic project 
wass aangesteld. Ronald kun je niet snel vergeten. Als het niet is vanwege de software, 
optimalisatiee routines, de plaatjes en de soms te krachtige scripts die hij maakte dan wel 
vanwegee zijn voorliefde voor het middeleeuwse. Ook Christoph Schneider wil ik bedanken 
omdatt hij me in eerste instantie op sleeptouw nam om me de kneepjes van het F-veid meten 
tee leren. Nog meer denk ik bij Christoph aan de kraehtkreet (Aaaaacchh) die zijn keel 
ontsprongg als er iets niet helemaal ging zoals hij dal graag wilde. Ook Jan Sijbrands wil ik 
noemen.. Samen hebben we een groot aantal F-veid melingen uitgevoerd. Bij Peter. Bart. 
Rob.. Paul, en Richard moet ik toch vooral denken aan de muziek sessies die we hadden 
rondd de hyperthermiebehandeltafel (uiteindelijk hebben we nog opgetreden ook). Als je 
moett uitleggen aan Sinterklaas (ja. hij heeft hei echt gevraagd) wat deze gelegenheidsband 
"windkrachtt 8" nou eigenlijk was. dan kun je bijna niet anders zeggen dan "een hele harde 
wind".. In ieder geval waren we uiteindelijk zo populair dat we ook tijdens het kerstonlbijt 
mochtenn spelen (afstand is hier een goede remedie tegen overdadig enthousiasme). Jan van 
Dijkk wil ik graag bedanken voor de begeleiding en het vertrouwen dat hij in de goede 
afloopp van het onderzoek heeft gehouden. Naast het bespreken van de resultaten van het 
onderzoekk hebben we ook vaak gesproken over het aantal nieuwe patiënten, zittingen, 
seriess en andere management gerelateerde zaken/getallen. Met enige verbazing 
aanschouwdee ik altijd datje in staat was de tellingen tot op de laatste patiënt uit te pluizen, 
Nickk en Ilans wil ik graag bedanken voor de hulp bij het voorbereiden van publicaties en 
ditt proefschrift. Meer bij elkaar geraapt wil ik graag de "hyperthermisten". Gerard, Nick, 
Paull (geroemd voor de Tsjechische worst en gedestilleerde pruimensappen) Sabine, Paul. 
Hanss en Petra, bedanken. En alle andere medewerkers van de afdeling radiotherapie die 
iederee dag weer zorgen voor een fijne werksfeer. 
Lastt but not least bedank ik Reg voor de steun en aansporing. 
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uitgevoerdd bij het Laser Centrum van het Academisch Medisch Centrum van Amsterdam. 
Inn het kader van Laserlithotripsie (niersteenvergruizing met een laser) werd onderzoek 
gedaann naar de modellering van snel expanderende en weer imploderende gasbellen die 
ontstaann wanneer met een gepulste laser wordt 'gescholen' op een niersteen. In 1992 
ronddee hij de studie in de richting experimentele natuurkunde at'. In 1993 kwam hij in 
dienstt van het Academisch Medisch Centrum als toegevoegd onderzoeker op liet KWH 
projectt 'Planning of 3D Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) in Electromagnetic Deep 
Hyperthermia:: Integration of extensively scanned field distributions with advanced 
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simulationss to improve the axial control of a waveguide based hyperthermia array system". 
Hett onderzoek dat ten behoeve van deze twee projecten werd uitgevoerd heeft geleid tot de 
resultatenn beschreven in dit proefschrift. 
Momenteell is Jan Wiersma in dienst van het Academisch Medisch Centrum als klinisch 
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Stellingenn behorende bij  het proefschrift 
"Hyperthermi cc treatment planning for  the AMC-4 system using the 

WF-CGFFTT method' 

1.. Verwacht mag worden dat het A MC-8-hyperthermic systeem, in 
vergelijkingg met het A MC-4-hyperthermiesysteem, in staat zal zijn 
tumorenn tot een hogere temperatuur op te warmen, (dit proefschrift) 

2.. Het is jammer genoeg eenvoudiger een klhot spot" te veroorzaken dan er 
eenn te voorkomen, (dit proefschrift) 

3.. De kwaliteit van een prototype schept verwachtingen die niet 
geschondengeschonden zouden mogen worden door het eindproduct. 

4.. Voor de validatie van een rekenmodel dat de elektromagnetische velden 
berekentt in een hyperthermiesysteem met meerdere elektromagnetische 
bronnen,, moet zowel de amplitude als de fase van deze velden gemeten 
worden,, (dit proefschrift) 

5.. Het optimaliseren van de SAR verdeling op basis van de SAR in een 
beperktt aantal anatomische locaties is niet voldoende, (dit proefschrift) 

6.. De voordelen van het AMC-8-hyperthermiesysteem met axiale sturing 
gaann enigszins verloren als axiale sturing noodzakelijk is. (dit 
proefschrift) ) 

7.. File rijden is lang niet zo'n negatieve ervaring als het beschouwd wordt 
alss een vorm van gedwongen collectief onthaasten. 

8.. Het uiterlijke verschil tussen degene die hardop in zichzelf praat en de 
gebruikerr van een moderne mobiele telefoon is langzaam aan het 
verdwijnen. . 

9.. Uit het niveau waarmee soms gesprekken met mobiele telefoons gevoerd 
worden,, zou afgeleid kunnen woorden dat aan microfoon en luidspreker 
nogg het een en ander mankeert. 

10.. Daar waar automobilisten de neiging hebben een zebrapad te negeren is 
hett veiliger om het pad op te heffen of uit te breiden met stoplichten. 

11.. Alle toekomstige kruisingen met een snelweg zouden als tunnel onder de 
snelwegg door moeten worden uitgevoerd. 

12.. Het voorkomen van beboeten of schorsen van voetballers op basis van 
televisiebeeldenn is een reden om scheidsrechters met televisiebeelden te 
ondersteunen. . 

Jann Wiersma, 13 april 2005 
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